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PROLOGUE

In his Pulitzer Prize-winning book, House Made of Dawn, Kiowa
author N. Scott Momaday invites readers to enter his world through the
power of words:
The stories were old and dear; they meant a great deal to my grandmother. It
was not until she died that I knew how much they meant to her. I began to think
about it. and then I knew. When she told me those old stories, something strange
and good and powerful was going on. I was a child and that old woman was
asking me to come directly into the presence of her mind and spirit; she was
taking hold of my imagination, giving me to share in the great fortune of her
wonder and delight. She was asking me to go with her to the confrontation of
something that was sacred and eternal. It was a timeless, timeless thing; nothing
of her old age or of my childhood came between us.

In the spirit of the fabric that tied N. Scott Momaday and his
grandmother; some stories, fragments of a life, are noted here for any
who care.
Monte

HORSE TALES

iBar Talk
Conversation with N. Scott Momaday in a Sun Valley, Idaho Bar
"Wait for us in the bar, we'll join you after signing a few books." Like most of the eight
panelists, Alvin Josephy and N. Scott Momaday are highly acclaimed and honored authors. I had no
book on the sale table in the lobby.
Panelists had just finished the final session of a two day symposium individually speaking on
any topic of their choice then fielding questions and challenges from the audience and other panelists.
Warm toned wood panels, plush carpet, soft chairs at the tables and the quiet atmosphere make the
bar attractive to casual conversations. Just off the lobby of the new hotel at Elkhorn Village early
evening patrons were just arriving. Time alone in the bar was an opportunity to reflect on my
improbable involvement with this remarkable group and what had just happened.
The Lincoln Foundation sponsored this event titled, Parks in the West, drawing panelists and
attendees from the nation but primarily from western states. Presently chairing the Idaho State Park
Board and recently having been chair of the Yellowstone Park Association Board were, apparently,
my credentials for being here. Each panelist was asked to submit, in advance, an essay of any
chosen topic to be published collectively and in advance of the conference. After a few introductory
speeches, attendees dispersed for two half day sessions of various workshops moderated by panelists
on a rotating basis.
The advance essay I submitted was about the importance of lay person involvement in
developing park management. The well educated professional has become too rigid, too locked into
dogma. The career professional has gained specific, detailed, well organized data but has acquired
blinders clouding vision of the world outside the tunnel. Park management also needs us 'loose
cannons' with our 'what if s' and 'why nof s*. Anyway, it seemed to go over pretty well, particularly
with fellow novices. In the closing session mentioned above I spoke of the meaning of parks in our
individual lives. Going to parks is an escape not from but to reality, a search for our beginnings.
Idaho Parks have a significant increase in visitors, not a decrease, during difficult economic times.
The idea of parks in our lives begins with the live plants that live with us in homes and workplaces,
extends to our yards, to our green belts then to the established zones we call Parks. That went over
well too and there were some good questions and challenges.
"You've gotten ahead of us. We expect an inspiring conversation." Momaday and Josephy
arrived.
"How did the book autographing go?"
"Terrific! We both sold out of stock and took orders."
N. Scott Momaday, Alvin Josephy and I had really seemed to relate and wished to extend our
conversation in a more relaxed way. A little small talk about the recent event, then a short savor the
wine pause.
"Who was the first person to ride a horse?" offered Momaday.
More pause.
"No one knows that" said Josephy. "It certainly didnT happen around here. Horses had gone
extinct on this continent until re-introduced by the Spaniards, probably happened on the Steppes of
Asia."
We all concurred.
Not so easily off put, Momaday said "Well, what are some possibilities?"

"Must have been one hell of a tough guy," said Josephy.
Turning his glance with a sly smile Momaday said ,"Monte, who do you think was the first
person to ride a horse?"
Slowly swirl and sip the wine. Look thoughtful. Buy some time. "Must have been one hell
of a tough guy," I said, repeating Josephy. "It would have been a wild scene to witness," 1 continued.
"The horse may have been sick or injured but still the guy was pretty cocky, probably showing off to
friends or other hunters."
"Why not a buffalo, a moose or a bear?" said Josephy.
"Or a tiger," I added.
"But someone did it with a horse for the first time or we wouldn't be seeing them now ridden
in parades, in roundups, rodeos and western movies," Momaday said.
"Must have had some help, like fellow hunters with spears." I was really getting immersed in
this now and beginning to relate with the brave, strong pioneer surrounded by admirers (think cowpokes on a corral rail watching a bronc buster).
Now more certain, I said, " wildly brandishing their spears, the other hunters could have
cornered the animal against a high rock or tree which I- er-he could climb high enough to drop onto
the critters back. Hang on for dear life then modestly receive your fans cheers and praise from your
seated position on the ground. Corner him and bring him back to the mounting place again - and
again - and again. I'm sure that's how it happened, guys," I said, only then noticing that my waving
arms and raised voice had other bar patrons weighing whether to listen or leave.
"Interesting story, Monte," said Momaday, "now would you like to hear my idea?"
"Of course, why else did you set us up so."
"My idea involves not a hunter or even a man. It is a woman, more precisely a young girl."
Momaday reminded me of my college philosophy Prof.
"The girl," he continued, "was now old enough to accompany other women of the village to
dig for roots and glean seeds and berries. The men, too good for gleaning, were of course, off
hunting. They may or may not bring back food for the village. If they did, it would likely be small
stuff rarely large enough to share. Women's efforts were the only reliable source of food for the
village. We should correctly call theirs a gatherer-hunter culture. The young girl, off by herself, had
found a dense thicket heavy with late summer berries. Thickly clustered and loose on the stem, the
dark sweet berries stripped easily into her pouch. Pleased and intent with the work, she almost didn't
hear a little rustle of movement in the thicket. It didn't sound like anything very large, perhaps a
rodent or something she could catch for the pot. Cautiously parting the leaves in direction of the
sound she heard a small whimper and there it was, a tiny quivering colt, apparently orphaned." (Its
mom may have been killed by the tough guy in my story).
Momaday continued, "The colt seemed to calm as she held it close. The berry pouch was
nearly full and shadows were getting long. Carefully gathering four long stick like legs together in
her arms, the colts shoulder against her cheek, they started for the village. The colt did well on the
mashed seeds and broths that the girl made for it until it could nibble on nearby grasses. The girl
bundled dry grasses and leaves to help it through the long winter. Almost daily the colt grew stronger
and bigger following the girl everywhere. They played, the colt nibbling her shoulder for attention,
she pulling its tail. It was inevitable that one day as the colt grew bigger she would hop on its back.
Startled at first, the colt loved this new play."
"There you are," Momaday finished with a mild flourish, "It was a girl!"
Josephy spoke first. "It may be," he said, "that the real question we have here would be,

"Which is the more powerful force, brute strength or love?
"Monte, which scenario do you think more plausible?" asked Momaday.
"I'll buy the wine. Scott!"

Speaking of horses, what the hell are those hoofmarks doing on the ceiling?

HORSE TALES
Hoof Prints on the Ceiling
Archie Teater, in early life, was sometimes a miner, sometimes a lumberjack
or a farmhand, but always he was an artist, mostly a painter. Apparently seeking
himself, he was a wanderer eventually finding the Hagerman valley of south
central Idaho. Following the Snake river which carved this valley among tall,
vertical, hexagonal columns of basalt lava Archie came to a smaller river called
the Malad, where it joins the Snake. Exploring up the north bank of the vigorous
river where it tumbled among the large angular boulders he soon entered a tight
high walled gorge known as the Malad George. The fast moving stream had in
incised the lower two miles of the short twelve mile river. Narrow and two
hundred and fifty feet high, the gorge was an isolated world apart, just what Archie
was seeking. His first home there, a dugout among the jumble of fallen lava rock.
He survived by poaching trout and sage chickens. Gleaned potatoes fallen from
wagons were kept under his bed roll to keep from freezing. From his dugout,
looking across the river slightly upstream, high where the lava still stood straight
in columns, were what appeared to be openings, perhaps caves. One of these
caves contains our horse mystery.
Basalt lava, unlike its violent cousin rhyolite, arrives in slow moving gentle,
but fiery molasses like flows. You could probably out run it, for a time. As it
cools it contracts into hexagonal columns. Frost then fractures the columns and
they break into angular boulders which accumulate at the foot of the still stately
mass of columns.
As his fortunes improved Archie was able to build a more comfortable
home. Selecting a site surrounded by clear cold springs gushing out of the
tumbled rocks he built the home with available rocks and found material. The roof
ridge had an intentional swale that only an artist would design. A bright red cinder
like rock was then an artistic capstone for the chimney which started wide,
emerged from the ground and gracefully peaked at the red rock. If you look
closely at some of his older paintings which include a cabin you will see a red
speck atop the chimney.

Fame, fortune and a wife Pat, found Archie in time. He was now, in the early
nineteen fifty's, able to build the home he really wanted. Choosing a site high
above the Snake River, half a mile below where the Malad Gorge meets the Snake
River, he and Pat built their new home and studio. Using connections through Pat's
family, the home was designed by Frank Lloyd Wright. The home is filled with
energy and creative inspiration. The only Wright designed structure in Idaho, it is
now owned by Henry and Lynn Whiting. Here we find another clue to our horse
mystery. On the flagstone patio enjoying wine, cheese and good conversation on a
summer evening the sun setting across the river is spectacular. Also across the
river is a desert plateau, the Hagerman Horse Fossil Beds. Bands of prehistoric
horses still roam there as fossils. They may have been among the last of their kind
there before horses became extinct on the American continent. High on the
basalt wall, across the Malad River from Archie's old dug out there is a cave.
Getting to it involves climbing down steep walls and across narrow ledges. After
slithering through the tight opening, space opens up a bit but is still tight and the
ceiling too low to stand. But there, on the ceiling, are light revealed prints, hoof
prints, horse hoof prints. On the ceiling! Why on the ceiling? I'll confess to a
flash of fantasy involving some kind of pre historic horse orgy in a secret cave. —
move on!
These prints were made by prehistoric horses like those found in the fossil
bed across the Snake River.
Experts have determined that there were two horses and that they were running.
Also their paths cross at a point on the cave ceiling. What goes here? Another
important clue is that the prints are positive, that is protruding, not negative or
indented. This clue helps bring the story together.
Over thousands of years Snake River Basalt intermittently flowed across the
landscape. The successive flows came, not always from classic volcanoes as we
picture them but often just oozing from cracks or fissures that opened in the earth.
Volcanic activity often creates its own electrical storms. Imagine with me this
possible scene: we know that these old model horses moved and grazed in this
area. They certainly would have been startled by the quakes and storms that
announce a new basalt lava event. If quake and storm commotion didn't then the
approaching lava, setting fire to the prairie as it advanced, would certainly have
stampeded the horses. As rain from the storm turned the dry prairie to mud,
panicking, the horses ran from the threat. Scorching the earth as it slowly rolled
forward the sticky hot lava carefully as a sculptor, filled damp foot prints of the

long gone horses. The lava cooled and solidified. Over time soil and grass seeds,
brought by the wind, covered the basalt for an interval before the next lava flow.
Time after time more lava flows came then froze in place adding to the great depth
of the formations we see today. Contraction cracks made openings for the water to
seep in. Expanding ice and frost wedged the cracks even wider. Water began
flowing through the wider cracks. Increasing in volume the water began carrying
with it sand then boulders tearing and clawing at the basalt walls that now
confined the river. The gorge grew deeper. As fractured rocks tumbled down from
the high walls some were worn and broken by the stream and others would pile up
into a jumbled buttress to the basalt walls. When the stream had reached the place
where the horses had stampeded there was a pocket of softer rock between the
very hard lava flows this pocket was once soil, the soil that made the mud to cast
the horse hoof prints. Much softer than surrounding basalt, this once mud rock
holding our horse prints was easily and quickly worn away by the vigorous stream.
What was left? An empty hold in the hard rock with sticking out horse hoof prints
in the ceiling!
Although, Frankly, I sort of liked the orgy idea.

i Horse Tales
Rudd Riding

"We have a horse for everyone. We have large and small horses. We have fast and slow horses
and we have frisky and gentle horses. For people who don't like to ride horses we have horses that
don't like to be ridden." Lowe Rudd knows his horses. He also knows his people. With two hundred
and fifty head of horses from which to select, his statement must be right.
It takes that many to man, guess I should say to horse, his four saddle horse concessions in
Grand Teton National Park. If his selection of horses is good, his selection of experiences offered park
visitors is even better. Guests may choose one hour, two hour, half day, all day or sunrise breakfast or
sundown dinner rides. Lowe is a congenial man with a ready smile and a real western sense of humor.
He can instantly size up the correct match of horse and rider. The stable of guides is as carefully
selected and cared for as is the stock. He's a cowboy's cowboy, bow legs and all. Because of years of
accumulated injuries, a small stair step is subtly stashed behind the tack shed where he can mount his
horse.
"Pick one of those guide horses for yourself while I get three more for your boys." Leading
mounts for my sons, Mike, Jeff and Steve, Lowe said, "We'll be expecting you guys to stick around for
dinner tonight." The invitation would be hard to refuse because his cooks always served up a
deliciously serious western feed for staff and any visiting friends. He would be offended if we offered
to pay for use of his horses or the meal.
"Say, by the way," Lowe said as he boosted my two younger boys to the saddle, "if you go
down by the Moose Ponds watch for a large group of about twenty people. They're with a new
greenhorn guide. I'm beginning to think I shouldn't have hired him. They should of been back by
now."
"OK, see you for dinner."
The boys, all good riders, fell right in as we headed out.
"We might as well swing down by the Moose Ponds and check things out. OK?"
" Good with us," said Mike, the older.
Trail to the Moose Ponds forks to the left at the South shore of Jenny Lake where an ad hock
boat ramp has been worn by years of use. Approaching the spot my thoughts drifted to a memorable
night here a couple of years earlier:

The happy party at the Elks Club in Jackson hadn 't broken up until
two-thirty am. Dick Contino, the famous accordionist, starred in the impromptu

session supported by half dozen local musicians. You just don 't leave early from
that kind of party. Bev and I were accompanied by friends Ernie and Mada
Pentz. Don 't bother looking for a bed this time of day at the peak of tourist
season. Sleeping bags in the car, we sought a pretty place that had no campers.
The South shore of Jenny Lake would do nicely, never mind that camping was not
allowed there. Bev and I made a bed in the back of our station wagon while,
somehow, Ernie and Mada shared a mummy bag on the beach. It must have been
about three-thirty am when I had to pee. Done! Something looks really strange.
Water on the lake has a weird coppery glow. So does the sky and it's all
refecting off the Tetons. Soft but luminous, shafts of rose, green and violet light
rise and fall, dancing through the haze of copper light. A thin crescent of moon
emerged revealing a waning eclipse. But the other colors? Northern lights! All
of this going on at once, the flowing dancing light reflecting off the lake, the
mountains and back again. But the emerging moon is going to wash it all away.
"Ernie, Mada you ve got to see
"Go

this!"

way!"

Grab the foot of the mummy bag, drag it down to the water's edge so
they can share this rare phenomenon.
They still say I put their mummy bag into
the lake. I don 't think so. But who knows. Doesn 7 really matter. A truly rare
moment in life.
Here's the trail fork at the boat ramp. What's this? A lone lady on a horse just going round
and round! The right rein dragging on the ground was periodically stepped on by the poor confused
horse. The left rein was tight in the woman's hand as she tugged the horse round in a tight circle. The
slim lady was in her mid thirties, attractive, comely, well dressed and clearly a dude. Her look of panic
turned to relief when she spotted us.
•'Oh, thank god! Can you help me?"
We hadn't met the lady yet but I knew the horse. She was Trixie, one of the finer guide horses.
Why was she carrying an inexperienced rider and, the reins, why weren't they tied? Guides don't tie
their reins but they always knot them for the clients so that an incident like this wouldn't happen.
Knotting the reins close I hung them over the horn of Trixie's saddle.
"Don't worry about the reins. Just hold on to the saddle horn," I reassured her. "We'll put you
between the boys and your horse will just follow along." Most guide horses want to be in the lead but I
knew Trixie would be well behaved in the string.
We were moving along well and the woman was quite happy, even chatty. Sound of a
galloping horse ahead and around a bend in the trail exploded a cowboy, an anxious looking cowboy. I
didn't know him.

"Are you looking for this lady?" I said, motioning her way.
"Were you with me?" he asked breathlessly while looking at her quizzically.
"YES. " She almost shouted.
"Oh! Well, have you seen a bunch of other people around here?"
Me passed us and went on without Trixie and the woman. On the Hat. approaching the corrals,
we overtook the rest of the group. They were well ordered and casual. The dude in lead said he just
told the others to follow him. He knew his horse would know the way home. Leadership emerges!
Just to be sure, we escorted the lady on Trixie . back to the corral.
For all I know, that cowboy guide is still out in the woods looking for his folks. At least, I
never saw him around the place again.

The boys and I finished our little ride and returned to the corrals to find Cornell Rudd in charge
of things. Cornell, also a good friend, is Lowe's nephew and his general operations manager. An
English teacher at Jackson High School, he spends summers here managing the four saddle horse
concessions. Guides had already herded most of the stock across the road to pasture for the night, but
there were a few late returns.
"Help me lead these few out to the others then we'll come back for supper."
Climbing back onto my horse, 1 gripped halter ropes of the four horses I would lead.
"Be careful to not let any of those ropes get under your horse's tail," cautioned Cornell.
"I know that," 1 replied impatiently.
Perhaps we had gone a hundred yards. Now, when a rope gets caught under a horse's tail the
startled horse clamps his tail down tight and leaps forward. The following horses, also startled, jerk
backward. All this causes the rope to burn its way across the most tender part of the poor critter's rear
end. I know all this now! Bzzzz and away we went. After getting everything gathered and back
together we resumed the project.
"Well, at least we know it won't happen twice in a row," Cornell consoled.
BUT IT DID!
It's fun being a real cowboy!

Move 'Em Out

"Anabody wears a hat like that otta be able ta ride." hollered an unidentified cowboy out of the
pre-dawn darkness.
"Av'e ridden some," I drawled, trying to talk like a cowboy while pretending I had a chaw in
my cheek. We had gathered inside a corral, seven wranglers, eight, if you counted me. Eight saddled
horses were hitched to corral rails. Wrangler's faces were now becoming visible by the faint morning
light rising in the East behind the Teton Mountains. A few of them I already knew.
Pointing to a wrangler horse tied up apart from the others, another cowboy said,
"Thet be your mount over thar.'"
Sauntering toward the designated horse, I tried my best to walk like a real cowboy, a walk that
would come naturally at the end of today's hard ride. Suspicions should have awakened when, as I
headed toward the horse, the seven cowboys climbed to the top corral rail for a good seat.
Two hundred and fifty horses milled around in a nearby pasture. According to Lowe Rudd, the
senior horses that had been here before knew that they were headed to the other side of the mountains.
Restless to get moving, they knew there would be green spring grass there this April, even though there
was still snow atop the pass. Recreating a vision from the old West, we will herd the large band of
horses over the scenic Teton Pass. It will take a full day and each wrangler will wear out two horses.
I've already planned to take meals for the next week standing at the fireplace mantle.
As I cautiously approached my assigned pinto, she seemed nervous too. Perhaps the special
western hat that got me into this predicament was not the best idea. I had a western hat but it was made
of crisp, clean straw. It was also white. It would have been a source of embarrassment branding me as
the worst kind of dude if I had showed up wearing it at this event. The problem was solved by
borrowing a hat from Bill Siddoway, a prominent Idaho sheep man. Bill called it his "dockin hat"
worn only during the spring ritual of castrating and cutting off tails of new lambs. Original color of the
hat is uncertain but might be called sweat tastefully blended with blood and dust. Several rips in the
brim helped the image. It did fit. Possibly the hat was spooking the horse too.
Carefully moving to my pintos head, I spoke softly and reassuringly, but fraudulently, to her. I
stroked her head .cheek and neck. She must have been beginning to like me because as I put left foot
in stirrup and grabbed the saddle horn her head turned sharply to the left. A large wide eyeball gazed
directly into mine. A little hop and right leg over the back, 1 didn't have to sit down in the saddle as
she thoughtfully brought it up to meet me. That saddle and I did stay together, though it was an
intermittent affair for a while. She and I got better acquainted as we headed off with all the horses.

She knew the drill well. If s six am this early April day when we leave the Idaho pasture a few miles
north of Victor. Idaho. Cool and clear, the weather is promising. Clumps of new green grasses here
and there along the road will be irresistible to the horses but topping Teton Pass we will pass through
plow cut walls on deep snow drifts. We and our band will travel about forty miles today and when we
summit Teton Pass we will have climbed twenty three hundred feet. We plan to trail from here to
Kelly, Wyoming, a small, real western village off the beaten trails far on the east side of Jackson
Hole.
Teton Pass road will, in the future, be widened and straightened to accommodate heavy daily
traffic of commuting workers traveling to and from booming Jackson Hole. Limited housing and high
prices will force the workers to live on the Idaho side. But on this 1960s day, the road we will take is
very narrow and has hairpin switchbacks going up one side and down the other. This early in the
season we should not encounter more than five or six vehicles but Lowe , no longer able to ride much,
will drive his pickup ahead to flag and warn drivers of the approaching hazard. His daughter will do
the same behind us. Wranglers in the lead, holding the horses from breaking into a run, easily look
down to see us pressing from the tail end of the string.
Driving cattle is just that. Except for an occasional break out or a wandering straggler, a cattle
drive is a slower moving business. Horses, in the spring, having been on feed and having had little
exercise all winter are ready to get out and go. Trailing horses this time of year is more a matter of
holding them down to a reasonable pace. Allow them to grab a mouthful of grass quickly but they have
to chew it along the way. There are frequent breakouts up a side canyon that have to be intercepted and
returned. Horses, it seems, are in some ways like people. They have their little cliques. There are
some other horses they just don't like. It isn't unusual in these tight quarters, to see ears laid back flat
against the neck, lips curled baring teeth in a horsey grin suggesting a sharp bite for an offensive
intruder. Our slowest pace was a trot but we galloped when five or six horses would break off to
explore a side ravine. The pinto and I were just getting well acquainted at midday but she (and my
butt) was about worn out.
"You've done great, Monte, so we have a special horse for your second mount," a cowboy said.
Oh Oh!
She was a beautiful animal, a Morgan they told me. Sporting but cautiously, I hopped up. No
problem. She responded instantly to the slightest touch. When horses broke from the band her ears
flicked forward and she was already starting to turn. The most remarkable surprise came when I lightly
touched her flanks expecting to break into a butt thumping trot. What's this? We were at trotting
speed but it was like a gentle rocking chair. 'Single foot,' they called the gait.
"May I buy this horse. Lowe?"
"Sorry," Lowe said, "she belongs to Mrs. Morse of the 'Fairbank Morse' scale people. They
have a ranch in Jackson Hole. I'm just boarding her till they arrive." The Morgan didn't seem to mind
my real western hat.
We would be moving these horses again next October, over the Tetons, back to Idaho for the winter. If
we could have seen ahead the events of that coming fall day, we would compare today's adventure to a
sunny day ride on a kid's merry go round.

Horse Tales
Rodeo on the Gros Ventre
A few lights were just beginning to flicker on in the rustic western style cabins of Kelly,
Wyoming. This early October morning was crisp, clear and chilly. Frost crystals garnished the
dry grasses along the road and the trees in this small village of little more than one hundred
people. Smoke curled straight up from each cabin's chimney. Kelly rests along the Gros Ventre
River and against foothills on the extreme eastern edge of the Jackson Hole Valley. It looks like
a vintage 1800s western community but is actually the second settlement on this site. The old
town, formed late in the 1890s, disappeared on May 18. 1927. A natural dam formed six miles
east of Kelly by the Gros Ventre landslide two years earlier, collapsed and flood waters
completely wiped out the town, killing six people. It was June 23, 1925 that, following the melt
from a heavy snow pack and several weeks of heavy rain, the north face of Sheep Mountain
collapsed, raced down and across the Gros Ventre River and three hundred feet up the opposing
mountainside. The landslide created a natural dam more than two hundred feet high and four
hundred yards wide. Gros Ventre waters backed up forming Lower Slide Lake. The lake and
dam eventually stabilized with water seeping under the dam being about equal to upper input
from the Gros Ventre River. Engineers determined that there was no danger. Locals living
below the dam weren't as sure so they maintained rotating watch on the dam. A few days before
the collapse it was noted that water seeping from beneath the dam had more than doubled. An
alert went out and a few left but it was too late for others.
We won't be stopping at Kelly because our horses are in a pasture a few miles north of
here and other wranglers will be waiting for us. We'll be taking two hundred and fifty horses
back over Teton Pass to Idaho for the coming winter. From the feel of it that winter may not be
far away.
The horses are not as anxious to get moving as they were last spring. Every day for four
months they've been transporting dude butts, thick and thin. They're tired and they know the
grasses along the way are all dry, no green stuff. It's just as well because there will be only six
of us riding today. Some of the summertime cowboys have left the valley for school or
wrangling jobs in Arizona.
Dropping the pasture gate we beheld hoof prints in diamonds. Even as the new morning
sun destroyed them, last night's frost crystals on the dry grass flashed rainbow hues in every
direction. Vapors rose from the horses backs and from their nostrils. It's going to be a glorious,
if cold, day. Squeezed into pointy toed boots, my toes are already cold. Wish I could have worn
some bigger warmer boots. There's sure to be ice on the road over Teton Pass and some horses
are likely to go down. If a rider's horse falls the rider may have to bail out quickly. A heavier,
warmer boot may get stuck in a stirrup.
The four other wranglers waiting for us already had six horses saddled. We should get

moving right away. October days are short. Fences along both sides of the road made trailing
easy south to Kelly where the road right angled to the west. Fencing continued on the north side
of the road but on the south side it ended abruptly about a mile west of Kelly. We were entering
Grand Teton National Park lands. A sage brush flat between the Kelly road and the Gros Ventre
River varied between three hundred to five hundred yards. Driving our horses out onto this flat.
without a spoken word, the wranglers reconfigured. Two were in the lead, one on each flank and
two of us riding 'sweep" at the rear. Dale Turman was my partner on sweep. He was a long time
friend who was pleasant with a quick chuckle and a laugh. His rotund profile seemed to reveal
his role as cook for the sundown rides that patrons loved. They delighted in his easy western
humor as he heaped up huge t-bone steaks beside cowboy beans and potatoes. Sadly, it would be
only a few years in the future that he would first lose a leg and then his life to diabetes.
But this day was easy and pleasant. The horses stayed together well allowing us to bring
our horses together and chat. The sun was now warming our backs.
''It was right here,"* said Dale. "We had a little rodeo. Right here under these trees-and in
the river.""
"What do you mean.'a little rodeo'?'"
Dale chuckled to himself a little. "One of our cowboys was riding by here when he says
he smelled somthin' pequluar."
It was a beautiful site for a camp but not a legal one. The Gros Ventre roars in the spring
but is more creek size in the summer. A pleasant grassy flat under the cottonwoods fused into
cobble rock and gravels between it and the river.
Dale continued, "The cowboy, movin' closer, saw a rusty ol' Volkswagen bus painted
with flowers and such. A bunch of hippies was sittin" round laughin", singin" and smokin' pot.
He figgered the pequluar smell was cuz of their want of a bath. Next day, after stock was put out
to pasture, a bunch of us with lassos rode over to oblige them in their need. People's easier to
rope than cows. We dragged them, one to a rope, into the river for a good cleansing. They
seemed like they didn't know what a bath was. We were a bit sorry about the water bein' cold
and all."
Dale didn't say whether they used soap.
"Next day they was all gone, probbly to show off their new baths to like friends."
There's usually little traffic on the Kelly road but today there were lots of vehicles,
mostly pickups and 4x4s. Occupants of all the vehicles were wearing fluorescent garb,
obviously hunters. Was there a hunting season open here in the Park?
Some hunters in a Jeep wagon stopped to ask where we were taking the horses.
I told him. then asked, "What's going on? Is there a hunting season and why are all the

hunters just driving up and down this road?"
A hunter in the passenger seat answered through the window, "Elk are trying to move
into the National Elk Refuge too early. There won't be enough feed for the winter. Special
permits have been issued expecting that hunters will drive them back into the hills for a while.
The whole thing is a fiasco. We're only allowed to shoot them within a half mile of this fence.
The fence encloses hundreds of acres. What's happening is that hunters up on the north end
shoot at them driving them down this way then when we shoot here on the south end the elk
stampede again back north. It's all silly."
The National Elk Refuge, managed by the US Fish and Wildlife Service, feeds hay to
large herds of elk all winter. Summer ranges will support more elk than will winter range. In a
natural situation, the elk population would be determined by winter range. Feeding helps
maintain an artificially large population. Hunting and guiding is big business with political clout
in Wyoming. The USFWS has a tiger by the tail with the winter feeding. They don't know how
to let go.
Still smiling while picturing the hippie rodeo that Dale described, I noticed to the north,
big dustl But there's no wind. As the dust cloud grew bigger and thicker elk began emerging
from it. More and more came, lots of them and they seemed to be in stampede. Wow! We'll get
a close look at them when they turn back at the fence. But they didn't turn back at the fence!
First ones there leaped the fence. A few then balked, rammed from behind or leaped over by
others. Everything now seems to be in slow motion. Fence posts are flying out of the ground!
Comparing the elk herd to our band of horses there must be at least one hundred and fifty head of
elk. MY GOD! They're charging right into the horses! They must have mistaken our horses to
be other elk on the refuge. Everything is a huge, dense sphere of dust. Flashing images emerge
then disappear, a kicking horse's rear end, then a rearing horse's head, a large antlered elk head,
an elk rearing, horses bucking and screaming. This can't be real! Round and round everything
roared. Some kind of surreal orgy go round. Slow motion made it seem as if it had lasted about
thirty minutes. A reality clock would probably say five minutes. At some point the chief elk
must have said, "Hey, this ain't right". Instantly and collectively, as a unit, the elk tore off in a
moving cloud of dust back from whence they had come. They all cleared the fence easily this
time.
Survey the damage! Riding sweep, Dale and I were further from the center of action.
Although having had an exciting ride for a few minutes, we were still mounted as was one other
cowboy. Tall in our saddles, we three had the best view. No dead or injured elk were about.
Good thing. We didn't have an elk permit. Horses were scattered all over the visible valley
floor. We hadn't noticed any of them taking off for other parts. Couldn't tell if any were injured
till we got them rounded up. The three of us still with our horses picked up tossed cowboy's
jackets and helped three walking wranglers find their mounts. It was two or three hours before
we had the bunch all back together. There was only one minor cut on a horse's shoulder. It
could have come from an elk antler or a flying horseshoe. No other casualties were noticed.
All together and moving again, as we crossed the main Park road, a Minnesota tourist
stood atop his car with a movie camera.

"'You must have gotten some spectacular footage," I said as we passed him.
"Where you taking the horses?" he asked.
"Over the mountains."
"Oh. Well why are you trying to take the elk too?"
"Can't hear you. Gotta keep movin'."
There was ice on the pass and a few horses did go down, sometimes taking one or two
others with them. Fortunately, no rider's horse went down. Delays have made us late enough in
this short day to be concerned. On this ice we just can't push the stock any faster.
Reaching the foot of the pass there was, perhaps, thirty minutes of daylight left and we
still had quite a way to go. Our destination pasture was six or seven miles beyond Victor and we
were still about eight miles from Victor. In darkness, holding the band together would be really
difficult but a greater concern would be traffic, even with a flagger out front. Lowe Rudd, in his
pickup, was again moving ahead of us to warn drivers of the danger. Lowe's daughter was
watching the rear. Riding in the pickup with Lowe was my father- in- law, Lloyd Barnard, also a
stockman and a dry farmer. They had become great pals.
One of the first ranches, as we came off the pass, belonged to a friend of Lowe's. Lowe
knew all the stockmen in Teton Valley. The rancher happened to be just turning into his drive as
Lowe approached. Leaving the flagging to Lloyd, he rode with the rancher to his house. They
both knew the owner of a pasture, this side of Victor that may be available to hold the horses
overnight. When they called him, the owner was agreeable and said he would open the gate.
Returning to his pickup, Lowe drove to the gate and positioned to turn horses into their overnight
motel. Wonder if they will dream about elk.
The cowboys would have to move the horses tomorrow without my help. I'm sure they
hardly noticed.
Ho Hum. Just another day in the life of a cowboy.

BEAR FACTS

Bear Facts

Common belief is that a bear will not attack a human without provocation. Trouble is no
one knows for sure just what things provoke a bear.
Two friends who have been attacked and mauled by bears but survived have impressive
scars of proof. Nancy Rudolph, wife of park ranger, Roger Rudolph, was attacked, without
known provocation in Yellowstone. Jeff Brown and his girlfriend were caught in an unprovoked
surprise attack by a grizzly in Glacier Park.
Roger Rudolph was District Ranger at the Lake Station. He and his wife, Nancy, had a
combined house and office almost in the evening shadow of historic Lake Hotel. Nancy is one
of the finest black and white photographers I have met. The work she has done in Yellowstone is
world class, even working from her contrived dark room in their government- issue housing.
She is a happy, friendly person. In 1977 an early morning jog alone along the lake shore was the
beginning of her day's schedule. An abandoned section of highway made a good jogging track.
Grizzlies are dangerous, black bears are safe, some say. This was a black bear. Suddenly and
without warning it attacked Nancy from the rear, bringing her to the ground. She knew about the
fetal position and did that. Even so, the bear, rolling her around, tore at her body, head and face
with claw and fang. The bear tired and left. Nancy survived but was badly hurt. She has healed
well and is her dynamic self again.
Jeff Brown is a natural educator. He was Director of Education for The Yellowstone
Institute before, in 2012, becoming Executive Director of The Yellowstone Association. Before
coming to Yellowstone, Jeff spent some time in Glacier National Park. I don't know what
association he had there. He told me this story: He and a girlfriend, on a pleasant day, were
hiking an uncrowded Park trail. Suddenly, without provocation or warning, a grizzly was
charging along the trail directly at them. The bear went first for the girl. Jeff diverted its
attention to himself while shouting to the girl to get up a tree. She did. Jeff leaped headfirst
down an embankment into thick brush. The grizzly, undaunted by the brush, dove in after him.
Jeff clung tight to the bushes while he felt the bear trying to pull him back up the hill by raking
and tearing at his back and legs with it's claws. Jeff held fast in spite of the pain until the grizzly
just left. The girl was shaken but OK. Jeff needed several hundred stitches. He. too. survived.

Bear Facts

(One)

"I've been doing all the talking. I hope you guys don't mind. I have no one to talk to.
Anything I say to anyone is up and down the corridors within ten minutes."
John Townsley was Yellowstone Park Superintendent, having replaced Jack Anderson
when he retired in 1976. Townsley, at six foot four, with a stocky build, was an imposing, robust
figure. To most of his Park Staff he was considered stern and intimidating. For many
professional Park Service people, reaching Yellowstone was an ultimate objective. They would
readily decline a promotion if it involved relocating from Yellowstone. Homesteaders, Townsley
called them. He felt that every park professional should achieve their greatest potential
regardless of the location to which they were assigned. He was determined to break up
homesteading. Fin not aware that he had any close confidants inside Yellowstone. With those of
us who were involved, but not Park Service employees, he was open and friendly, even jovial.
Bob Binger and I were house guests in John's three story house at Mammoth. Park
Headquarters. Tomorrow morning we will head out on snowmobiles, then cross country skis, for
a back country adventure. John loved these explorations. Whenever I arrived in his office he
would say "Keep your coat on, Monte, let's go out and have a little look around."
Bob Binger, a fellow Yellowstone Association Board member, was a true Scotsman,
brogue and all. He was President of the Resources Division of Burlington Northern Railroad
which encompassed thousands of acres of wheat fields, oil fields, coal mines, and on. He was a
down to earth guy and a great companion in the field. That night there was a noisy commotion
coming from the second floor. From my room on the third floor I heard Bob shouting. When I
ran downstairs Bob blurted out, "There's a skunk on my bed!" There was! Townsley appeared.
"Geez, I forgot to tell you guys that we have a pet skunk in the house. Sorry."
Next day, snowmobiling over Dunraven Pass, we turned east at Fishing Bridge, around
Yellowstone Lake's north shore to a trail head on the east side of the Lake. Now on skis, we
alternated breaking trail through ten inches of new snow. Townsley was a steam engine churning
ahead but we each took our turn. It was well after dark and I was looking for a deep pocket
under a tree where we could bivouac for the night. John seemed to know where he was going
and we did eventually arrive at the Park Point, one room, patrol cabin, one of the oldest in the
Park Service.
The old cast iron stove was crackling as we brought down government issue heavy wool
blankets that were hung on wires so critters couldn't get at them. Binger may be right when he
said. "The higher you pile these heavy blankets, the colder you get."
Shoving cots to the walls, Townsley uncovered a trap door in the floor. Lifting the lid he
disappeared down into the hole. A voice from below hollered, "Hand me a light." The Coleman

lantern disappeared too and we heard some muffled muttering and bumping around. Suddenly a
hand popped out holding a canned ham. A grinning head followed saying, ''You don't get to be
Superintendent ot one of these parks without knowing where they hide the ham." Ajar of apricot
jam otfthe shelf for glaze and into the oven the ham went while we enjoyed some wine and talk
of many Park issues.
"Thanks for being here with me. I really needed this time. Out here we can reach for the
stars while trying to keep our feet on the ground." John did seem to be doing most of the talking.
There's lots of stress and little personal time when you're boss of the world's oldest and
most famous National Park. I hadn't fully realized that.
We spent the next day exploring, on skis, the surrounding wild country on the east side of
Yellowstone Lake. Townsley had to get back to Park Headquarters to meet the former
Superintendent of Glacier National Park. They would snowmobile to Yellowstone's south
entrance, then by vehicle to Grand Teton Lodge for an Interagency Grizzly Bear meeting.
National Park, U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and agencies from Wyoming,
Montana and Idaho meet to resolve cooperative plans for managing bears. Evidently, no bears
were invited.
Back at his home in Mammoth, after showers, Townsley said, "We're all invited next
door for dinner by the Assistant Superintendent and his wife."
"John," I said, "I'd like to beg off. Stomach's a little unsettled. Think I'd better stick
around the house."
"Could I get you anything?"
"No. I'll just rest here a bit."
"If you could, there are two things I'd like to ask of you," John said.
"Sure."
"The big issue at the bear management conference is going to be about population
numbers for grizzlies in Yellowstone. How many grizzlies can Yellowstone support? Experts
are all over the board about how many acres it takes to support one grizzly. It seems everyone
has the right answer but they're all different. I don't know where to be on the issue. Will you
please think about it and give me some thoughts in the morning?"
Sure.
"Another thing," John continued, "Keith Neilson will be here tonight. We'll travel
together tomorrow to the Interagency Bear meeting in Jackson. Please show him to the room
next to yours. "Have a glass of wine and get him to talk about bears. His stories will surprise
you."

"Sounds interesting, thanks," I said.
Keith was Glacier Park Superintendent at the time of the 'Night of the Grizzlies' in Glacier Park.
Prior to that night, August 13, 1967, no fatalities had occurred due to incidents involving grizzly
bears within any of the U.S. National Parks. On that night, in two entirely separate locations,
two young women were attacked by different grizzly bears. Both women, Julie Helgeson (19) of
Albert Lea, Minnesota and Michele Koons (also 19) of San Diego, California, died of their
injuries. Since then Keith has been chief of every investigative team for killings and maulings
by bears.
Keith Nielson and I hit it off right away. In his early seventies, slender, about five foot
eleven, he was quiet but obviously sure of himself. He was not forward or flashy in any way but
had a quiet intelligence that draws you in. Talking some about his time as Superintendent of
Glacier, he then got into details of bear incident cases that he and his teams had investigated.
"It's easy to tell if it was a bear," he said. "First thing a bear does is tear open the paunch.
It's a pretty awful scene."
What he said next has stuck with me since and so far as I know has not been published.
"With one possible exception, every nocturnal event we investigated was a direct
predatory act by the bear! The bear was after humans as food.! The one exception probably was
too but has some uncertainty. The guy was attacked in his tent but was fully clothed so we don't
know whether he was sleeping in his tent or coming back to it and found the bear there."
'"Every nocturnal incident a direct predatory act by the bear!"
After Townsley's breakfast next morning we would all be headed our separate ways.
John reminded me, "Monte, did you decide how many grizzlies Yellowstone's area
should be able to support?"
"John." I said, if scientists can't settle on a population number based on acres I certainly
can't.In the end don't you think that grizzly populations will be determined, not by acres required
per bear but by whatever level of bear-human encounters is tolerable to the public."
"I like that," he said.
Later he told me that he had made that point at the conference.

Bear Facts

( Two )

Alone at a table I was having a fourth cup of coffee. Morning breakfast crowd was beginning to
thin here in the Old Faithful Inn dining room. "Just as well go ahead and order," I thought.
Yellowstone Superintendent, Jack Anderson, had asked me to meet him here at eight am for
breakfast. It's now ten am. It would not be his style to not at least send a message. The date is
June 25, 1972 and summer crowds are beginning to arrive in the Park. Perhaps something
unexpected came up. I overheard someone say the Park Service had closed the trail to the
overview on a hillside east of Old Faithful Geyser.
Ten-thirty am, and the dining room will soon be closing. Might as well head out in
search of a photograph. Our Yellowstone Association Board meeting is tomorrow but I usually
come a day or two early for photographing and exploring. The girl at the desk said there was no
message so walking around the huge rock fireplace and through the crowded lobby I headed
toward the heavy door at the front entrance. Just as my hand reached for the door's massive iron
handle the door suddenly opened. Anderson, standing in front of me, was hardly recognizable.
Eyes wide, jaw slightly dropped, his face was ashen and he was accompanied by two Park
Rangers. A bit surprised to see me standing there suddenly, there was no good morning greeting.
Jack just said softly ."The grizzly was on that kid for over four hours."
"We've just come from the site over behind Old Faithful," said one of the Rangers.
We sat in the lobby as Jack explained;
"Harry Walker and a friend, hippie types, were hiking and hitch hiking through the Park.
Shunning established campgrounds, they made an illegal camp in the woods behind Old Faithful
Geyser. Leaving a pot of stew simmering by their campfire, they walked to the Old Faithful
complex of buildings in search of some action. It was early morning when, returning to their
camp, they encountered a grizzly tearing the camp apart. Thinking they could shoo it off like a
dog they tried to drive the bear away. The more the boys persisted, the more angry the bear
became. Having chased the friend away, the bear attacked Harry creating the scene we just came
from. Armed rangers are now searching for the bear."
The case became famous after Walkers parents sued the Park Service, claiming
negligence even though there was proof that when entering the Park the boys had received
warnings, pamphlets and campground requirements given to everyone entering. The Park
Service lost the case but then won on appeal.
Sometime later I saw photographs taken at the scene and would wish that I hadn't.

Bear Facts ( Three )
Even though deep snow on most roads had been plowed, Yellowstone Park had not yet
opened this 1970 spring. The gates were still locked, but the West Yellowstone Ranger had been
instructed to allow me through. Approaching Madison Junction alone in my new little green
Pontiac '67 Vi Firebird, it seemed weird to be driving in the Park alone with no other vehicles on
the road. On the seat at my side were the names of the other Board members of the Yellowstone
Library and Museum Association, YLMA. I was trying to memorize the names as I drove to
Mammoth. This would be my first meeting with them. When Superintendent, Jack Anderson
invited me to be on the Board he said it was the closest thing he had to a citizen advisory board
for Park management. Possibly he was trying to make me feel insecure when he added, "Board
membership reads like a list out of "who's who' in Park affairs."
Having turned north at Madison Junction, the old Norris Soldier Station was just
passing by the right window. On a hill beyond there were four grizzlies, two large and two
smaller, sliding off a snow bank on the left and scrambled up the right bank. No big deal
because the Yellowstone I remembered as a kid had bears everywhere. In adulthood Yellowstone
was too crowded for my taste. Hiking and climbing in the Tetons was more to my liking now.
Anderson and I had met when he was Superintendent of Grand Teton National Park. Today I
didn't realize that seeing four grizzlies was a rarity.
"See any bears on your way here?." John Ammerman. President of Yellowstone
Park Company, the Parks major concessioner, was hosting a cocktail party for Board Members.
"Yes, I saw four grizzlies at Norris."
Conversation stopped, eyebrows raised and stares peered over the edge of glasses.
It took several years with the group to restore my credibility.
The Board meeting next morning was in the conference room of the Parks
Administration building at Mammoth. Superintendent Anderson reviewed status of the new bear
management concepts promoted by Chief Park Biologist, Glen Cole. The fairly simple idea was
to return the bears to their natural state in the wild rather than concentrating at garbage dumps.
The dumps had become an easy, readily available, food source. Garbage dump bears develop
abnormal social patterns and lose a natural wariness of humans. There was not much opposition
to the basic concept but there was intense opposition to the plan for implementation, particularly
from the brothers, Craighead, professional bear researchers. Biologist Cole, supported by
Superintendent Anderson, argued that garbage dumps in the Park must all be closed abruptly and
at one time. Craigheads argued for a slow, gradual process. The Craigheads had a vested
interest. They had grants and contracts with TV and with National Geographic. They need easy
access to grizzlies. Although the Craighead's research permit called for data to be freely
exchanged by both parties, Anderson said that Park Biologists got Craighead's data only when
the new National Geographic comes out. The Craighead studies were based, not on a free

roaming population of bears throughout the Park but, on the abnormal, but easily accessible,
concentrations of bears as found at garbage sites. Once when I was teasing Glen Cole about the
conflict he replied, "I have no quarrel with the Craigheads. They are the world's leading
authorities on garbage dump grizzlies." Cole's plan included removing bears from areas of
human population to back country sites. This was done with mobile live traps that could, after
occupied, be towed into the backcountry. Helicopters were used to access more remote places.
It was not unusual, at that time, to see a helicopter moving overhead with a tranquilized bear
swinging below it in a tethered sling. Cole told of one bear that had been relocated five times.
He figured that the bear enjoyed the rides.
As the Board organized themselves around the conference table, a member I hadn't yet
met seated himself on my left. He was a crusty, all business sort. His ruddy, jowled face was
enhanced by short cropped silver hair and heavy gold rimmed glasses riding low on his nose. Ed
Craney, I was told, owned most of the TV and radio stations in Montana. He was an art collector
and a substantial donor to The Museum of the Rockies on the campus at Bozeman, Montana.
After Anderson and Cole had outlined the bear management plan, Craney waded into the
discussion.
"I'll tell you what you need to do with the bear problem! Every person coming to this
Park wants to see a bear. We shouldn't be trying to hide them. We should assure every visitor
the sight of a bear and here's how we can do that! This Park creates a lot of garbage and garbage
attracts bears. We should take a five or six mile stretch, maybe at the north end of the Park, dig
deep borrow pits on each side of the road then dump all the Park's garbage in those furrows. The
bears will come and people will get to see them. Now, we have to protect visitors so we" 11 have a
regulation, under threat of penalty, people will not be allowed to stop, to open a window or a
door."
"How would you enforce that?" someone asked.
Craney roared on, "We would have manned guard towers every half mile to control the
situation."
A couple of Board Members seemed to gasp.
One of my weaknesses is being mouthy in meetings. Aware of that and wishing to get off
to a favorable start with this impressive group, I was determined to remain silent in meetings
until well acquainted with the folks, a point of which I reminded myself while walking into this
room.
Not controlled by me, my mouth opened and, not softly, words erupted. What was my
mouth saying?
"Ed. that's the stupidest, gawddamed idea I've ever heard!"
Stunned silence - more of it.

Even more red faced, wide eyed, Craney slowly turned to stare at me. I stared back. A
few seconds of silence, then he said, quietly, "What is your name again?"
I told him. A few more seconds of silence.
Ed Craney then leaned back in his chair with a hearty laugh then turning to me, full
faced, slapped my knee hard and said,
"Young man. you and I are gonna get along just fine!"
And we did. We were good friends, communicating regularly until he died at his ranch in
Nevada. He said it was cheaper to die in Nevada.

Bear Facts
Dances with Bears

"Grouse season closes tomorrow. Can you get away?" Ernie Pentz, an optometrist in our
town of Saint Anthony, Idaho, was my regular Fishing, hunting and skiing partner.
"Can for the afternoon," I replied.
"Let's run up to Engets. He told me they've had a lot of pine grouse around their place."
Enget's sheep ranch was in Island Park, just west of the western or Idaho border of
Yellowstone Park. For years Engets had been losing sheep to marauding grizzlies. A rough dirt
road ran east from the ranch and part way up a bushy, wooded ravine until it ended where the
terrain was too steep. Driving to the end of the road we parked and started working the ravine
for pine grouse. Most of the fall leaves had already dropped but today was fairly warm and clear.
After a late afternoon start and a fifty mile drive it was already late in the day, later than we
realized on such a pleasant day. We each carried a twelve gauge shotgun and I, as usual, had a
camera, but neither of us had a warm jacket.
We'd seen no birds in the lower part of this rough draw.
Ernie said, "Bill told me there were plenty of pine grouse all around here. Possibly,
they're up higher."
We kept climbing till, finally, on the ridge line we saw two grouse roosting in a lodge
pole pine. The birds flushed before we could get a shot off.
"There have to be more around here. Let's climb up to the south side of the ravine where
there are more trees," I suggested.
Tracing the south edge of the ravine, anticipating sure success, we failed to notice that it
was almost dark and we were, 1 don't know how far. but a long way from the car.
"Past time to give up and head back.." Said Ernie.
"Right," I agreed, "but let's get back down in the ravine. It may be rough going in the
dark but we shouldn't get lost because we know it will take us right to the car.
Bottom of the ravine was all boulders and brush neither of which we could see. There
wasn't a trace of light by now. We had been crashing through the bushes and stumbling over
rocks in the dry stream bed for about thirty minutes when Ernie put a hand on my chest and said
"Hush. Do you hear something?"

We both froze and listened. No sound.
"No," I said, "I don't hear anything but ourselves puffing a little."
"OK," He said, moving out.
"Ernie, there is something moving in the brush above us."
Stop. No sound. Trying now to move more quietly we listened carefully.
"Something's following us. It moves when we move, then stops when we do," whispered
Ernie.
The process continued. The sound didn't seem to get closer and always stopped when
we did.
"Probably just some deer or an elk," 1 suggested, believing otherwise.
"Let's fire a shotgun into the air and see if whatever it is spooks and takes off," Ernie
suggested.
"Go ahead."
He fired his shotgun and we listened to hear the sound of something running away.
Silence! When we started moving again the sound was moving as before.
"I think we're pretty close to the car. Let's hurry but don't run," I whispered.
The camera slung under my arm gave me an idea. "Sound of the gun didnT bother it.
I'm going to shoot the camera flash at it. Let's see what it does."
When we stopped again the sound seemed much closer before it paused. Aim camera at
the sound then fire the flash. That should startle whatever it is. No response. When we started
oft' again the car appeared. It was hard to keep from running.
The roll of film in the camera when I shot the flash was nearly filled so I rushed it off for
processing. Hurriedly opening the box when it returned from Kodak I quickly lifted each of the
slides to a light. There it was! Close enough to be defined by the light of the flash was the head
of a grizzly. Light reflected from its eyes suggested headlights of an oncoming truck.
We didn't get any gerouse and the season is now over. The bear, too, missed a meal.

The dry fly was just touching the water surface when suddenly, not a trout but, a muskrat
broke the surface. Natural reflex for a fisherman when something breaks the water at the fly is to
instantly set the hook. That's what I did. Hooked! Damn! Diving instantly, the muskrat
apparently didn't like the idea either. That's my last fly of a pattern that's working today. Don't
lose it! Did it hook into hide or just fur? The muskrat dove deeper then back and forth. The
hook wasn't coming loose. Put lots of slack into the line and shake it. Still hooked up, I thought
about playing it like a fish, netting it and removing the hook with bare hands. No way! This guy
has sharp teeth and is going to be pretty pissed. Point fly rod at the muskrat then jerk hard on the
line. The leader snapped and my fly was gone and so was the muskrat.

Box Canyon is a box, carved out of vertical basalt columns footed by a near impassable
jumble of angular boulders. It's not over two hundred yards wide and is three miles long,
beginning below the Island Park Dam and ending with the flats at Last Chance, Idaho. Henrys
Fork of the Snake River, here, rages through and around large slick rocks. It is difficult to
impossible to wade the stream through Box Canyon. My thinking then was that, to catch fish,
one has to be in water that comes within a few inches of the top of waders. Fishing alone in one
of the few wadeable places I had struggled to reach a fairly stable spot between two large slick
rocks. Choosing a flashing lure with a treble hook I expected it might attract larger fish living
behind the big rocks. Casting the lure directly across the current, I let it tumble and flash with
the current, then arc across to straighten out directly downstream. It is usually just as the lure
breaks the arc, that you expect a big fish to strike. The lure's arc had just broken and no fish.
Looking straight downstream at the lure I noticed movement on the near river bank, a bear. He
was not too large, three feet at the shoulder, and he was just staring at me! While I stared back at
the bear the fishing lure and its treble hook wiggled downstream. Suddenly the bear leaped into
the stream and began swimming aggressively and directly toward me. The muskrat experience
flashed through my mind. Trying to move fast in deep water I would surely fall and be carried
by the heavy current straight down to the bear. He was almost to the lure when I thought it might
be more difficult to land a bear with a fly rod than landing a muskrat. With no better ideas
available, I quickly retrieved the line and lure. The bear, now still swimming hard, started to
drift toward the middle of the river, then on across. At the bank on the other side he climbed out
of the water, shook off several gallons of water then strolled up through the grass on the other
side.
If, that evening, some friend had asked, "Were they biting?" I could have replied,
"Just the bears'".
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Bev and I and our boys were deeply involved, for seven years, in a project of gathering
forty to fifty young people, twelve to eighteen years old. from all over Idaho. On a chartered
bus, leaving from Idaho Falls, we traveled through Yellowstone and Grand Teton Parks. It was a
once in a lifetime experience for most of these wonderful young people, each of whom had some
disability or handicap. The story of these tours is warm and inspiring, even sometimes scary.
That story deserves more detail in another writing, more than I will give here.
It was called Squaw Lake Camp, now called Indian Lake, and is beautifully situated on a
narrow, lodge pole pine wooded, neck of land between the north shore of Yellowstone Lake and
the tiny reflective Indian Lake. The camp is gated and locked, reserved for use only by special
authorized groups. Park Rangers, even the Chief Naturalist, visited, presenting special programs
and bringing personal canoes to take our campers out onto Indian Lake.
Special bear wise precautions had to be taken with food and camp arrangements. With
prevailing wind blowing from the south, the north Shore of Yellowstone Lake was a natural food
source for bears. Dead fish, birds, etc. were constantly deposited on the lake's north beach.
Pelican Valley, north of us, was heavily populated bear habitat so there was a lot of bear traffic
moving to and from the lake shore, even through our camp!
Camp tents were not large, each sleeping four or five campers and one counselor, and
were arranged in a row running north and south on each side of the general camp area. My idea
may have been good or bad, but it seemed best to avoid having tents blocking any possible
random bear traffic. As it grew dark two Coleman lanterns, each filled and pumped full of air as
possible, hoping they would last the night, were placed, one in a tree beside the two portable
toilets and one on a table in the center of camp.
Les Rucker. our chief camp cook, and I had a small tent of our own pitched on the north
end of the group. I was unusually nervous one particular night, sleeping only lightly. At one
time, for no apparent reason, I thought I sensed a bear quietly moving about the camp. Loud
voices sounded from a tent across camp. Trouble?
"'What's going on?" I shouted.
"Bobby has to go to the bathroom," a voice shouted back.
"Stay in your tents," I hollered authoritatively. "Use a cup or something, but do not leave
your tents! No one out of their tents!"
Things finally settled down and I drifted off to a welcome sleep.

Groggy and startled, I became aware of a tent pole beside my head, now tent fabric
smashed into my face and something heavy, with a muffled ooffy grunt rolled across Rucker and
me. Then, all was quiet again. Possibly one of our unpredictable kids was wandering and
tripped over our tent guy rope.
"What the hell was that," muttered Rucker.
"Damned if I know. Maybe one of the kids. Try to get some more rest. Til fix the poles
and guy ropes," I replied.
It was near daylight when I had the tent re-erected, might as well get dressed. Tracks of
the bear that had tangled with our tent rope were quite clear by the morning light. Nothing was
said to the other campers.

The 1938 Yellowstone Fishing Bridge cabin camp is not recognizable today, nor would it
be tolerated. I was seven years old, my best pal and cousin, Jerry Campbell, a year younger. Our
two lives had always been intertwined with creative mischief. Our mothers were sisters and the
two families were close. A family joke was that when one sister could no longer tolerate the pair
of us we were both shipped off to the other. Today our families had adjoining cabins at Fishing
Bridge. The cabins were stark, a bed, a table with two chairs, a wood plank floor and a small
wood stove. Landscaping was dirt and pit rest rooms were at the center of the compound.
Garbage cans, placed one between two cabins, were the old traditional galvanized type painted
green. Lids were seldom about and the cans were not attached to anything. The garbage cans
were exactly the type that would be gleefully designed by bears.
Bears were everywhere, roaming freely throughout the camp. People gave the bears a
pretty wide berth, but the bears seemed unconcerned because there was a plentiful supply of easy
food everywhere. Even for Jerry and me it was scary to have to go to the bathroom after dark.
When that was necessary, we carried a flashlight and moved cautiously especially around comers
of buildings. With daylight, bears were busy investigating new offerings in the cans and left
terrorizing of the camp to Jerry and me.
According to bear's tastes, the most wonderful stuff gathered at the very bottom of the
garbage cans. They would, with front paws, tip the can over, critically sort through the top menu
on their way to the delicious, runny bottom. By now the can was flat on the ground and the bear,
usually a grizzly, has its snout all the way in, vigorously working the bottom, only an inviting
rump and hind legs showing. Can't remember whether it was Jerry or me that invented the
technique, but it involved a hard kick centered squarely to the ass of the engrossed bear. Then
came the fun part. The startled bear stood erect and danced around on hind legs with the can
covering its head and front legs. Hilarious! The trick worked several times before
unimaginative adults stopped the fun and escorted us to our respective cabins including a brief
visit with our folks.

Johnny Sack and I got acquainted as I was standing stark naked in front of his fireplace.
Even though the German immigrant still had a strong accent and stood at less than five feet, he
was a skilled, creative builder. He built many cabins in Idaho's Island Park area but his most
important building was this beautiful cabin and waterwheel here at the head of Big Springs. It is
now on the National Historic Register. He had just fished this five year old out of the springs
where I had fallen in while chasing frogs. Thus began my long association with Big Springs.
Big Springs is a remarkable and uniquely beautiful place. Cold and crystal clear, the
waters from the Yellowstone aquifer emerge from the side of a mountain with a volume that
instantly creates the beginning of the world famous Henrys Fork of the Snake River. Through
the pure, clear water, gravels and mosses flash a rainbow of color over which swim hundreds of
large rainbow trout waiting for the chunks of bread we toss in. A full scale river just pops out of
the mountain!
A popular resort at the beginning of the twentieth century, Big Springs had a three story
hotel, a dining room and dog kennels. Guest cabins circled a large commons area that was
centered by bathrooms and showers, men on the north, women on the south. There was no
electricity early on. As a kid I enjoyed playing in the sawdust that covered blocks of ice in the
subterranean ice house.
After many years of being managed by the Hill Family, in 1948 the resort was owned by
Mel Harris and his wife Carol, both hard working, congenial and accommodating to guests.
They had to be good sports. Moving here from California, she gave up a career dancing and he
in the automobile business. Mel rarely let a gimpy arm interfere with anything he wanted to do
but he still needed a hired man to help keep the place going.
They had a hired man but he left suddenly in spring, just at the start of the season. Mel
asked me to fill the job my senior year in High School. At the Pocatello, Idaho railroad station,
at two-thirty AM, I sleepily boarded the steam locomotive powered Yellowstone Special.
Big Springs siding was a regular but momentary stop for the Yellowstone Special. Mel
Harris met me there at five-thirty AM. The job involved all kinds of interesting and various
chores. Rising each day before daylight, I dressed then started the gas powered pump located
beside the springs. Pure spring water was pumped through a pipe up the hill to a large round
water tank which supplied gravity fed water to the resort's system. While starting wood fires in
the monkey stoves to heat water for the showers I listened for the train whistle . The whistle
blew first when the train was at Pineview and again when it reached Eckles. It was important to
be off in Mel's old Hudson at the second whistle because the train stopped only briefly at the
siding. I delivered and picked up mail, Big Springs was a Post Office. There was milk,
groceries and other stuff to pick up or deliver. Back at the resort, I stocked each cabin with split
wood and a can of kerosene soaked sawdust for starter. Sometimes I took fishermen and our
rental rubber raft to the railroad trestle below the springs to put in the river for a fishing float trip.
Pulling the raft out of the river at Macks Inn ended their float trip. The fishermen would then

call us to pick them up at the bar. They were usually without pain.
My private cabin was an old and tiny one located in the woods behind the circle of guest
cabins. Having slept late one morning, I was in a bit of a hurry. Rather than walk out to the
center of the compound to take an urgent pee I decided to pull on trousers and step barefoot
around the back of my cabin. Reaching the back of my cabin, looking over a shoulder, I was
already starting the process but while doing so decided to take one more step around the comer.
Whumpf, a grunt like ooff and a hungh! The bear was no less startled than I. We both ran, I,
barefoot for the Ice house, the bear away up the hill where I saw him sitting on his haunches
under a tree shaking his head vigorously. He was not a large bear, just tall enough to get peed on
directly in the face.

Tve been stalked by a grizzly while descending a timbered ravine on a dark, dark night.
Tve hiked alone across Pelican Valley where bear scat still steamed and huge chunks of
sod, two feet wide, with still damp earth, have been torn up and tossed aside with one swipe as
grizzlies went after pocket gophers.
I've had my tent knocked down by a bear at night.
I've nearly landed a bear with my fly rod.
Tve kicked several grizzlies hard squarely in the ass. -AndTve peed straight into the face of a wild bear.
I've never yet been attacked by a bear.
Go figger!

Griz Quest
Wally Dayton, of Minneapolis, a fellow Yellowstone Board Member was a
treasured friend. Both avid photographers, particularly of wildlife, we met in
Yellowstone a couple of days before board meetings. Usually accompanied by
Chief Park Naturalist we studied possible interpretive opportunities. Always on the
lookout for good wildlife compositions. We both lacked a good photo of a grizzly bear.
Other board members refereed to our obsession as "The Quest" .
Chief Naturalist, Al Mebane drove us along Nez Pierce Creek on a rugged dirt
road. One of Yellowstone earliest tourist groups was the George Cowan Party traveling
by horse and wagon. We identified a possible camp sight where the group was attack by
marauding Nez Pierce Indians, wagon torn apart and several members of the party
seriously wounded particularly George Cowan. It's a remarkable early Yellowstone
story worth reading.
Two significant things were discovere3d by us that day. While shuffling around
the sight the toe of my boot caught piece of heavily rusted iron pulling it partly out of
the ground. It was remains of an old butcher knife,
Another surprising discovery, partly hidden in some brush, was the carcass of a
very freshly killed yearling bison. It was probably gored by a bull according to our
naturalist who suggested vacating the place now because the scent would quickly be
picked up by a grizzly. We left.
Back at the Mammoth Hotel Wally lamented, " we may have missed an
opportunity for a unique grizzly photo".
"We could drive back". I offered. "If we
stay in the vehicle driving carefully up the old wagon road we might find something
worth while".
At turnofif to the old wagon road Protective Park Rangers had closed and
padlocked a heavy steel gate. Vehicle access was now closed. What to do, we
wondered,?
"Lets park the vehicle and carefully walk up the road a little to see if we find
anything interesting ", I offered.
Telephoto camera lenses we each carried take some great photos but offer little
protection. The warm spring day seemed too quiet. Ambling cautiously along an old
dirt road we kept mental inventory of climbable trees nearby.
Wally, walking the right rut suddenly stopped and froze. "Look there", pointing to
the ground at his feet, the grizzly tracks may not have been as large as appeared does

any grizzly track look small? Grizzly tracks now preceded us in the soft dirt of the old
wagon road. As we followed the tracks they appeared larger and larger. Trees along the
way became smaller and smaller. We walked slower and slower.
"Wally, I think we are being very foolish"! There was no reply while in a unified
lock step we performed a single step about face, our pace now briskened. Wally now
finally spoke, "I was just thinking the same".
Quickened pace and thoughtful pace brought Wally to again speak, "Monte, have
you ever thought about the wisdom of'playing dead' on a spring day when they are out
looking for carcasses"?
When the car came onto view I said "Wally, you know our widows might have
had some spectacular photos:.

WILD CRITTER CAPERS
(Anthropomorphism's?)

BISON CALVES
New born bison calves, at a distance, can easily be mistaken for brown boxer
dogs. They are delightful to watch, gamboling, leaping and nursing, always one of
Yellowstone s spring delights.
One of the largest in the park, The Mary Mountain bison herd ranges over
Mary Mountain between Hayden Valley on the east and the western Middle Geyser
Basin. This warm spring day was perfect for photographing the beautiful creatures
at play.
The Hugh bison herd was located grazing a beautiful meadow of the Middle
Geyser Basin. The herd was softly grumbling and snorting. Perhaps just talking
while drifting slowly eastward into a large island of timber. This looks like an
opportunity for fine compositions in a natural bison habitat.
Parking a safe distance away, flanking to the right carefully on foot the plan
was to get into Forrest ahead of the herd. A grove of jack pine seemed to be the
perfect station.
Guttural snorts became louder as the herd approached. The idea was to not
hide and risk spooking them. A stampede was not part of the plan.
Many wild animals are fascinated, curious about the sound of a human voice
if offered softly, non threatening, and certainly nor fearfully.
Stepping lightly into their vision, talking quality and calmly, singing and even
soft whistling seemed to comfort and arouse curiosity. The rumbling and snorting
seemed welcoming but suggested caution. This new ad hock herd member seemed
to be conditionally accepted but huge rolling eyeballs still swarmed. Calves
approached, sniffed, even touched the intruder. More cautious scolding cows
nervously pushed calves aside. Calves curiosity was waning as they became more
interested about playing together.
Carefully moving among the herd now seemed acceptable to them. Slowly,
inexorably the herd grazed as a unit, a gigantic machine moving steadily eastward .

Lot of grass is necessary to maintain one bison. Times that by the large number in
this group. No significant tuft of grass was left in their wake although the next crop
should be well fertilized.
A Hugh bull was spotted on the far left flank, probably the boss. Easing
toward him he became larger and larger he seemed focused on an objective. Any
good naturalist knows that if a bison seems programmed to do something get the
hell out of it's way. It will happen.
Boss bull seemed focused on a circle of bare dusty ground. Arriving at the
dusty bowl he lay down on his side, hooves scuffing the dry earth. Snorting loudly
while rolling vigorously from side to side. Clouds of dust billowed around him. A
new young calf stood at the edge of the pit observing the ritual, head cocked like a
curious dog. Finally the bull stood and shook his hide violently creating still more
clouds of dust. He farted then lumbered off.
Young calf, puzzled, watched the old bull swing slowly away then looked back
at the dusty depression. Stepping gingerly he made for the middle of the pit.
Rolling, trying to snort as the bull had, he didn't make much of a dust cloud before
ambling off to play with friends.
Some wonderful photos were had that day.

BIG HORN RAMS
Except coming together for the rut, big horn rams and ewes live separate
lives. Spring lambing brings the ewes together for shared care and protection
through summer
Big horn rams have their own boy's club, usually some distance
from the girls. All bighorns prefer steep rocky terrain where they can show off
climbing skills while evading predators. Having no young for which to care their
time is spent grazing and butting heads. No one has ever heard of them playing
poker.
Local news had that a small, (ten to twelve) band of rams were hanging out
on couple of steep rocky points along Yellowstone River en route to Lamar Valley.
Traveling the road to check it out imposing Junction Butte appeared on the left.
High and mysterious the butte was most intriguing./
Suddenly there was just a flash of a ram leaping across a chasm. Was this the
place? There has to be more than one mountain sheep up there. Junction Butte,
apparently because of sheer vertical walls of fractured rock, is just their kind of
place. While assembling the camera system a possible route became apparent. A
tight steep chute filled with loose rock might offer access.
A 24 inch, 500mm telephoto lens attached with a Hasselblad camera to a gun
stock mount could pass for an attack rifle. Apparently it did, quickly catching
attention of a Park Ranger who thought the worst. Realizing the mistake he was
pleased to be aware that someone was up there.
Junction Butte rests in a classic glacial valley. A typical monadnock or a big
chunk missed by a glacier carving the sheer vertical sides. Small ponds and lakes
filling depressions left by thawing glacial ice gave the tight green valley a jewel like
quality.
Navigating the narrow, rock filled crevice was more difficult than expected.
Two or three steps were required to achieve one. Finally emerging at the top bright
sunlight caught five rams scampering behind a rocky outcrop. What an amazing
unexpected Shangri- La. Groups of Douglas fir dotted a carpet of emerald grass.
In the style of a Japanese garden stone outcrops floated on a soft plant cover.
Bubbling up from apparently nowhere a clear cold crystal spring fed a tiny stream
that quickly disappeared into fractured rock.
Like wizard of Oz munchkins big horn rams cautiously began appearing in

ones twos or fours from every direction, out of bushes rocks or from hidden
ravines. A remarkable sight. Perhaps there were forty of them.
Bill Dunmire, Chief Yellowstone Park Naturalist of the nineteen seventies had
shared some tips about interaction with wild animals:
1. No surprises. Be sure your presence is noticed at a distance.
2. Do not approach directly. Make hesitant lateral movements
gradually easing closer.
3. Show intense interest in anything but them. Bend down to
examine a rock or the ground.
4. Talk gently about anything, sing or whistle softly. No sudden
movements.
5. Go alone.
6. Touching? I don't.
7. Never show fear.

Rams were becoming so confidant and close it was necessary to back off. The
telephoto lens could not focus closer than thirty feet. Rams are hams. Posing,
moving forward to show off a massive curl of horn, some so large tips are broken
off to see where they are going.
Five hours spent with my new friends produced more than hundred and fifty
remarkable photos - except- there was always one with his butt to the camera. This
being about as well as could be expected, dropping caution I boldly announced
"OK guys! You can have your mountain back. I'm out of film anyway!"
Carelessly descending the rock filled chute caused a lot of clatter, but rocks
were rattling above as well. The whole damned heard was following. When I
stopped they posed themselves on a steep sunny ridge in pyramidal form, the
largest atop. They stood before a wonderful cumulus filled sky. Not a butt was
showing.
Fortunately I had lied to them about the film.

FROM The DECK

Henrys Fork

Henrys Fork of the Snake River begins life by emerging as a full blown river right
out of the side of a mountain on Yellowstone s western border. The spot is called "Big
Springs" and water is cold, pure and clear. Large trout swim over many colored gravels
and mosses. This spring fed stream is world famous to trout fishermen./ From its source
to beginning of agricultural Snake River plain. It journalese through Forrest and over
spectacular water falls.
Where the plains open the stream has more freedom to wander through farms and
woodlands. Bearing mostly southwest a few rare channels run directly east to west. We
live on the rivers edge in such a place. The Teton mountain range graces eastern skyline.
A mile east upstream the river is running due south but makes a right angle turn directly
west as it separates into two channels divided by nine wild wooded islands. When the
two channels reach our home, which is on a twenty foot high basalt river bank, they
again come together making another right angle turn south.
Wooded islands, meadows on both sides of the stream and the river itself are rich
habitat for all kinds of marvelous wildlife. From our deck we bear surprising witness
and remarkable insights to the private lives of many wonderful critters. Let us share a
few unusual experiences with you:

Fishing Partner:
A quarter mile upstream from us a small dot islands stands fifty feet apart from a
much larger wooded island. Water depth between the two id deep, home to Hugh trout
some of which I have turned over often enough to be known to them by name.
While casting a fly to upper end of the pool for a full drift some willow branches
shook vigorously. A long leg moved cautiously around the corner followed by the head
of a two or three year old cow moose. She was slightly startled when I spoke but soon

resumed browsing while casting a wary eye .she moved closer while I continued to cast
a fly. We talked!
Next visit to the pool she immediately emerged from willows to watch and browse a
little. She appeared each time I was there. Once I was standing fishing not more than
twelve feet from her rump. We seemed to have a relationship. Then suddenly in late
summer she was gone. Once in late October it seemed to be she whose rump showed
out of the fall colored branches. Speaking to her without caution she quickly raise her
head bu it had a serious rack of horns. There was no lingering.
June of next year it was time to get the charcoal broiler out. Focused on cleaning
another sound wasn't heard. A presence was felt. Behind me she stood silently new twin
calves at her side. A lovely introduction and perhaps a little showing off. What a joy to
watch the twins grow and mature among islands and the river.

Swimming Lesson
Plenty of browsing and grazing on the islands and lush meadows on both sides of
the river are a rich resource to wildlife. South channel carries a greater volume of water.
It is deeper and runs faster indicating that the Henrys Fork is gradually meandering
southward. Rivers do that. The cutting side is always deeper wit6h a more swift current.
Possibly because of difficult access to the south meadow animal seem to favor that side.
A few really long legged moose can touch bottom of the swift channel but most moose
and all deer are forced to swim.
It may have been the cow moose that was my fishing friend - or not, wit6h twin
calves.
As they emerged from the islands mom moose was plodding slowly through
shallow water. Two playful calves leaped, splashed and ran ahead. Slowly the cow
steered calves toward the swift deep channel. As stream bottom dropped away calves
became puzzled trying to turn back. Mom would have none of it. She herded them
ahead into the channel. Deep water inspired a bit of panic as they tried to skirt around
the cow and bolt for security of the island. Intercepting, she drove them back toward the
swift current each time moving a bit deeper into the stream. What a patient mother! At

least a dozen times she pushed them further until the bottom was no longer there. They
were floating! In panic legs began flailing. They were swimming! This time the cow let
them pass heading toward the island. If the twins seemed a little bewildered, the cow
must have been smiling.

Attentive Friends
With a grassy sunny south exposure, a tiny island nearest our home each year
seemed to be favored location for a goose and her spring nest. Twice this spring rising
runoff had forced her to move the nest and eight large eggs to higher ground. Now there
was no place left to go! We were as nervous as she. Finally when water was no longer
rising it still lapped at the nest edge. Taking only short breaks to graze nearby she was
on the nest days at a time rain or shine. The gander, her mate, stationed himself at the
rocky edge of an island just across a narrow channel ready to pursue an opportunistic,
intruding fox or magpie.
Calculated time for the large beautiful eggs to be hatching arrived and water level
had not raised for a few days. It was a nervous time. Though at a safe distance the nest
was visible from our deck.
A quiet afternoon was interrupted by some kind of wild activity near the nest.
Fearing something bad, Marilyn and I eased down for a closer view without intervening.
Three gorgeous wood ducks, residents of a nearby meadow, were immediately before
the gooses nest. The wood ducks were stirring a commotion there. Wings whipped up a
spray while busy feet propelled them in a do-Se-do kind of dance among and between
each other. Puzzled look on a goose face is hard to perceive but she certainly had one.
Wood ducks dance was reminiscent of a mating dance I'd once seen between ruddy
ducks.
Quietly, carefully entering this scene from the left behind the island came a two or
three year old bull moose Dark knobs on his head suggested that a handsome rack of
horns would soon be there. Carefully skirting around the dancing ducks he stood in
knee deep water calmly studying the goose nest and duck spectacular. Wood ducks had
calmed down now as they too studied the scene.
I know, this only happens in a Disney movie. We'd not had any wine, but

truthfully, now twin white tail does softly entered the scene from the same direction the
moose had come. Standing quietly in water to the left of the wood ducks they, too,
quietly observed the event.
Were we witness to some kind of woodland nativity scene? Awesome!
The moose was first to quietly leave. The others soon followed.
In four or five days seven yellow balls of fluff were observed bobbing on the
waves, feet spinning like tiny propellers to stay grouped between the new parents and
away they all went.
The nest was gone.

Eagle Tree
If, on the river, you see a flock of ducks flare in frightened flight, look to the sky,
there will almost certainly be4 an eagle soaring there. Ducks are staple to an eagles diet.
A reconnaissance eagle flight for locating a duck flock will likely find one where
feeding is good in shallow water next to upstream point of an island. Having located
ducks eagle cruises away for a short time. Soon the eagle reappears barreling about a
foot off the water. Exploding around point of the island an unlucky duck firmly clutched
in sharp talons is unaware of what happened./ The unfortunate ducks faithless friends
are, of course, long gone. There are stories of ducks being snatched out of the air by a
flying eagle. A plausible story but an event I've never witnessed.
Significantly taller than others near by and directly across the river from our deck
stands what we call "eagle tree". From the aspens higher branches eagles can survey the
entire riverscape including islands and meadows. An eagle is on watch there now as I

am writing this . Seeing three or four is not unusual but we have seen as many as six at a
time. Poor ducks!

Banquet
Striking white head and tail feathers, respectable size and soaring graceful flight
give the bald eagle a noble air. Its image has become iconic. Possibly one out of five of
the bald eagles we see from the deck are immature. With dark heads and tails, the breast
feathers appear mottled. Though lacking experience of maturity, they are excellent
fliers and hunters.
Startling us, an immature bald eagle shot out of the air to a foot off the water,
around the far side of a near by island. Circling sharply round to some slack water out
of our sight, there was loud splashing and thrashing in the water until the eagle appeared
from behind a bush struggling desperately in the current. Claws were deeply embedded
in a twenty inch orangish fish, Probably a sucker. The large bird appeared about to be
pulled under. Using wings now as oars the eagle with its treasure struggled to a
prominent gravel bar.
As the prize fish was laid out a cleaning crew of six magpies flurried about
smartly keeping an inch out of the eagles reach. Using beak and claw only a couple of
strips had been jerked from the fish when a dark form cruising low and slow cast a
shadow on the scene. With deliberation a mature eagle softly landed on the gravel bar
edge then walked around to the immature eagle and its prize. As stares were exchanged
mature eagle stepped onto the fish and began tearing it apart. Immature eagle moved
aside then to a nearby tree and finally just leaving.
As a remarkably efficient cleanup crew completed the process mature eagle
moved a few steps into warm sunlight smugly digesting a great meal. Now thirsty she
ambled to the waters edge golden claws dipping slightly into the river. Bending down to
scoop a beak full of water her head tossed back to let cool water trickle down her throat.
Several drinks later the river invited. Further she moved into the stream, then ecstasy.
A whir of water sprayed every which way, an enlarged version of a robin in a bird bath.
Stepping into deeper water and swift current wings were spread wide as pontoons and
downstream she went. About twenty yards was enough so now wings became powerful
oars taking her to shore. Back on the gravel bar vigorously shaking a spray of water
while standing erect in the warm sun. Then something unusual happened. A small wake
in the in he water appeared from downstream. The curious muskrat swam between

golden talons that were partly in water. Muskrat looking up, eagle looking down The
muskrat may have shrugged shoulders while resuming its trip upstream. Muskrat
couldnot have realized that eagle had just had a very filling meal.

A Friend in Need
Two snow white trumpeter swan casually gliding, apparently aimlessly, enjoying
warmth of a winter afternoon sun. Every move they make is one of grace.
Unexpectedly, explosively diving from the southern sky streaked a mature eagle
aiming straight for the river surface obviously having spotted a vulnerable fish.
Amazingly the eagle's talons barely missed the head of the swan. What's going on? The
swan is a large bird easily rivaling an eagle for size and weight. One would not expect
to see an eagle attack any swan other than one that was badly injured.
Now it appeared that there was only one swan. We hadn't seen one fly off.
The eagle was rocketing from the sky again directly at head of the swan. It was
not after fish. Now alert, the swan head ducked just in time.
Reinforcement! A second eagle appeared in the north sky. Coordinating an attack
from both sides two eagles converged simultaneously at the swan's head missing each
other as well as head of the swan. We located the second swan. The two were closely
entangled with each other. Two necks appeared as one and powerful wings were
enfolded protecting their bodies.
Highly coordinated, the eagle attacks, always from opposing directions, continued
seven or eight more times. Finally giving up the eagles flew off together.
Sensing safety at last the swans parted heads and necks, lifted covering wings as
they pulled apart.
Out from safety of the swan cover popped a small brown duck, a very happy small
brown duck.

SECRETS IN THE UTAH DESERT

Nonexistent Crystals

A holstered pistol, strapped to the miner's dusty thigh, didn't appear to offer
reassurance as he nervously confronted the three strangers. Lean and weathered,
apparently years in the sun made him look older than somewhere in the fifty's that he
probably was. Gnarled hands fidgeted on the handle of the shovel stuck firmly in the
ground at his feet suggesting, "do not cross this line."
"You fellas lost or somthin?"' he asked. "This is private property. Didn't you see
the sign back at that locked gate?"
Attention riveted on the three men, the miner may not have been much
concerned with me busily snooping around his claim. I was an insignificant kid of
thirteen.
"We respect your property and mean no trouble. We hoped you'd just talk to us
for a few minutes. Two of us are with the Geology Department at the University of Utah
and this other fellow is a mineral collector," said one of the geologists.
Easing his stance a bit and lightening grip on the shovel, the miner said, "I don't
need no geologist. I know what I'm doing."
"What are you mining?" asked the collector, a short, kind of pudgy, intellectual
looking guy.
"Clay. It's the finest clay in the country. People pay a good price for it but it's
scattered with chunks of rusty iron. I have to sift it through three different screens
before it's saleable."
The second Geologist now spoke for the first time. "You're right," he said "The
annoying pieces you have to screen out are iron but a special kind of iron. That's what
we wanted to talk to you about. Those chunks you're tossing aside are called Limonite
and they're crystals, cubic, square crystals. That's what we're interested in, just as
collectors. They have no commercial value. Would you allow us to collect just a few?"
"No!"
"Could we pay you something for them," asked the mineral collector, "say a
dollar each?"

"If they're worth that to you, they're worth somethin' to me. Maybe I'll find
some other collectors who'll pay more," argued the suspicious miner.
This whole argument seemed to me to be going nowhere, besides, it was boring.
The pit, dug by the miner looked much more interesting, deserving some exploration. I
dropped to my knees, crept behind a little sage covered hill and quietly slipped down
the steep slope into the digs. A little shack held all sorts of shovels, picks and stuff.
Even the small stove and a bunk didn't make it look like much of a place to live. Five
gallon metal buckets, scattered all around, seemed to be what he put the good clay in.
There were the screens held up by fifty gallon drums. Under each screen there was a
pile of sifted clay and a few of the disputed crystals. I picked one up to examine. The
argument above still droned on so I tipped up an empty bucket for a seat.
The warm, rust brown crystal rolled between my fingers, cubic with perfectly
square faces about one inch wide. Several of the crystals had grown into each other at
odd angles, "twinning" it was called. The specimen didn't look that special so I couldn't
understand what all the fuss was about. The sun warmed bucket felt pretty warm on
my bum and this dusty pit wasn't as interesting as I had expected but didn't think I could
contribute much to the argument going on over limonite crystals. I began musing over
how much I loved these adventures.
A customer on my Salt Lake City newspaper route was a State Geologist who was
always pleased to help me identify minerals collected at old mine dumps or by
scrambling down old prospect holes. Crystals, in particular, were pure magic, beautiful
jewels that came right out of the earth. Apparently pleased with the way I could rattle
off, on command, chemical compositions and crystal forms of many common minerals
the Geologist had me as a guest at an organization to which he belonged. The Utah
Mineralogical Society is comprised of adults who are professional scientists, educators
or serious collectors. Papers regarding news and insights about the mineral world are
read and reports given at the monthly meetings. Members take frequent field trips all
over Utah in search of collectable mineral specimens.
"Could I join?" I asked.
One of the Society's officers joked, "We can accept miners but not minors.
Would you be able to pay dues from your newspaper route earnings?"
A quick huddle of some members decided that my title would be mascot, a nondues paying status with full meeting and field trip privileges . One of those field trips
was to this obscure clay mine in the middle of the Utah desert.

The elders seemed to be hiking back toward the car. Scrambling up out of the
clay pit I wondered if they had succeeded in getting any crystals. Loping down the road
to catch up I blurted out, "Were you able to get any crystals?"
"No, not a one," said a geologist.
"Well, let's just find some somewhere else," I said.
"That's the problem," the geologist replied. "We know of no other place these
occur. You see, technically, Limonite crystals do not exist."
"But you said these were Limonite crystals!"
"They are," he said, "Limonite is a very common mineral, mined as iron ore and
for pigments. It occurs as amorphous masses but has no crystal form. That's why these
crystals are so rare."
"I don't get it."
The geologist patiently explained, "These crystals we wanted to collect were
once Iron Pyrite. Pyrite has a cubic crystal form and is made up of iron and sulfur.
Limonite is made of iron and oxygen. In a process called chemical weathering

oxygen

sneaked in and replaced the sulfur turning Pyrite into Limonite but leaving the original
cubic crystal form of the Pyrite. Limonite crystals don't exist but there they are! They
are now called a pseudomorph,

a pseudomorph of Limonite after Pyrite. See now why

we're disappointed about not being able to collect a few specimens? These are very
rare. I wasn't going to tell that tightwad about it though. He didn't deserve to know
what he has here."
"Serves him right," I said.
The three big men and I barely fit into the little Austin car the collector was
driving. This was 1944. World War II was going on and gas was rationed. We had to car
pool and share gas.
Alkali dust boiled up as the little Austin bounced down the desert road. The men
talked of their disappointment and how unreasonable the miner was.
I was bent over, hands down in the small pack between my feet. "23, 24, 25, 26,
twenty six," I said to myself, "That comes to SIX, SIX Limonite crystal specimens for each
of us!" The t w o extra crystals stayed in my pack with the other six!

THE LOST MINE
It was quite obvious that the anthropologist could hardly wait to reach our destination,
anything to get out of the car and away from Jimmy. The anthropologist, a member of
the professional Utah Mineralogical Society was our guide because he knew where the
old Indian campsite was located.
"No, Jimmy, I don't know if it's the right Indian campground, but it's the only one I know
that is West of Utah Lake."
"But didn't that old guy give you any clues?" Jimmy pressed.
"He was an old fluorspar miner who worked in several of the mines that were active
around here in the 1930's and through the war," explained the anthropologist. "I
bought him a beer so he may have been just telling me what he thought I wanted to
hear."
"Was it a mine? What was in it? Didn't he remember where it was?" Jimmy just
wouldn't let up.
The anthropologist's cheeks puffed up, then he blew a silent whistle toward the roof of
the car trying his best to be patient. He must have been thinking 'why did they let these
snot nosed kids into our professional society?' "According to his story it never became a
mine but was only a prospect shaft. A commercial ore body was never found. What did
come out of it, according to legend, were some of the finest gem quality fluorite crystals
ever found in the West. And no, Jimmy, he said that he and several others were never
able to find the place. Oh, and beside being near an old Indian campsite, just to show
you how farfetched the story is, he also said it was near a rock cliff that burned."
"Rocks that burn?" blurted the astonished Jimmy.
"That's what he said."
"Wow, now all we have to do is find some burning rocks," Jimmy mocked.
"Sure," I said.
Jimmy was hyperactive, cocky and sassy with adults, usually jiving and dancing around,
an unruly lock of straight brown hair often hanging over one eye or the other. The lanky
kid was an embarrassment to me when we were with important adults, as we were this
day. But I liked him! We were buddies who loved diving together into the bowels of the

earth, through a prospect hole or a mine shaft, to see what wonders, minerals or
crystals we could bring into the sunlight.
I always thought Jimmy was smart because his Dad was. An electronics wizard and
astronomer, John M. Baldwin single handed fabricated much of the equipment that
allowed KDYL to be one of the first stations in the nation to broadcast television.
Members of the Utah Mineralogical Society had allowed me to bring Jimmy in as a
second mascot but made clear to me, "no more kids." Both mascots were about
fourteen years old at the time.
At our destination, the anthropologist identified the area of the old Indian campsite. He
and the other five or six adults along were more interested in the prospects of a few
artifacts than in an old drunk miners fable. Flakes and chips, even some chunks of flint,
jasper and obsidian were everywhere proving that many stone tools had been crafted
here. Our guide said that the place had been picked over some but there was still a
good chance of finding some worthwhile pieces. Everyone was searching the ground.
Now and then someone found a broken arrowhead. Our anthropologist explained that
the broken point was probably removed from the arrow and discarded so a new point
could be attached to the valuable shaft. One of the people found a strange looking
stone object. It was half a cylinder the size of a beer can. It was as if a stone cylinder
had been carved, a quarter inch hole drilled in the center down through the length then
the stone cut in half lengthwise. The shape suggested that there should be another
piece like it that would clasp together. Our guide identified it as an arrow shaft
straightener and polisher and, indeed, there should be another half somewhere
although we never found it. All I seemed to find were chips. Stone chips were
everywhere. Some flakes were in a ring, usually about three feet in diameter, as if the
craftsman had sat on the ground and let chips fly all around him. Lifting a branch of
sagebrush revealed a chip circle of entirely different type of stone. It was quartzite,
about the color of brown sugar and sparkling brightly in the sun. Lightly scuffing the
center of the circle with my foot turned up a complete quartzite arrowhead about an
inch and a half long. But the point had not been completed. One side was still flat and
not yet and not yet sharpened. The point was not broken in any way. Why would the
maker suddenly go off and leave a beautiful point that was not quite finished? That is a
question that has always concerned me.
"Hey, Jimmy, Monte, you guys get over here quick." The anthropologist was hollering
from the far end of the field.
Jimmy, the faster runner, got there first. When I arrived he was coughing and waving a
hand in front of his nose. My nose stung too and the smell was awful. Standing back

away from the scene, the anthropologist was pointing to a small outcrop of rock. The
rock looked kind of soft or more like hardened clay and was covered with bright yellow
spots about the size of match heads. The awful stench seemed to be coming from the
outcrop where a soft blue flame waved across the yellow spots. A faint white smoke
drifting our way was the cause of our gagging and coughing.
"There, boys, is your burning rock," laughed our guide.
"Wow," said Jimmy who, for a change, didn't have much else to say.
"Is it always burning?" I asked.
"No," chuckled the anthropologist. "I Ignited it to surprise you boys. The first breeze
will snuff it out."
"We're surprised OK," I said, "but why does the rock burn?"
"See those yellow spots on the rock? Those are sulfur crystals that have leached out of
the soft rock. Sulfur is flammable so all I had to do is start it with a match."
"Fantastic," I said.
"It's a sign," exclaimed Jimmy. "Maybe the old fluorite mine is around here somewhere.
Let's go look. Come help us look." Jimmy grabbed the anthropologist by the arm.
"I have to help those other folks find some artifacts. You boys look around but don't go
too far. I don't expect you'll find much."
Jimmy, who seemed about ready to pee his pants, was already underway when he
hollered to me "Let's spread out. I'm going up this gully." And away he went.
Meandering in the direction he had gone I was still fascinated with Indian artifacts. That
beautiful unfinished point found earlier had given me kind of a fever to find more.
Drifting slowly in the direction Jimmy had disappeared, signs of flakes or any other
Indian activity was getting pretty thin so I headed out to find him.
I was just starting up the draw Jimmy had taken when I heard him yelling, far away it
seemed.
"Monte, Monte, this way, come quick, over here."
He wasn't in sight when I reached top of the gully so I shouted, "Jim, Jim, where are
you? Can you hear me?"

"This way, behind the hill, I found something, hurry."
Topping the little sage covered hill revealed a depression between hills at the center of
which was a yawning six foot wide hole in the ground. Jimmy was wandering around
the hole picking up broken pieces of old bleached wood. He waved to me then shouted,
"Maybe this is what we're looking for. C'mon down."
No bottom was visible as we shined our flashlights and stared down into the darkness of
the hole. Strangely, about four feet of a log was sticking out of the hole. Wood cleats
were nailed onto the log making it a sort of ladder. We dropped a rock into the
darkness to see how long it took to hit bottom. It took several seconds but that didn't
tell us much. Probably trying to defer a decision of which of us would go down first we
began examining the broken pieces of old wood scattered about. A handle that may
have been a crank was loosely fastened to a crudely carved wood cylinder. It might
have been a kind of windlass to crank something up the shaft.
"You go down and see what's there," suggested Jimmy, "I'll shine a light down to help
you see".
"Bullshit," I said,"you go down. I'll hold the light." Secretly I thought I could outlast him
because he was so much more impetuous.
"OK, I'll go first," he conceded, "but hold the light steady. Damn, I wish we had a rope."
Nervously standing on the shaft edge, his left leg cocked over the log in search of a
wooden cleat. Was his foot shaking or was that just the way he was searching for a step
on a cleat?
"Geez, it's dark down here. I can't see anything. Keep the light here. Oh boy, some of
these steps are really loose. Hope they will hold."
Jimmy's voice was steadily becoming fainter and hollow sounding but he was, as usual,
talking non-stop.
"Hey," he shouted some of the steps are missing and the others are loose. Be careful
when you come down."
This all seemed to be taking a long time. Either it was a long way down or he was
moving pretty slowly, probably both.
"OK, I'm down," Jimmy finally hollered up the shaft. "Wow, there's a great big room
and some water. Be careful. I'll shine my light up toward you."

My foot, too, was shaking as I climbed onto the log and stepped onto the first cleat.
Yes, it was loose. "Hope they hold," I said aloud to myself. Jimmy's light wasn't much
help. Blindly groping with a foot for a cleat that wasn't there aroused some anxiety.
Just hang tight with both hands or hug the log until a foot found the next cleat. Finally
down, I took a deep breath and suggested to Jimmy, "I wonder if we can get back up!"
We counted the steps and estimated the space between, did the math and decided we
were about eighty feet down.
"This room hasn't been dug out by whoever put the log ladder down," I said, "It's a
natural cavern. It must be forty feet to the ceiling and about as wide. Don't step back,
Jimmy, you're only a few feet from a pond of water."
"I saw it," he replied, shining his light into the water. "Can't tell how deep it is. Yuk, it's
green. It looks foul enough to be bubbling."
Strangely, another log, this one maybe thirty feet long, was leaning across the pond
against the far wall about twenty feet up.
Jimmy, examining the accessible walls of the cavern said "Look, there are mineralized
veins everywhere through the rock and someone has been working them. What are
these broken crystals?"
Assuming a superior tone of voice I told him, "This is fluorite and judging from these
broken pieces I'd say someone has taken some large, gem quality fluorite out of here.
All the veins on this side of the pond seem to have been pretty well worked,"
"There are some un-worked veins across that nasty pond," exclaimed Jimmy, "but I
don't know how we could get there. The water is right up against the far wall."
"If you want to wade through that beautiful green water, go ahead," I offered, " you'll
probably lose your toes."
Examining the far wall with our flashlights my light caught the leaning log and followed
it up to where it leaned against the rock.
"Hey look," shouted Jimmy, "there's a hole, a shaft or something at the top of the log."
"Must be something worthwhile or why would someone have gone to all this effort," I
muttered.
"Let's find out," Jimmy was excited. "I went down the shaft first so now it's your turn.
You go up first."

There were no cleats on this log that was inclined at about twenty-five degrees. A slip
off it meant a dunk in the green water. Jimmy now had the superior moral position.
"OK," I said hesitantly while mounting the log like a horse and started to shinny up
toward the mysterious hole in the rock. "Hey, this damned thing is wiggling. Could you
please hold it steady?"
He tried to while holding a light in my direction. Each glance down into the nasty pond
tightened the hug I had on the wobbly log. Finally at the log's end I welcomed the dark
hole and crawled in.
"What do you see?" Jimmy pressed.
"C'mon up. I'll try to steady the log from up here."
Reassured that I had made it, Jimmy wasted no time shinnying up to join me.
"Someone dug most of this out," I said, "and it seems to be one big massive vein."
"Big beautiful fluorite crystals everywhere," sputtered Jimmy as he was getting his
geologist hammer and a chisel out of his pack.
"These are gem quality," I said while digging for my tools as well.
In our anxiety, we shattered the first several crystals.
"Slow down, this is going to take some care," I thought, "It's going to take some time
chiseling these out without ruining them."
Each of us had collected five or six crystals, large, deep purple in color, the beautiful
cubic crystals ranged from one to two inches in size.
"This is fantastic," Jimmy said breathlessly.
I had found another pocket of large purple crystals when I noticed that my light was
starting to flicker. "Do you have any extra batteries in your pack, Jimmy?"
"No, I hoped you had. My light is getting pretty dim."
"Boy," I exclaimed, "We'd better be getting out of here now. We'll never find our way
out in the dark."
Hurriedly gathering tools and carefully packing the precious fluorite crystals we started
for the shaft opening. Light from my flashlight was visibly fading and Jimmy's wasn't
much better. No negotiating now about who went first down the inclined log. I hopped

on first. Going down was more scary than climbing up, but don't think about that now.
Jimmy waited till I was down then slid down while I steadied the log from below.
"I think we'll be OK now," Jimmy reassured me. "We can at least see some light at the
top of the shaft. I'll go first."
"Go ahead, but don't be in too big of hurry. Watch those missing cleats."
I waited at the bottom of the shaft, unsure whether the log ladder was secure enough to
support us both.
"Whoa!" shouted Jimmy as a falling cleat narrowly missed my head.
His flailing feet were searching for another cleat as he dangled from a two hand hold.
That log got a terrific bear hug from both legs and arms as he wiggled up to the next
hold.
"Thanks for the warning," I shouted up to him.
"At least it's light up here," as he stepped onto firm ground at top of the shaft.
Following with great care and a tight grip, I too made it out of the shaft.
"Wow, that was a ride," exclaimed Jimmy, "Listen, someone is shouting our names."
"We're up here," I shouted at the top of my lungs.
"Where are you?" a voice came back.
I ran to the top of the bowl we were in where I could see the rest of our group
apparently searching for something other than artifacts.
"We'll be right down," I hollered.
"Stay there," came the voice of the anthropologist. "We're coming up."
His head was shaking as he crested the lip of the bowl and saw the shaft from which we
had just emerged.
"What the hell have you guys been up to. We've all been searching for you."
"Come look," Jimmy gushed excitedly as he opened his pack and spread out his
treasure.

Of course, I showed mine off too. The crystals were dazzling in the sunlight and had an
even more beautiful rich purple color.
"Did you get those down there?" asked one of the astonished searchers.
"Yes," bubbled Jimmy, "and there's more down there."
Another searcher pushed to the front of the group and looking with disbelief at our
treasure said, "Would you be willing to go back and get some for us?"
Someone else said, "We'll pay you for them."
I looked at Jimmy.
He looked at me.
His head started to turn slowly from side to side. I followed doing the same. His head
started shaking even faster. Mine did too.
We never went back!

TOPAZ
"Holy shit," one of the elders shouted as he dove behind a white, car size
boulder.
"Where the hell did that come from?" blurted another, crouching to the
ground.
Our guide and Society President approached me, walking slowly and
carefully across the uneven earth. As he eased toward me his hands, on
outstretched arms, were palms down, fingers carefully motioning toward the earth.
Quietly mumbling inaudible words with a reassuring tone, his eyes stayed riveted
on my hand.
We could have been on another planet. Our leader's footprints made conical
depressions in the deep sand like decomposed rock on which we stood. Everything,
rocks, ground, even the small mountain beside us was white, parchment white.
Vegetation was sparse and scrub. Most amazing was the dazzling glitter. Rocks,
sand and mountain sparkled like new snowflakes in a sudden burst of sunlight. The
long shadows of afternoon made the scene even more eerie.
A special status of mascot had recently been created for me, at age thirteen, to
allow membership in the adult Utah Mineralogical Society. For me it was quite an
honor and I always strove to be in good graces with the adult members. The
"Society" made frequent field trips around Utah to study interesting geological sites
and to collect mineral specimens. This was one of those field trips.

Far from any habitation, deep in the arid desert of central Utah, lies the
Thomas Mountain Range, a feature of the geological basin and range province.
Topaz Mountain is located within the Thomas Range. Named for the gorgeous,
clear amber topaz crystals found there, Topaz Mountain is where our camp is
located. We're all hoping to extract some gem quality crystals here. The Utah
Mineralogical society holds significant claims on part of the stark, white, mountain.
All around us, on the ground, in the rocks and, indeed, the entire mountain, sparkle
brilliantly with shards of topaz that have been eroded, shattered and in harsh
sunlight, lost the beautiful color. Now, clear as glass, the broken pieces are
worthless as gems. We will have to chisel through tenacious , grainy white rhyolite
in search of powdery seams that contain the precious gems.

Shortly before leaving Salt Lake City on this field trip, my parents had given
me, as a fourteenth birthday gift, a portable ultra-violet field lamp. Used in the
dark, its ultra-violet light would excite some minerals to fluoresce, or glow, brightly
in different vivid colors. This would be my first chance to try it out so when we
arrived late in the afternoon, I was eager for night to come.
With camp made and a hasty supper, I joined the seven adults at a happy
camp fire gathering. Where to start digging (or chiseling) next morning was the
main topic of discussion. I listened for a while but knew that I would be digging
wherever told. When it seemed sufficiently dark to use my new portable ultraviolet field lamp, I quietly slipped away from the group. A nearby dry streambed,
typical of these arid deserts, spotted earlier, seemed promising. A regular flashlight
got me to the streambed and into the channel. Lots of rocks and boulders of all
sizes were in the streambed because it had been created by flash flooding. Some of
those rocks should light up. Off with the flashlight, on with the U-V. The rocks and
boulders were all just dark blobs! Damn! But wait - among the pebbles and sands
lining the bottom, brilliant flecks of intense green sprang to life. Wow! The light
was scattered but brilliant. Moving upstream the fluorescent flakes became more
and more dense until the streambed was a solid mass of glowing material. Rising
above the dry streambed, on my right, was a steep hillside. Turning the ultra-violet
light upward caused the entire hillside to burst into an unworldly mass of intense
glowing green. I'd seen a lot of fluorescent rocks but never anything like this. The
glow was not coming from wash material as in the streambed. These were solid
chunks of rock! Excitedly scrambling up the hillside I was poking specimen after
specimen into my pack. Under the white light the rocks were milk white with a
waxy texture. I didn't know what they were - would have to ask the elders. The
pack was about full anyway so should head back to camp. One last look up the hill
-wait a minute. Everything on the hill was glowing bright green as before but just
above, on a solid sheet of green fluorescence, was a very bright three inch spot of
orange. What kind of rock could that be? A couple of steps up, I was about to pick
up the strange rock when it moved a couple of inches. Turn on the white light - a
scorpion! Didn't know they would fluoresce so beautifully but think I'll not collect
him.
Early morning was time for some daylight collecting but Topaz Mountain
does not yield its gorgeous gems easily. I was directed to a recently exposed face of
white, grainy rhyolite that was an angled corner like the corner of a room. There
were no rules. You didn't know where, in the tough mass of rock, a soft pocket
might be found that held the precious crystals. Experienced members of the Society

sometimes blasted a new exposure but they hadn't brought any dynamite this time.
At least that's what I heard them saying around the campfire.
Tools for digging included a geologist pick, hand sledge, steel chisel and
goggles although I opted instead to wear sunglasses because of intense glare off the
crystalline rock. The rhyolite was not as hard as it was just plain tough, tenacious.
Bang at it with the chisel, then scratch and claw with the geologist pick. About the
time your arm was hurting and you were beginning to think it was a futile exercise
the rock seemed softer. Follow the soft, usually a seam, until it finally opened into a
pocket, a pocket of sandy rhyolite. Clasp fingers of both hands together loosely.
Fill the cupped hands with loose material from the pocket and shake gently (should
have brought a sieve). Magic, pure magic as the sand slips between my fingers
several bright crystals begin to appear, topaz crystals, lovely amber or champagne
color, pure, clear and sparkling, Jewels, jewels from the earth! Some mystical
lapidarist must be hiding in the earth making them so perfect. My arm no longer
ached. Enough soft pockets were found to fill both shirt pockets with topaz
crystals, filled to the brim.
It would have been easy to keep hammering on the rock until light was gone
but something kept nagging on my mind. Passing by a woodland trail or a winding
dirt road is difficult. I have to know what's at the end. An old prospect hole or an
abandoned mine shaft is the same but impossible to pass by. There was a very old
prospect hole just off the desert road as we came here. It was probably a mile from
camp. What's down there? The question couldn't be shaken from my mind. I'm
going to find out!
Trudging back to the prospect shaft, I had only my geologist hammer, a
flashlight and an old army surplus pack, kidney crushers they called the packs. I
had long since discovered why. Here we are. It doesn't look like anyone has been
in here for a long, long time. The flashlight revealed a few interesting rocks with
some kind of veins. Into the pack they went. About thirty feet into the shaft there
had been a cave in, a big pile of rock and broken timbers. There was just enough
space on top to wiggle through if I push the pack through first. Once the pack and I
were on the other side the shaft really opened up. Somebody did a lot of work here.
Wonder what they were after? More rock samples went into the old pack. Just
ahead the shaft turns a corner. Maybe there we'll see what they were after. Around
the corner was another cave in. There's no way around this one, but there's
something strange. It's just an old wooden box. Two of the boards on top were
bent back with nails still sticking out. What's in there? Sticks, they're dynamite
sticks, just what we needed at the mountain. I'll bet some of the guys have some

percussion caps in their car. I knew that dynamite sticks are safe to handle. You
have to have caps to make them explode. Three sticks will fit in the pack. Some of
the specimens will have to come out if 1 take more. I'll only take three sticks. That
should be enough to open a new face. They'll be safe in the pack with the rock
samples.
Walking the desert road back to camp was slow going because of the heavy
pack but it gave me time to plan my dramatic presentation. Adults would all be
amazed that the kid mascot had saved the day. They had forgotten to bring
dynamite to open up new exposures but I'd taken care of things for them. Praise,
platitudes and complements rang in my mind as I entered the camp area.
Someone was just starting the fire and folks were beginning to gather round
for social time. My plans were perfect. Be patient. Wait for the right moment. I'll
sit here on a rock, apart from the group, pack at my side. I'll just sit here quietly,
unnoticed while everyone is visiting. I'll not say a word, just stand up quietly until
they notice. The model in my mind was the Statue of Liberty holding her torch
aloft. Holding the valuable surprise over my head I waited for the praise. Finally,
after a few minutes, one of the men strolled over, drink in hand. He looked at me
quizzically then his eyes traced my arm up to the treasure. I knew he was about to
grin and say "good job, Monte." He didn't! He hollered, "holy shit" and leaped
behind the nearest big rock.
Our leader was trying to be very calm and kind as he walked slowly toward
me. His eyes were still gazing at my raised hand and its contents
"Please lay that very gently on the ground," he said quietly.
"It's OK," I said, "It's perfectly safe. There's no cap to set it off."
"Please just lay it carefully on the ground - NOW. Do you have any more?"
"Yes," I stammered, two more in the pack with the rocks. What's wrong?" I
asked, tears beginning to well up.
"Look at both ends of that dynamite stick. Do you see those whiskers?"
"I thought they were just some pretty crystals," I almost whispered.
"That's right," he said, "those are crystals, crystals of pure nitroglycerine
leached out of some very old dynamite. With those things rattling around among
those rocks I'm amazed you weren't blown to vapor."
Beckoning to two other men, he said to them "bring a shovel. We'll bury this
stuff behind that hill and hope they decompose."
Fame and heroism, at least heroism, will have to wait for another day.
A geologist in the group identified the white waxy fluorescent rock as hyalite
opal, a secondary or hydrothermal deposit.

There was, of course, no way to know then, that many years later, those opal
specimens would bring me back to the Thomas Mountain Range in the Utah desert.

Secret of the Opal

On a dark, dark night in a remote part of the Utah desert I dropped twelve
or fifteen strange looking rocks into my beat up old army rucksack. It
wouldn't be revealed for another five years, the remarkable secret those
rocks carried.
To a fourteen year old kid, being a quarter mile up this dry creek bed, all
alone, was a bit spooky. The night was very dark but an adventurous
experience was irresistible. The portable ultraviolet field lamp, a
fourteenth birthday gift from my parents, was opening a strange new world
in this desert landscape. This was my first opportunity to try the lamp so
the darkness was welcome.
Members of the Utah Mineralogical Society were adults who were mostly
scientists or educators. They called me mascot when I tagged along on
these excursions. We were now camped at Topaz Mountain, a part of the
Thomas Mountain Range in the central Utah desert. Our purpose was to
collect gem quality topaz crystals. That would begin tomorrow but tonight I
had to try out the new ultraviolet field lamp.
Scanning the dry creek bed and the hill side with the black light of the ultra
violet lamp I hoped to find some rocks that would fluoresce or light up in
vivid colors under the ultraviolet light. Bright green traces of fluorescence
in the creek bed led to an outcrop beside the creek that glowed like a neon
sign in the black light. These were the specimens that went into the old
army pack. The rocks were baseball to softball size. Under a white light
they were white as milk glass and waxy in texture. Under the ultraviolet
they sprang to life with a bright vivid green glow. A geologist in the group
identified them as hyalite opal which had been deposited deep in the earth
by super heated water rising through cracks and fissures in the earth.

These beautiful, interesting specimens became an important part of my
collection.

Five Years Later (1949) Pocatello, Idaho
Swanson Hall was probably one of the first structures built on what was
then Idaho State College, (ISC) in Pocatello, Idaho. That, at least was the
story told by the architectural style, deteriorating red bricks and old style
windows. The window frames were graced with dark green paint that was
beginning to scale off taking several earlier coats of paint with it. Walking
through a turn of the century entrance, stepping onto the worn wood
flooring verified the buildings age with audible squeaks.
This was the first day of my freshman year here so today's mission was to
find classrooms and sign in. Geology 1 was scheduled in a Swanson Hall
ground floor room. This was going to be my favorite class so I was anxious
to meet the Prof, and get going.
Squeaky floorboards sang as I traced, in descending order, doorway
numbers of the classrooms. Geology 1 should be the room at the end of
this hallway, but that can't be right. This is the number I'm seeking but
more than fifteen puzzled students were crowded outside the room. Inside
every seat was host to a new student. Geology is not the most popular
science in the curriculum so why such a crowd?
The Geology instructor, Professor Peters it turned out, was at his desk as
perplexed as most of the students. Finally he came to the doors edge
where he could be heard by students inside and outside the classroom.
"It's obvious that this class cannot accommodate all of you who wish to
take it. I'm not going to decide who stays and who goes. Some of you have
possibly heard that Geology 1 is an easy science credit. Anyone thinking
that may wish to leave now while there is still time to register for another
class. The first six weeks of this class is going to be the most difficult course

you have ever taken. Those of you who desire may be excused now to seek
an alternate course."
"Good," I thought, "Because I'm going to be a survivor!"
It worked. When the shuffling ceased I took a seat and there were still a
couple of seats left vacant.
I loved the earth courses, Geology, Paleontology and mostly Mineralogy.
Professor Peters was also the Mineralogy instructor. The class was a snap
because I could already identify, on sight, most common minerals.
Professor Peters was very well studied in earth sciences. He and I had
many wonderful, private discussions. One afternoon he suggested that he
would like to see my collection of minerals. After the last class next day we
left his office for my house.
"Mind if I bring along a camera," he asked?
"Of course not."
As an afterthought, he picked up a Geiger counter.
In my room at home, the very best mineral specimens , properly labeled,
were arranged on cotton batting which covered a large table. The
Professor photographed the entire collection then selected several for
closer photo studies. I was able to tell him where most of the pieces had
been found.
The Geiger counter, when he picked it up and flipped the switch, began
ticking away aggressively.
"Something here is setting this thing off," he said.
He began scanning across the table. Here and there a rock gave the
counter's needle a little kick. Then he got to the hyalite opal from Topaz
Mountain. The needle jumped off the scale on which the counter was set
and the ticks sounded like a buzzer.

"My Gosh," he exclaimed, "Where did you find this opal?"
"Darn, I can't remember," I lied, "Tell me about it."
"This kind of opal is sometimes called a 'tracer' mineral because it can give
clues about other mineral deposits it has passed through. Hyalite opal is
called secondary or hydrothermal because it is deposited in fissures by
super heated water. This specimen you have may have traveled through a
rich body of uranium. You don't remember where you found it?"
"I'm not really sure," I lied again, "I've been so many places collecting."
Closing the matter, he said, "Its worth checking out."
I kept the secret for another five years.

Five Years Later, (1954)

Saint A n t h o n y , Idaho

Big Don Harris was holding court, a frequent afternoon - evening event
held at one of the tables in the backroom of his S/7ver Horseshoe Bar and
Lounge in Saint Anthony, Idaho. Most popular gathering place and
watering hole among several counties, The Horseshoe attracted customers
from all over Idaho and even northern Utah. Madison county and Rexburg,
to the south were dry so many folks from there were regulars. Walls of the
S/7ver Horseshoe were covered with varnished shingles. Every shingle was
wood burned with someone's stock brand at one time Big Don boasted that
every stock brand in Idaho was represented on the Horseshoes walls. There
seemed to often be someone from somewhere in the state looking for their
brand.

Saint Anthony, Idaho was residence to two guys named Don Harris so some
kind of differentiation was necessary, hence Big Don and Little Don. Little
Don was a farm implement dealer and had the slighter build of the two. He
was also the more reserved (when sober). Big Don was more robust,
congenial and adventurous. He always had a smile, a cigarette and a new
idea (usually money related). No one was a stranger to him. He once
joined with others to buy a defunct Mexican railroad scrapping it all for
cash. He made a wad then invested it all in what he called afartsnatcher,

a

gadget designed to seize offensive odors at the source before they drifted
into the bathroom's sweet air. He lost the railroad wad.
Big Don was really on a roll this day with imbibing friends gathered round
his table.
"This uranium thing has gone crazy," he pronounced, "We're in the atomic
age and the demand for uranium is unlimited. This is the new gold rush like
1849. I know of several guys who have become overnight millionaires .
Everybody's out prospecting."
Everyone round the table had a story that confirmed Big Don's statement.
The circle of experts was talking themselves into a fortune. I kept quiet
(unusual) until the conversation stalled then I said softly and matter of
factually, "I know where there's some uranium."
Big Don's eyebrows raised and his mouth was a little agape. Curious looks
and silence rounded the table. Then someone laughed and said, "how
come you're not rich?"
All laughed and had a joke or two of their own. I probably mumbled
something like, "Just haven't gone to get it."
Big Don's court that evening was finally dismissed without resolution.
Need for help in a family grocery business, marriage and a new son had
created a detour to my geology studies but I managed to keep in

communication with the department staff at ISC. The community of Saint
Anthony, Idaho was good to us and our business. We enjoyed living there.
One day while stocking grocery shelves I looked up to see Big Don
approaching with a smile. After exchanging a few platitudes, he said "Were
you serious last week?"
"About what?"
"Knowing where there's some uranium."
"Yes I was. But that was quite a while ago. Some of the guys the other
night didn't seem to think I was serious." I'd pretty much dismissed the
event but here was Big Don, apparently serious.
"Could you find the place again?" Big Don asked.
"A little exploration may be necessary but I'm sure I could find the place."
Big Don's interest was awakening my own.
"If you have time after work come by my house and let's discuss the idea,"
Big Don invited.
The Harris home was one of Saint Anthony's showplaces. Greeted at the
door I was escorted to his office overlooking the river and the Teton Range.
There I learned that he was just "Don" when we weren't with a group.
Don didn't waste time. "What will we need?" he asked.
I began first, "Don, what I said about knowing where some uranium was
wasn't entirely truthful. I don't know exactly where it is. I do know a
general area that shows significant evidence of presence of a radioactive
body. I can get us to the general area but we would have to do some
exploring."
I told him the story of the radioactive opal and what it indicated.
"Let's figure out what we will need and when we can leave," Don
responded. "First, we'll have to have a 4x4 vehicle with a good carrying

capacity. It should be large enough to sleep in. I don't like sleeping in a
tent. I'll take care of the vehicle."
"A Geiger counter is a must," I suggested.
"What's the best kind?"
"They're all pretty good."
"No, I mean the very best." Apparently Don didn't want to go half way.
"A scintilator is more sensitive but quite a bit more expensive."
"I'll find a good scintilator," Don offered.
We completed a list of bare bone necessities beyond the new Internotional
Carryall (sold by Little Don Harris) and scintilator Don was going to buy.
Bare necessities included : coolers for ice and beer, T-bone steaks to
charcoal broil, air mattresses and sleeping bags, charcoal broiler, Coleman
stove, folding table and chairs, binoculars, USGS maps, a case of Black &
White scotch (Don's favorite), two extra five gallon cans of gas, a lot of food
and, oh yes, a couple of shovels and picks.
Don had a special bracket made to mount the large Scintilator probe high
on the passenger side of the Carryall. The probe was aimed toward the
ground at a forty-five degree angle to scan for hot spots as we cruised the
desert roads. The scintilator body and meter were mounted to be easily
visible on the vehicle's console.
Big Don was not one to keep a secret. Several businessmen and farmers
tried to give him money to buy into the venture. One man stopped me on
the street trying to give ne a check. I told him that we didn't have anything
yet. He tried to get me to take his money for when we did have something.
I refused as Don had.
Turning west off the main highway at the small Mormon community of
Eureka, fifty miles south of Salt Lake City, we followed a secondary road

hoping to access one of the many desert roads. The scene, once we left
paved roads, was not at all familiar to my memory of ten years ago. Dirt
roads crisscrossed going every which direction. A few were marked but
most were not. Many were not even on our current USGS maps. Some
were not constructed roads but suggested that someone had just headed
cross country across the desert. We wandered. Mounting the scintilator
probe and turning it on to detect any radioactive hot spots helped us feel
like bona fide prospectors.
The Thomas Mountain Range, where I found the tell tale opal specimens,
we knew to be generally west of where we were so we kept wandering
west. The sensitive, expensive scintilator picked quite a few spots of high
radioactivity but they were small and, I guess, we were looking for the
mother lode. We continued west via the maze of crisscrossing dirt roads.
Hot sun and dust boiling into the vehicle made for a parching, suffocating
day. Big Don, at the wheel of his new International

Carryall, said, "Damn,

I'm dry. There's a case of scotch behind my seat. Reach a bottle and open
it."
I did, passing the open bottle to him. A healthy snort gurgled from the
bottle. He was dry! Then, sticking the open bottle between his legs, he
drove on about half a mile before looking at me still holding, with
anticipation, the bottles cork in my fingers.
"Don't you want one?" he asked.
"Guess I'll wait till we make camp"
Don laughed.
Topaz Mountain and the Thomas Range, we were seeking, were still
somewhere in the distance to the west and it had been a long day. No
problem selecting a camp spot. Everything looked the same in every
direction, alkali dirt, scrub vegetation and a few hazy mountains in the
distance. Supper, served on a folding aluminum table with matching chairs,

was typical prospectors fare. We got by with char broiled T-bone steaks,
fried potatoes and a green salad accompanied by a bit of scotch and cold
beer.
Night sky, in the desert, is dazzling. Visible stars are fourfold and the Milky
Way seems like a freeway for stars. Occasionally, our desert reverie was
interrupted by a shooting star slicing the heavens or yips here and there of
a coyote conversation. For a while we speculated about what fortunes
tomorrow might bring. Full bellies and a long day made our sleeping bags,
inside the Carryall, tempting. We slept well.
Dawn and Don were nudging me awake.
"Listen," he said. "I hear a noise. There's something outside."
I bolted upright, bumping the side of the Carryall with a thump. There was
a flash of white rumps as perhaps thirty antelope (more correctly called
pronghorns) surged in flight. They had surrounded our vehicle to within
ten feet. Effortlessly bouncing high over rocks and sagebrush they stopped
a couple of hundred yards away to stare back at us and wonder what kind
of critter had invaded their solitude. Examining the pronghorns through his
binoculars, Don spotted a cougar watching the whole spectacle from a low
ridge. There was, at that time, in Utah, a fifty dollar bounty on cougars so
Don reached for his rifle (we had one of those too). He fired off a couple of
rounds. The cougar casually eased behind the ridge and was probably
laughing and thinking about pronghorn for lunch.
A quick, skimpy, breakfast of ham, eggs, biscuits, jam, coffee and tomato
juice and we were off to an arduous day of prospecting. Weaving randomly
among many desert roads but steadily moving toward the Thomas Range,
where I had found the radioactive opal, the scintilator was frequently
picking up hot spots of radiation but all were small in size.
Finally, by late afternoon, I was certain we had oriented the topography to
our USGS maps. The mountains ahead and to our right should be the
Thomas Range. Crossing over the low pass dead ahead should put us into

the valley adjacent to the range. That valley is our objective where we
expect to detect a sizeable radioactive body.
Topping the pass, Don stopped the Carryall and used the binoculars to
survey the valley.
"Do they run cattle out here?" He asked.
"Don't remember ever seeing any," I responded. "What would they eat,
Alkali?"
"Well it looks like the whole valley is fenced off."
"That doesn't make sense," I pondered. "Let's go down and check it out."
As we dropped down off the pass the entire valley appeared to be fenced.
"Wonder if it's all private property now?" I thought aloud.
As we got closer the scene was even more baffling. Why so many rows of
fence posts? Once down into the valley, we pulled up to the closest post.
There were no wires, only a can attached to every post.
"Damn, I think this whole valley has been claim staked,"I cursed. "Let's see
what is in the cans."
Pulling a paper out of the can, Don read it and said "It's a claim alright, Keg
Mountain Uranium Company."
"When was it filed?" I asked.
"About seven months ago."
"Shit! I've had information about this for ten years and we show up seven
months late! Let's go home!"
"Hold on a minute," Don tried to calm me. "We've been finding a lot of
places that are giving high radioactive readings. We shouldn't leave here

without doing some more serious prospecting. Obviously there's
something important in the area."
Calming down a bit I said "We could go back and plot those hot spots on
our maps to see if any kind of pattern emerges. We might even find some
more interesting sites."
"Makes sense," Don agreed.
Perhaps the sensitive scintilator had been telling us something important
but we just weren't listening. Turning around and back over the pass we
hoped to find, again, the radioactive spots we had passed up before in our
haste. We were able to locate most of the previous anomalies and found
several new ones. I carefully plotted each onto our USGS maps hoping to
see a pattern emerge that might identify a significant uranium deposit.
Using the four wheel drive to cross a dry creek bed, typical of this desert,
our scintilator reported an unusually high radioactive count. The creekbed
appeared to be navigable, with care, with our tough 4x4 Carryall. We were
picking up significant readings as we moved slowly up the creek bed.
Navigating carefully around rocks too large to drive over we were pretty
confidant we were onto something important. High readings were no
longer occurring when we were about a mile into the creek bed.
"We're out of the good stuff," Don proclaimed, "What do we do now?"
"Let's find a place to turn around and go back down the creek," I replied.
"That will give us readings from the other side of the creek bed." I was still
plotting hot spots on the map.
Jockeying forth and back at the widest spot we could find, the Carryall was
finally pointed down the creek bed. Back, again, to the area of hot spots, I
was still plotting them on our map. Suddenly the pen made a black, jagged
gash to the top of the map. My head smacked against the side window as
the Carryall lurched severely upward and sideways. High centered, the

engine was running but we were going nowhere. Big Don's cursing easily
overrode grating of the chassis on rocks and revving of the engine.
"Now what?" he was asking somebody.
Engine off we peered under the stalled vehicle where we found that it was
resting partly on the chassis and partly on the steel strap that secured the
gas tank. Both ends of the strap were bent down with a bolt through them
to tighten the tank in place. The culprit rock had appeared small until the
tank straps hooked it rolling the large buried part up out of the creek bed,
lifting the Carryall as it reared out of the earth. The situation should be
manageable by jacking the vehicle up and removing the offending rock,
BUT, the fuel tank had been ruptured under the steel strap. A fountain of
gasoline was merrily dancing onto the otherwise dry creek bed.
"My god, we're sixty miles from Eureka and we're on rough winding dirt
roads", Don reasoned.
I had heard of pounding a piece of wood into a gas tank leak as a temporary
fix. A piece of sage trunk might work. Whittling off a sage branch and with
a rock for a hammer, I crawled under the raised vehicle.
"There's no way to plug this", I yelled to Don. "The damned leak is under
the strap and totally inaccessible. Our trip to Eureka is vigorously soaking
the creek bed.
"I'm getting the jack out. We still have two five gallon cans of gas. Let's get
out of here", Don anxiously blurted.
The Carryall was precariously perched on the jack as I tried to remove the
big rock from underneath. It was too big. With some effort, I coaxed it
back into the hole from which it had come. A few strategically placed
rocks, under the wheels, got us over it this time.
Abandoning the caution Big Don used ascending the creek bed he steered a
careening, bouncing route back to the desert road. Once there, I realized
he would rather die on the sharp curve of a remote desert road than walk

ten miles with an empty gas can. Spare gas in the two five gallon cans was
hastily added when the gauge showed near empty.
A gruff mechanic at the garage in Eureka said we were in good shape. He
had drained a full half gallon of gas from the tank. While he filled the
removed tank with water and proceeded to weld the puncture Big Don and
I stood well back as we reconfigured our plans.
"I feel pretty certain that we're going to find something worth staking a
claim but there's nothing out there for legal 4x4 stakes", Don pondered,
"While we're in town we should find a sawmill or lumberyard and load up."
Load up we did! A local sawmill had some fence posts 4x4x6. How many
posts we loaded, I don't remember but we had trouble getting other gear
tucked in or tied on.
Now seasoned prospectors we, once again, mounted our

International

mule. The way the Carryall was now riding I didn't know which to fear
more, a rear tire blowout or airborne front wheels with no steering
traction. We slept on the ground that night as our new claim stakes laid
claim to the inside space.
Black x's on our geologic maps, marking points we had discovered that had
a high radioactive reading, seemed scattered loosely over the land we had
covered. There was no discernable pattern that might suggest presence of
an ore body. Going back to these points, we reasoned, then, radiating out
from known points could give more detail and possibly a pattern. The dry
creek bed we had traveled had many anomalies in the lower end. Working
back from both sides of the creek seemed promising. We did that and
while we identified additional points there was still no pattern showing
itself. After five days in the dust and hot sun our optimism was dimming.
Surely Keg Mountain Uranium Company had been over all this ground.
"We were just too damned late!" I felt resigned.

"We both should be getting back to our businesses." Big Don offered, "We
can come back with more time now that we know the place better."
We headed home, defeated, for now. By now we were calling our claim
stakes Mis-Stakes. They were unloaded and stacked against Don's house
under a breezeway where they rested for two years.
Slot machines, that had been so lucrative to big Don, were outlawed about
two years after our return. Don needed another "cash cow". He
remodeled the Horseshoe into a high class restaurant and lounge. It was,
for many years, one of the most popular restaurants in East Idaho. The
Horseshoe's comfortable dining room was called the Hunt Room and was
graced with original western paintings.
Few people were aware that walls of the Hunt Room were built of 2x4's
ripped from our 4x4 "mis-stakes. Thus, they finally marked a claim that, for
many years, was very profitable for Big Don.
We never went back!

Riddle in the Siskiyou

(2)

Barefoot, she strode through six inches of new fallen snow, long
arms and pendulant breasts swinging in unison to her stride.
Occasionally she glanced backward over her right shoulder to see if
he was still there. The presence of men in this dense forest was not
new but the curious whir of a movie camera was strange. Images on
the film revealed a shaking camera sometimes crashing through
thick brush. Although her gait was not hurried the four foot of long
legs made it impossible for Roger Patterson to keep up before she
disappeared into the woods along Bluff Creek.
"All I know for certain," said Syl McCoy, the first forest ranger
Patterson encountered, "is that I saw Roger Patterson come out of
the woods that night. I've never seen a man so excited when he told
me "I saw it, I saw it."
After the October 20, 1967 filming the images went viral world
wide. Heavy drifting snows and landslides in the steep mountain
terrain sealed the Bluff Creek area to any further visit until the next
spring. Our four man team's mission was to be first in there before
anyone else.

Jim Klobuchar, a Mid-West celebrity, had written several books,
was a sports journalist and wrote a very popular column for the
Minneapolis Star Tribune. Jim and I first met when we climbed
together on Mount Moran in the Grand Teton Mountains of
Wyoming. Although different personalities, we climbed well
together and enjoyed the association enough to join for more climbs.

Jim's newspaper seemed to like my photographs which sometimes
accompanied his adventure stories.
When news and images of Roger Patterson's hit the wires Jim's
publisher was immediately on top of it. He commissioned Jim to put
together a small, competent if available, exploration team to be first
into the Bluff Creek area early the following spring. Directions to
the team were to get images if possible and a comprehensive story. I
can't remember whether "capture" was part of the directions.
Because Jim and I had already collaborated on a few adventure
stories, I was invited to join his group as photographer. Presumably
my instructions, if we encountered a large hairy critter, would be to
stand firm and continue shooting. Others would pick up the film
later.
Paul Fletcher, who joined the team, was Director of the St. Paul,
Minnesota Como Zoo. A noted tracking expert, Paul was also
recognized for successfully breeding Siberian tigers to supply other
Zoos. We encouraged him to bring along his pistol that shoots
tranquilizing darts.
A fourth and final member of our courageous team was Jerry
Singer, a criminal defense lawyer from Minneapolis. I wondered if
Jim had been puzzled about what kind of defense we might need in
the wild, steep mountains of northern California. Although Jerry
was a serious collector of actual murder weapons.
Individually each of us was to do whatever research we could
during the winter months of waiting. Using a connection through
the Supervisor of Targhee National Forest in Idaho, where I served
on an Advisory Board, I found a direct connect to supervisors of

both Six Rivers and Siskiyou National Forests. They supplied
contour maps of areas we expected to search including locations of
reported track sightings over the past three years. They would be an
important contact when we arrived in the area.
Various stories of encounters with the elusive creature (and
there were many) might yield some clues about the nature of this
shaggy beast, if indeed it existed. Most of the stories were pretty
bizarre and could be immediately dismissed, but some stories gave
pause. A third generation rancher whose place was on a remote spot
in the desert north of my home in St. Anthony, Idaho, a quiet shy sort
of guy asked that I not say anything to anyone or even mention that
he had come to see me. He told of arriving back at their remote
house sometime in the 1950's to find many tracks around the place
that looked like very, very large human barefoot tracks. A back door
had been broken open, the pantry raided and a heavy board of the
porch broken under heavy weight. Again he asked not to be quoted
but, having heard of our coming search just thought I should know.
Sorting through any reasonable stories, I was interested mostly
in descriptions of the character and nature of the elusive critter.
Among the tales that even had a whisper of credibility two
characteristics seemed most common. The described being was very
curious, but it was also very shy. How could we capitalize on these
in our search? I had an idea but it might have sounded a little hokey
to the others so I thought I'd just keep it to myself for a while.
Studies of now world famous Patterson photos indicated a hairy
creature that was about seven feet tall weighing an estimated five to
six hundred pounds. Film viewers said that it moved with
unexpected grace. In one study a large professional athlete, using
point to point markers, was unable to recreate the fluid stride

revealed on the film.
Recent track sightings, as reported by the two Regional Forest
Supervisors, when transported onto relief maps, indicated heavier
concentrations along the banks of both Bluff Creek and Scorpion
Creek with the heaviest concentrations around the confluence of the
two streams. This could be attributed to moist soil more likely to
retain prints or as a location more accessible or more favored by
hoaxers planting phony prints. Another heavy concentration of track
plotting on the map was near a remote pond called Onion Lake.
My winter's Bigfoot research now ready to share with the other
three members of our expedition, on March 15, 1968 I boarded a
commercial plane at Idaho Falls, Idaho bound for Denver, Colorado.
Klobuchar, Fletcher and Singer left Minneapolis at about the same
time on a plane also headed for Denver where we would all join
during a brief layover before continuing to San Francisco. That
flight gave us time to share information and finalize plans.
Conveniently, the San Francisco plane had a conference area with
four facing seats centered by a small table. After sharing and
consolidating input we agreed that the first couple of days would be
spent with interviews mostly in the communities of Willow Creek
and Orleans. We would visit with U.S. Forest Service employees,
townspeople, back wood types and any other leads turned up in
interviews.
A courtesy vehicle provided by Enterprise Car Rental, a new
start up company, who had read of our coming escapade, awaited us
at the San Francisco Airport. Packs and luggage loaded into the
sedans trunk, ourselves filled with excitement and enthusiasm,
slightly tempered by skepticism, we headed north across Golden
Gate Bridge toward Eureka, California.

Interviews bega on the campus of Humbolt State University at
Arcada with a professor of anthropology. It was clear that he did not
buy into the possible existence of a seven foot hairy critter in his
neighborhood. Spoofing many of the local Bigfoot tales he said that
a few of the casts of tracks he had seen could not readily be
dismissed scientifically. The Patterson film he simply referred to as
"interesting."
More enthusiasm was found in the small logging community of
Willow Creek. We had made no announcement of our arrival but
someone, perhaps the Forest Service had. A group of twenty or so
area and townspeople had gathered to greet us with an informal
reception. Every person seemed to have a story to tell. Most were
about discovering tracks. Several businesses had casts of Bigfoot
footprints displayed. Other people told of seeing fleeting
movements or of hearing strange sounds while trekking woods of
surrounding hills. Pressing for more detail, we found that many first
person stories became second, third or fourth generation tales. "But
I would trust my uncle with my life" A potbellied, cigar chomping
storekeeper from the nearby Hoopa Indian Reservation, revealed, "I
can tell you fellas where a lot of them tales has come from, but what
the hell, it ain't hurt nobody."
Jim Carrier, a young career official with Six Rivers National
Forest, helped us every way he could. From his office located at
Orleans, a small logging community, he provided maps and any kind
of local information we might need. Using a light table, Jim helped
us plot recent reported Bigfoot track sightings. Recent tracking was
most heavy along both Bluff and Scorpion Creeks and at Laird
Meadow and Onion Lake areas.

Because our objective steep terrain had been severely logged
over leaving only a few madrona trees and underbrush numerous
landslides and remaining deep snowdrifts blocked all road access.
Though inconvenient, this pleased us because we wished to be
assured of being first into the place of Roger Patterson's filming of
whatever the previous fall.
Six AM and ranger Jim Carrier, as promised, arrived at our
Orleans motel ready to carry us in his personal pickup. He would
take us as far as the road would allow toward our objective. For the
three of us sitting on our packs in the open pickup bed the morning
was cold and invigorating. An abandoned logging road was carved
into the steep hillside that rose from raging drainage creeks below.
Seeing much of the scenery was sketchy while trying to avoid being
launched from the pickup by one of the many big "irregulars" in the
abandoned road.
End of the road. Smoothing out the hillside pitch a significant
landslide had obliterated the road. We walk from here, about six
miles, over slides and drifts. Three of us will be in here for six days.
Ranger Jim will return here to pick us up then. At ten AM the fifth
day he will be here to get Jerry Singer. Because of an important
court case in Minneapolis Singer chartered a plane to fly him from
Orleans to the San Francisco Airport.
Not too long ago the hillsides rising above us were a dense
forest of large Douglas Fir trees. Now the mountains are dotted with
huge tree stumps and a little undergrowth. Here and there a few
forest groves remain, mostly where it was too steep to log. Below us
in the ravines, rampaging creeks are carrying away the winter snows.
It was a pleasant morning hike listening to tiny tree frogs whose
voices were ten times their size. Below us streams roared in their

rush to the Klamath River.
About noon very near the confluence of Bluff and Scorpion
Creeks, we found a rare flat spot shaded by a remaining grove of fir
trees. It had been the site of an old logging camp. Here we
unpacked, pitched two tents and settled in. As we were roughing out
plans to begin tomorrows search John Fletcher, the zoologist, was
fiddling with his tranquilizer pistol.
Holding up a dart in one hand and the bottle of knock out drops
in the other he asked, "what is the dosage for a Sasquach?"
Singer, the attorney, immediately responded, "how much have
you got?"
Fletcher loaded an empty dart, aimed at a tree and missed the
forest. With that, I preferred running shoes. Still not having shared
with the others my secret plan for attracting Sasquach, I slipped
away to get the plan rigged.
For a group of skeptics we all seemed a bit edgy as the fire died
down and it came time to crawl into our tents. Everything was quiet,
too quiet it seemed. The days exercise took its toll as one by one we
drifted off with our personal dreams. Deep slumber finally
surrounded me when suddenly I was popped awake by a shout from
the other tent.
"What was that?"
"I heard something too. What is it?"
"Hey Jim. Do you hear it?"

Startled and confused I roused in a fog. A strange, unusual
piercing but soft, ching, ching, ching broke the silence of the woods.
A slight breeze was stirring.
Finally, "Its OK guys," I said, " I know what it is."
The brass Chinese wind chimes I'd hung on the bough of a
Douglas Fir were working. Piercing yet subtle to attract but not
frighten . Wonder if they worked? We didn't find out. No tracks
were visible on the forest duff next morning. None of the others
thought to congratulate me on having such a fine idea.
An early breakfast launched our first day search. Breaking into
two man teams Klobuchar and Singer wanted to explore Laird
Meadows and Onion Lake, site of many reports of Bigfoot track
sightings. John Fletcher went along with my interest in Lonesome
Ridge. The place came up several times in stories told by the locals.
According to local Indian legend the ridge was a favored hangout of
Sasquach. No wild animals ventured there. The place was always
desolate and silent. Supposedly even birds could not be seen or
heard there. Though we were not invited, the place merited our
making a call. Access to Lonesome Ridge required fording Scorpion
Creek, a tributary to Bluff Creek. Arm-in-arm with found six foot
poles in hand we tackled the creek's waist high strong spring current.
Fifteen yards or so downstream we emerged on the other side. After
draining boots, wringing out socks and pants Fletcher and I headed
for Lonesome Ridge.
Meanwhile Klobuchar and Singer were trudging an old logging
trail toward Laird Meadows. According to Jim Klobuchars report
back in camp that evening:

For five hours they trudged the lonely trail and side woods
leading to Onion Lake. A lack of fresh boot marks suggested no one
had been there all winter. Near the clearing of Laird Meadow Singer
stopped and stood, pointing to a large inexact set of tracks close to a
culvert.
"They're big," he said, "but I suppose they could be our own
tracks from this morning, distorted by the mud."
Jim agreed but on closer examination said, "They could except
for one thing. We were headed south this morning. The tracks we're
looking at head north."
Singer was more at home on concrete city streets than on a
muddy wilderness track.
Unsettled, he said, "One of two things. Either I'm imagining
that this track and the ones there in the mud around the culvert were
made by a big animal with eighteen inch feet or they really were.
And if the second is correct tell me what I'm doing on this lonely
logging trail without another soul around."
Closer examination of the tracks did not reveal defined toe
marks as we had seen in some casts at Willow Creek. This was the
specific place where hundreds of Bigfoot tracks had been reported a
year before.
A safe guess was that the tracks were made months ago by
booted loggers and these were deformed and expanded by rain and
the spring thaw. They were obviously not the work of wily Bigfoot
promoters in Willow Creek. Forgeries would have been planted

much more dramatically and the outline of the foot made more
emphatic.
Thrashing through tangled brush along the creek bottom, John
Fletcher and I finally reached the sloping ascent to Lonesome Ridge.
Climbing the lower two thirds of the ridge was steep but reasonable.
Heavy brush and vertical rock ledges marked the upper ridge. Deer
droppings were abundant everywhere. Jays and other birds
frolicked, chirping and calling all around. So much for the
"lonesome" tag on this ridge. We decided to return to Scorpion
Creek and scout for tracks. After three hours searching without
success we crossed the swollen stream again, returned to camp and
dried out by a warm fire.
Our two teams of alternating partners prowled the network of
streams between mountains. For three more days we covered many
miles, never with dry feet. We walked, vaulted or dodged fallen
logs, forded, arm-in-arm swollen streams. Traversing a vertical wall
of rotten rock above a cascade Jim and I felt like we had to hold the
rock face together as we climbed it. Ahead of Jim, around a corner, I
could see his hand groping for a reliable hand hold.
"Do you need a hand hold?" I asked.
"Yes"
Plucking a loose four inch piece of rock from the rotten face I
thrust it into his open hand saying "Here, hold onto it. You'll need it
further on."
Day four was still another of exploration without success. But
the day was also Jim Klobuchar's fortieth birthday. Rummaging

through our packs, we came up with enough weird food stuff to
concoct some kind of cake. Sporting a pine cone for a candle, it
looked morbid but actually tasted pretty good. Of course we sang to
Jim.
Jerry Singer had scheduled to meet Ranger Carrier at ten AM
next morning and it was a six mile hike out. We reminded him that
he would have to get an early start.
"No way!" he shouted, "I'm not walking out of here alone!"
He was different, maybe more "clinging," since having
discovered those tracks near Onion Lake. He was clearly relieved
when I offered to walk him out next morning.
We left camp at six AM to avoid any chance of keeping Ranger
Carrier waiting. The morning was beautiful but a twelve mile hike
was not something to which I looked forward. These now tender
feet and wet boots were no longer on friendly terms, both having
been wet more than dry for four days. Reaching the meeting place a
little before ten AM we saw Jim Carrier loyally and patiently
waiting. A few greetings and exchanges, then we parted.
Painfully blistered feet in weary boots I trudged back toward
camp. The rest there was sweetly anticipated.
BAM! Down in the ravine to my right was the unmistakable
snapping of a large, dry tree branch. The tree was large, probably a
cottonwood. It grew in a dry creek bed of intermittent gravel and
dense brush. But why a dry stream bed when when all the streams
here are in heavy spring runoff? An overflow heavy flood channel
probably. Quickly turning attention to the sound source I saw an

animal. It was brown and furry standing upright facing the tree with
front feet (or arms)extended upward against the tree. If this had
been in Idaho I would have asked myself, "Why is the bear reaching
it's front feet up the tree trunk?" The creature,on spotting me, swung
it's fore limbs downward and to it's right immediately diving into a
thicket of willow.
What to do? Damn, my feet hurt! I want to get back to camp!
Why did this have to happen now? Almost wish it hadn't.
We spent a lot of effort, time and money in search of some kind
of answers. If I leave here now I know I'll spend the rest of my life
wondering and wishing I had investigated. Certain, I'll never be
back. What was it? Was it a bear or- what?
Go down to the base of that tree! Find the print of a bear's foot
then go back to camp and everything will be OK. Why would a bear
be standing upright with it's paws reaching up the dry tree anyway?
Carefully working down to the tree I listened for any sound in
the brush. Nothing! Measuring myself to the tree, it appeared that
the critter's head would have been a bit over six feet.
Last fall's now dry leaves carpeted gravel. Under the gravel
was wet sand. Obvious scuff marks at the tree's base were not
definitive. There's a rustle in the willows just beyond where it
went in! Maybe there's a place where some wet sand will show a
clear print.
Moving cautiously at the edge of the brush in search of a
definable print, something was moving through the brush along with
me.

This was probably the moment when caution faded and intense
curiosity took charge. The rustling sound in the willows was moving
ahead now. There must be some soft sand ahead. Ijust need to see a
track!
The rustling sound is moving faster now and so am I. The
sound and I are now both running. Then suddenly - silence! Was it
ahead or was it behind? Nothing on either side. What's happening?
Listen! Still nothing.
A breeze came up and I heard a mournful groan. But it was
overhead. A large Madrona tree had fallen over into the branches of
a big Douglas Fir. The wind made it groan.
Caution - if not panic - returned to take charge from curiosity.
Let's get out of here! I did!
Back at camp it wasn't until time around the campfire that,
embarrassed, I gave a rather sketchy account to Jim and John.
Singer now gone and most areas within reasonable access to
camp pretty well searched, I wanted to see the tracks Jim and Jerry
had discovered near Onion Lake. We also wanted to see the lake
where wild onions were said to grow in wild profusion.
A few hundred yards beyond the place where Jim and singer
had spotted the indistinct tracks around the culvert we came upon
another set of tracks.
They were large, probably months old and indefinite as the
others. These prints were set out in a series, roughly four feet apart.

Interestingly, at a place where the tracks went up a short, steep
embankment the tracks were not full prints but just the toes had dug
into the soft muddy soil.
Reaching the lake we lounged a while in the field of wild
onions while musing over this remarkable adventure.
So what did we prove? - Nothing! We found tracks but they
were so indistinct as to be unverifiable. I chased something. But
what?
We experienced some beautiful, wild country, a place where, if
Bigfoot did exist, it could well be a place like this.
Though we didn't catch Bigfoot, he (or she) didn't catch us
either - a standoff.
Do I believe that Bigfoot exists?
How does one prove the non-existence of anything?

TEATERS KIDS
To some, Patricia (Pat) Teater was a warm, kind and
considerate woman, thoughtful in every way. She particularly
loved children though she had none of her own. Those who
knew Pat's close affections, however, were few and quite
select. She often said that one has to commit some time to a
true friendship and she was a very busy lady. But - there was
another side to this coin called Pat. Some, particularly those
having business dealings with Teaters, saw her as Satan's
principle emissary, devious, cunning, selfish and stubborn.
Contractors and workmen, honored to be invited to work on
Teater's Frank Lloyd Wright designed home in Idaho, even
accepted Teater oil paintings as part payment. Most
contractors soon quit the job in a storm of lawsuits and
counter suits. Pat, in most cases, brilliantly served as Teater's
own attorney. Remarkably, the home was finally completed,
leaving a trail of disaffection.
Archie Boyd Teater spent much of his youth as a miner,
logger and sometimes a farm hand, but always he painted.
Attracted to the Grand Teton Mountains, summers were spent
near Jenny Lake selling paintings from his tent. It was in the
Tetons that Archie crossed paths with two different women

who would change his life. One was a wealthy patron
sponsoring his studies at "The Art Students League" in New
York City. The other woman, Pat, who was there on a family
sponsored vacation, became Mrs. Archie Teater.
Teater had become a fine artist but he was not a very
good sales person. That was Pat's job and she was soon
extremely good at it. It was not without some struggle but
gradually Archie's sales increased as did his prices. Except
for summers in Jackson Hole, Teaters traveled the world
assembling what they called his "International Collection" of
oil paintings. Six weeks each fall and spring were idle time at
the Frank Loyd Wright studio in Idaho creating whimsical
paintings not intended for the market. Archie still thought of
himself as an Idaho native.
Idaho Governor, Cecil Andrus, in the early 1970's
decided it was time to honor the Teater's Idaho Legacy. With
some inspirational help, I suspect, from Elinore Bodahl, a
prominent figure in "Special Education" for the state, the
Governor proclaimed "Archie B. Teater Day". The event was
in Boise, Idaho's capital city, where a large crowd, including a
number of special needs young people saw the Governor
present Archie with the commemorative engraved silver
platter to honor the event. All the press was there and Pat
Teater was her very delightful self.
It was at this event that Teaters announced the new
"Teater Fund for Handicapped", the intent of which was to

fund educational and adventure experiences for young Idaho
people of special needs. I sensed Elinore Bodahl's hand here
as well. The fund was launched with a magnificent Teater
painting of Idaho's Sawtooth Mountains donated by Teaters.
The painting was purchased by a prominent
boise couple who then gave it as a permanent icon to the
"Cathedral of the Rockies" in Boise. My wife, Beverly, and I
were invited by Teaters to serve on their new fund's Board.
Most other Board Members were parents of a handicapped
child, a specialist serving special education needs or both.
Initially the Teater funds were used to supply special
equipment and supplies for education, mostly in Idaho's Ada
County. These were important needs but the Board was
interested in some real world experience for these fine young
people from throughout the State. Discovering that I served
on a Board of the "Yellowstone Association" Elinore Bodahl
ask whether I would be able to arrange a special tour of
Yellowstone for handicapped youth from Idaho. I told her I
would explore the idea.
Advising us to take special precautions because of
significant bear activity in the area Yellowstone
Superintendent, Jack Anderson made available to us a
beautiful campsite at Otter Creek. Reserved for special
groups, the site was locked and not available to the general
public. He also detailed several Park Staff to present
interesting programs and to assist in any way possible. Otter
Creek was to be our base camp even though we would spend

one day traveling to Grand Teton National Park.
Conflict began even before the first trip was launched.
Elinore Bodahl and I had a dispute over selection of campers.
As she and I were discussing details for the trip I, stupidly
ignoring the fact that Elinore was one of the States most
important professionals for special education, stated that we
should take all boys one year, all girls the following and so
on. Im sure she looked at me strangely while she softly
agreed so as to not impede launching the program. She was
ahead of me, however, when we made plans for the second
year's trip, strongly urging that we go co-ed. We did and the
result was pure magic. While there was no particular problem
with the first year all boys group, having boys and girls
together was remarkably different. Though reluctant at first
the mixed group was soon interactive, courteous and playful.
Every group thereafter was co-ed for the next six years the
tours continued.
Boise Teater Fund people selected the first years campers
from throughout the State, forty two in number, leaving room
on our fifty passenger bus in East Idaho for counselors and
other helpers including Ivy Carter, a wonderfully capable
retired registered nurse. Teater Fund Board Members from
Boise were responsible to get the selected campers to a prearranged motel in Idaho Falls. The people I had recruited in
East Idaho took things from there.
Elmer (Les) Rucker, boss of the camp crew, could easily

have played the role of the tough character in an active
western movie. About six feet tall with a husky build and a
dark beard that even when clean shaven (rare) looked like
stubble gilded with a fine line of tobacco juice at one corner
of his mouth. Les preferred 'plain talk' over "fancy talk' even
though as Assistant Superintendent of'Idaho Youth Services
Center' (read reform school) he spoke at many high level
State meetings and conferences. Though tough appearing, he
had a tender heart and a fondness for young people. Dutch
oven cooking made him famous but he could do anything that
needed doing. I once saw him forge wele the broken steering
shaft of a snowmobile in the winter wilderness using nothing
but a bonfire, tree stump and a hammer.
Ruckers first sight of our campers was first day of the trip
at Madison Campground. He and his helpers met our bus
there with a prepared lunch. As the young campers filed off
the bus Rucker watched, mouth agape, and with a look of
alarm grabbed my arm and softly exclaimed, "My gawd,
Monte, I knew our campers were handicapped but I didn't
expect some to be so severe. What are we going to do?"
"We have good help," I replied, "It'll be alright" And it
was from there on.
After lunch our bus continued touring the Park. Carrying
all the food, tents and other camp gear in a pickup Les and
two assistants of his selection traveled ahead of the bus to
have tents and camp set up. When our bus load of campers

arrived camp was waiting and so was a delicious dinner.
After dinner camp crew,with help from campers, prepared
lunches for tomorrows exploration.

An unfortunate change occurred the second year of
theTeater Fund Handicap Tours.
The late evening call to me was from Pat Teater. In an
agitated voice her announcement was that she had withdrawn
all support from the Teater Fund and wanted Bev and me to
resign immediately from the Board. It was hard to get any
details from the distraught Patricia so I called Elinore Bodahl
next day. She said that neither she nor any other Board
member had been able to talk to Pat.
The problem, it seemed involved a happening during a
special show and sale of Teater paintings at Boise State
College with part of any sales to go to the Teater Fund. Pat
had, herself put price tags on the paintings. Dr. Barnes,
President of Boise State, had selected, paid for and then taken
home a piece that was clearly marked $2,000. On hearing of
the sale Pat said that the painting was mis-marked and should
have been $5,000. She demanded that he pay another $3,000
or return the painting. Board members felt differently arguing
that she had priced them herself and that Dr. Barnes had

purchased in good faith paying the price as marked. That was
it for Pat and she withdrew all Teater support. She would like
to have removed the Teater name but it would only been at
some legal cost because the Fund had been incorporated.
When Pat called again demanding that Bev and I resign I
told her, "We are not going to because the Fund has been
doing many worthwhile things and we would find some other
means for funding. Until that happened, Bev and I,
anonymously, will pay for the annual Yellowstone-Teton
adventure. So be it."
We could not then foretell what the future held.

With capable, dedicated volunteers on board the tours
were more than rewarding each year. Though unneeded, I
chose to tag along every year for the joy of observing and to
take care of any unforeseen details. I always came home
exhausted physically and mentally and embarrassed because I
gave less of my potential than most of these young campers
gave of theirs.
Drawing on friendships in both Yellowstone and Teton
Parks, we put together an exciting adventure for our young
campers. Yellowstone Rangers came to our camp with
special programs. Several of them, including the Chief

Naturalist, brought their personal canoes to take campers onto
Indian Lake.
When we traveled to Grand Teton Park Vern Johnson,
President of Grand Teton Lodge Company, served lunch for
the group. At Jenny Lake Lowe Rudd, who owned all saddle
horse concessions in the Park, had horses and a guide for all
who could ride.
For those who could not ride Mann McCain made one of his
big boats available for a tour of Jenny Lake. Afterward Glenn
Exum talked to the group about his climbing school and
demonstrated climbing equipment and techniques. Each of
these people refused to take any kind of payment for their
services.
One year we kept President Carter waiting at the horse
corrals. Lowe Rudd had asked us to be at his corral early
because he had a special group coming later. We were there
early but so was the other group which turned out to be
President Jimmy Carter and his entourage. He was happy to
have waited for our special group.
Counselors with knowledge and skills to handle special
needs of our campers were not hard to find. More talented
people volunteered than we could accommodate. Younger
counselors, usually students of special education, who could
also relate socially because of age were particularly valuable.
Collaborating with Boise State College, we arranged for
special education students to receive academic credit for their

service to our group. An unexpected benefit involved these
special education students. The physical and mental stresses
of being a counselor for this real life situation tested their
mettle. Some came to realize that they saw personal rewards
and were even more committed to a career in special
education. Others saw that rewards came in increments
smaller than expected and that they could be happier in
another career. Either discovery was a valuable insight for
the student.
Parents of campers sometimes wished to join us as
counselors. Initially this seemed like a good idea so we tried
it, but only for one year. Too often parents of campers
hovered over their own child spending little time with other
campers while sometimes impeding social interaction of their
own child. A new rule was established: "Parents of campers
were welcome as counselors for any year other than when
their child was a camper."
A surprising, unique rule we discovered made a
remarkable improvement benefiting the group and individual
campers as well. Every camper was assigned a job, a
personal responsibility to the group. This, in a few cases,
caused us to be creative. Lyle was confined to a wheelchair
and was unable to speak. He could, however, carry on a fine
conversation using a beak like pointer attached to his cap.
The tray on his wheelchair was covered with the alphabet and
numerals. His pointer also served as a tool for typing when
he was at home. He was a texter before his time. Lyle was a

great storyteller so he was assigned as group historian to write
about the trip when he got home. Someone was always
willing to write down some notes for him. His story was
warm, humorous and very understandable in spite of the
inevitable typos and typing accidents. A couple of months
later I received a call from a national magazine who had
discovered Lyle's story and wished to include it in their next
issue. Their question was whether to make corrections or
print it as is. Without hesitation I suggested that they print it
the way Lyle had written it. They did and the story received
significant acclaim.
Another assignment we had to invent involved two
campers, Bobby and Billy. Bobby, though mute was very
active physically, almost too much so. He was a wanderer,
having to be watched constantly and sometimes a search party
had to be mustered. Billy, on the other hand, was always
around. Immobile, he was confined to a wheelchair and
could make only a guttural kind of speech. Billy's one
movable hand could ring a bell suspended on a wand sticking
up from the wheelchairs backrest. Billy's assignment was to
keep a constant eye on Bobby. Any instant that Bobby
disappeared from Billy's sight he was to ring his bell as loud
as he could. Poor Bobby couldn't step behind a tree to take a
leak without hearing the bell's announcement.
Having a personal responsibility to the group gave the
campers a sense of importance and personal worth. They
loved the responsibility and took it seriously.

Lively, cheerful and attractive, Dana Neeley, from Boise,
was a most popular counselor with the entire group. Dana
was a student of music as therapy. Using her guitar, sweet
voice and a repertoire happy songs she made campfire
gatherings an anticipated event. Dana was with us in the
Tetons as Glenn Exum demonstrated mountain climbing
techniques and told some stories of climbing in the Tetons.
One of his stories was about a girl named Carmen who had
climbed the Grand Teton barefoot. Dana was fascinated with
the idea of climbing these peaks rising above us at Glenn's
outdoor talk. Thinking of Carmen climbing barefoot, Dana
raised her hand and asked, "Have blind people ever climbed?"
probably wondering if she, also blind, could ever climb.
Glenn thought a moment then answered, "I don't know of
anyone who has but I don't know why a blind person couldn't
climb."
Dana and I might have been thinking the same thing
during our bus trip back to Yellowstone.
She asked, "Do you think I would ever be able to do
some climbing even if it was something kind of simple?"
Not yet quite ready to commit I quipped, "At least you
wouldn't have to deal with the fear of exposure when looking
down."

Blind herself, Dana taught me to see. She and I had
become good friends touring Yellowstone. Her hand was on
my elbow as we walked boardwalks among Yellowstone's
thermal novelties. Standing on the closer West side among
the crowd of tourists we waited for Old Faithful to play.
Dana was asking me to describe the setting. "What did the
geyser look like when not erupting? What was the ground
like, and the plants?"
The idea that defining a color by relating it to something
else of the same color went nowhere. I resorted to defining
moods that the colors evoked. How do you define colors to
someone who has never seen them?
Old Faithful was not yet ready to show off but a generous
cloud of steam rolled from the vent and was carried away by a
prevailing breeze at our backs. This would be an ideal place
to view the eruption, but not for Dana.
With a sudden burst of inspiration I said to her, "Take my
hand. There's a better place for us to experience Old
Faithful!"
Hurriedly we left the crowd, moving around the
boardwalk into the most dense part of drifting steam. Small
rivulets are carved in the geyser's formation by hundreds of
gallons of hot water expelled every eruption. Though now
cooled, water from the previous event is still trickling on its
way to the Fire hole River when the next eruption occurs.

Possibly thinking that Dana and I knew what we were
doing, a dozen or so people from the waiting crowd followed
us into the steam. Soon we heard grumbling. "I can't see a
thing." "Why did we come over here?" "This isn't a good
place to see Old Faithful!"
As the new eruption began Dana and I were hands and
knees on the wet boardwalk. Each of us had a hand in the
still cold stream from the old eruption. A cloudy breeze,
washing our faces with warm steam, amplified Old Faithful's
roar.
"Keep your hand in the water," I told Dana, "You'll know
when it gets here."
A four inch tsunami of hot water struck her hand pushing
it briskly toward her knee.
"Wow," she exclaimed loudly.
"Wow," "Wow," "Wow." "Wow"s seemed to be coming
from both sides.
Unnoticed, a number of other visitors had joined us in a
unique experience. There's more than one way to see Old
Faithful.

A woman tourist on the pathway was screaming
something! A small crowd gathered around her as she
pointed down into the abyss of the Grand Canyon of the
Yellowstone. Anxiously she gasped, "There's a little boy
down there! He's going to go over the edge!"
Artist Point easily rivals as one of the most popular,
"must see," attractions in Yellowstone National Park.
Brilliant red and ocher colored rock of the canyon walls, an
incredible straight on view of magnificent Yellowstone Falls
and staring straight down to the Yellowstone River hundreds
of feet below at the canyon bottom, all from the safety of a
rock wall protected observation point. Like Old Faithful the
place is always teeming with tourists.
Perhaps it was the distracting awe of the scenery or
maybe it was the crowd of people that caused us all to
momentarily lose track of nine year old Jamie. Jamie was a
sweet lad. A bit small and plump for his age he was never a
problem. But- he was an adventurer requiring constant
observation in this kind of environment.
The problem first became apparent to me hearing
counselors asking each other if anyone had seen Jamie. No
one had recently. Suddenly the woman's screams aroused our
worst fears. I leaped the low retaining wall along the walk,
ran through a narrow strip of lodge pole pine to the drop off.
For some reason, piles of sand and gravel stabilize at fortyfive degrees. This slope, sixty feet wide, of buff colored

decomposed rock, sand and dust was forty- five degrees
steep. Where the unstable slope ended the canyon wall began
plunging abruptly and vertically for several hundred feet.
Jamie was two thirds of the way down the slope only fifteen
feet from the drop off. He was a small dark spot on the buff
colored loose sandy slope. Frightened, he was lying on his
stomach flailing and scrambling, almost swimming, trying to
get back up the slope. The more he scrambled the more he
slipped downward.
"Hi Jamie," I said softly and reassuringly (I hoped).
"Now hold really still and try not to move. I'm coming to get
you."
Slowly and cautiously, one by one, I tried to firm up
footsteps down toward Jamie who, though terrified, was
obeying my instructions nicely. Although I'd had some
climbing training and experience I sure could have used a
rope and a belay here. Some of the steps held and some
slipped. There was a strong incentive to create more of the
former.
Eventually I was at Jamie's side. "OK pal, you're OK.
Just hold tight to my hand. Now let's move one at a time. I'll
hold tight to your hand while you take two steps up then you
hold my hand while I move, OK?" Probably quivering, I
tried to speak calmly and reassuringly. We each slipped a lot
but bit by bit we were moving toward the top. "Good
job,Jamie. You should be a mountain climber!"

Our counselors and a lot of other people were lined along
the top of the greasy slope. When Jamie and I were close
enough to be sure of a proper reception I literally launched
him by the arm to the waiting hands of our counselors.
I went off by myself until I could feel as calm as I had
pretended to be.

Moving to a different camp the second year was planned
to get our group away from bear activity. Instead it placed us
right in the heart of bear trouble. Our first year private camp
assigned to us by the Park Superintendent was called Otter
Creek. Because that camp had some bear problems we were
moved the second year to another camp. We were soon to
learn that the new camp had bear problems too.
Special bear wise precautions had to be taken with food
and camp arrangements. With prevailing winds blowing from
the south the north shore of Yellowstone Lake was a natural
food source for bears. Dead fish, birds, etc. were constantly
deposited on the Lake's north beach. Pelican Valley, north of
us, was heavily populated bear habitat so there was a lot of
bear traffic moving to and from the Lake shore, even through
our camp!

Camp tents were not large, each sleeping four or five
campers plus one counselor and were in a row running north
and south on each side of the general camp area. My idea
may have been good or bad but it seemed best not to have
tents blocking any possible bear traffic. As it grew dark two
Coleman lanterns, each filled and pumped as full of air as
possible hoping they would last the night, were placed one in
a tree beside the two portable toilets and one on a table in the
center of camp.
Les Rucker, our camp boss, and I had a small tent of our
own pitched on the north end of the group. I was unusually
nervous one particular night, sleeping only lightly. At one
time, for no apparent reason, I thought I sensed a bear quietly
moving about the camp. Loud voices sounded from a tent
across the camp. Trouble?
"Whaf s going on?" I shouted.
"Bobby has to go to the bathroom," a voice shouted back.
"Stay in your tents," I shouted authoritatively. "Use a
cup or something but do not leave your tents! No one out of
their tents!"
Things finally settled down and I drifted of to a welcome
sleep.
Groggy and startled I became aware of a tent pole beside

my head. Now tent fabric smashed into my face and
something heavy with a muffled oofy grunt rolled across
Rucker and me. Then all was quiet again. Possibly one of
our unpredictable kids was wandering and tripped over our
tent guy rope.
"What the hell was that?" muttered Rucker.
"Damned if I know. Try to get some more rest. I'll fix
the poles and guy ropes," I replied.
It was near daylight when I had the tent re-erected, might
as well get dressed. Tracks of the bear that had tangled with
our tent rope were quite clear by the morning light. Nothing
was said to the other campers.

Was the Ranger bringing good news or bad news? It
could go either way. Our remarkable bunch was not the
average group usually encountered in Yellowstone. Some
folks, at times, have a little discomfort understanding how to
approach us.
Magical moments that were inspirational, memorable and
even humbling occurred regularly. Some were future
changing. A most remarkable event began when a Park
Ranger appeared at our camp to ask if we were agreeable to

allowing another group of young people to share our large
camp for only one night. We agreed. The camp was much
larger than we needed. "Hope this works out OK," I thought.
The new group made camp across a wildflower strewn
meadow from our camp. Two of their leaders crossed the
meadow to get acquainted. We told them about our campers
and learned that their young boys and girls were a drum and
bugle corps from a medium size high school in California.
Their whole camp was in an excited celebratory mood
because they had just won first place at a national drum and
bugle corps competition. A lot of cheering and shouting
drifted to our camp from across the meadow.
Camp boss Rucker, every year brought along a large
sheet cake cheerfully decorated for birthdays. One night in
camp was to celebrate each of our campers who had or was
going to have a birthday this year. The cake was always large
enough that there would be a piece in each campers lunch
next day. After an early supper, including birthday
celebrations, Rucker gathered all our campers round.
"Our neighboring group, across the meadow," he said,
"Have just won a national championship. They are the very
best drum and bugle corps in our whole nation and they're
right here with us now. We could help them celebrate now by
sending the rest of our cake over to them but that would mean
that you would not have a piece of cake in your lunch
tomorrow. Anyone who objects may raise your hand and I

will give you an extra piece of cake right now."
Counselors , for a few minutes, were busy explaining to
some of the campers. When Rucker made the call for a show
of hands non appeared. When he asked how many favored
giving the cake to the champion drum and buglers every hand
went up with counselors proxying for some. So it was!
When the gift was delivered a loud cheer came to us from
across the meadow.
Lengthening shadows from the warm August evening
light reached across the meadow as two leaders from the new
group appeared at our camp.
"Our group would like to play a concert for you here in
your camp now. Is that alright?" asked one of the leaders.
A kind of stunned, awkward silence hovered as our two
groups faced each other. Everyone seemed to be searching
for some commonality, a foothold for understanding. Proper
formalities soon prevailed.
Thunderous applause and quite a few encores later dry
eyes were scarce. A young woman counselor from the
musicians group stepped forward to announce "We're going to
have some fun games in the meadow, games for everyone,
wheelchairs, crutches, we need everyone. Let's go!"
And GO they did! National winners mingled with other

champions overcoming disabilities! Shouts and laughter rose
over the flowered meadow in the soft light of an early August
evening. Who, in this moment, could recognize any
difference between handicapped and those who were not?
Someone in Boise had provided special tee shirts for the
Teater Campers. Some of the shirts were a happy yellow and
some vivid orange. Each had a photo of the Tetons with a
moose beside a pond and lettering that said "ARCHIE B.
TEATER CAMPER". I suspect that the brilliant colors were
chosen so that we wouldn't 'misplace' any campers again. At
any rate those bright shirts bouncing and circling in the group
dance became one with a beautiful meadow and its lovely
wildflowers.

Pat Teater was at the Teater's Carmel, California home
when word came to her of Archie's death. He had died of a
heart attack following surgery at Mayo Clinic. A doctor from
Mayo's flew to Carmel to deliver to her the urn containing
Archie's ashes.
Patricia called me late one night from the Carmel
Hospital sobbing that her physicians wife, a psychiatrist, told
her it was 'sick' to be taking the urn containing Archie's ashes
to bed with her.
"Do you think its sick?" she asked weakly.

"Does it make you feel better?"
"Oh yes it does," she replied.
"Then DO SO. Take the urn to bed whenever it makes
you feel better," I said emphatically.
"Oh thank you. Please come down and see me. I'm in
the Carmel Hospital, and bring a few of Archie's paintings for
my room." She identified which ones she wished.
Standing at Pat's bedside in the Carmel Hospital I
presented her with one of the bright orange "ARCHIE B.
TEATER CAMPER" tee shirts but told her, "You have to
wear it wet." She liked a good joke.
"Tell me about the children!" she said, never asking
about people or operations of the Teater Fund. It was always
about the children.
I told her the above story about the young people of two
different groups playing together in a gorgeous Yellowstone
Meadow, the bright new tee shirts bouncing like flowers in
the wind. Her eyes were teary.
"You know, Pat," I said, "you really should leave a few of
the paintings to the handicap fund."

"You think I should!" she said sternly.
" Yes," I said with equal sternness. "You really should.
Its a good thing."
"HUMPH," was her only reply.
That was the last time we saw Pat. She died in the
Carmel Hospital a short time later. Actually, I think she died
with Archie.
With some surprise, I received the call from a Teater
Board Member in Boise. "Teater's attorney just called," she
said, "Were you aware that Pat Teater left the entire Teater
collection to the Teater Fund for Handicapped Youth?"
Pat and Archie came together again as their ashes merged
with a single red rose in the waters of the Pacific Ocean.

AFTERWORD

Two weeks after Dana Neeley had asked Glenn Exum if a blind
person could climb she was on a Greyhound bus traveling from
Boise to St. Anthony, Idaho. She stayed with us in our St. Anthony
home that evening. Very early next morning Dana, my wife,Bev,
and I were on our way to the Teton Mountains, Jenny Lake and the
Exum School of Mountaineering. Waiting there for us was Herb
Swedlund, my long time climbing partner who was now Glenn
Exum's Chief Guide. Besides Herb and myself Dana's climbing
companions would be two sisters about her age. Kara Lee and
Lanaya Hennesay were daughters of Vern Henessay, Yellowstone
Park Assistant Superintendent. Kara Lee, the younger of the sisters,
had, for two years, been a counselor for our group. She had a keen
interest in becoming a Special Education Professional, and went on
to do so, very successfully, I was told a few years later. Dana and
Kara Lee were already good friends from the handicap tour. Lanaya
Hennesay also fit right in and the three happy, lively girls made a
great team. Having the Henessay girls as companions for this
adventure was reassuring and comforting for Dana who was about to
become the first blind person of known record to be a mountain
climber in the Teton Mountains.
The Hennesay girls mother, Doreen, and my wife, Bev, headed
to the town of Jackson as Herb and I fitted the three prospective
mountain climbers with experienced climbing boots from the large
stock at Exum's. Each girl received a nylon loop to be used as a
rappel harness and a special leather patch to prevent rope burn on the
neck while rappelling. Each of our packs carried a bottle of water
and an orange. Herb had a nylon sling that carried the pitons and
carabiners we would be needing. Herb, Lanaya and I each had a

coiled 150 foot climbing rope slung over a shoulder. Now, on a
perfect sunny morning, looking like serious mountaineers we began
our epic journey by taking a shortcut from the Exum office up over a
small hill that dropped right down onto Mann McCain's dock. There
his sturdy cruiser, "Curly Bear", waited to ferry us across beautiful
Jenny Lake. Jagged peaks of the Teton Mountains were awesome,
rising straight to the sky from the west shore of the Lake. After
docking at the mouth of Cascade Canyon, we soon left the tourist
trail onto a sketchy obscure trail hidden in the dense brush.
Herb led the four of us to the base of some easy rocks. Here
he gave us an hour or so of schooling in basic mountaineering
techniques. "Take steps as short as possible, not long ones. When
possible go around an obstacle, not up over it. Climb with your feet.
Complement with your hands. You have a four point suspension,
two hands and two feet. Move only one at a time. Maintain a three
point contact with the rock. No leaping. Always stay in balance."
Then for all of us, but particularly for Dana, he said, "Explore the
rock with your hands for good holds then remember them because
they will become your footholds." Herb gave us lessons about
protection including proper rope handling techniques. "Its
important, " he emphasized, "that we each assume responsibility for
one another. We are a team. Always be focused and alert."
Herb's teaching style was effective. First he gave a verbal
explanation, asking if there were any questions. He would then
physically demonstrate, always making the moves appear so flowing
and easy.
"Now," he would say, "you do what I showed you." One at a
time we practiced what he had shown us. Now we were to become
real mountaineers. Our training, so far, had been at a sight where the

mountain guides usually held basic training but Herb felt we should
climb on rocks reserved for intermediate school.
Route to the intermediate rocks led between and up over huge
boulders fallen from cliffs towering above. As Dana's guide I found
the boulder pile to be a humbling experience in communications. It
must have been a trying experience for her.
Through the boulder field and at the base of our climb Kara
Lee's mouth was open wide as she stared and pointed up at the near
vertical face of rock. "Are we going to climb that" she exclaimed
staring at Herb with disbelief.
"You'll find it easier than it looks," Herb reassured her. "You're
all strong and doing very well. The route has lots of'buckets' and
'rooster heads,' (mountaineeze for easy foot and hand holds). I'll
have you completely protected, besides it will work better for Dana
because she has to find holds with her hands then remember them as
footholds."
Herb tied an end of one of the climbing ropes around his own
waist then, in the middle of that rope, he secured Lanaya. The other
end of the rope was tied to Kara Lee's waist. I tied rope two also to
Kara Lee's waist then the middle of rope two was for Dana then on
to myself at the end of that rope. I would climb sometimes beside
and sometimes below Dana. Rope three, of smaller diameter, would
not be used climbing but for retrieval of rappel ropes and was carried
up on my shoulder.
Herb instructed the Hennesay girls to watch carefully as he
established the route, watch where the route went and where he
placed his hands and feet. He set out climbing methodically and

deliberately so the next two climbers could observe. Reaching the
first belay point (we would be doing three pitches), a moderate size
ledge, facing outward he secured himself to the rock face with a
piton and a carabiener. Looking down to Lanaya, who was next on
the rope, "On belay," he shouted to her. The rope leading down to
her went behind Herb's back and into his hand used to take up slack
as she climbed toward him. If she slipped he would have her
secured.
"Climbing," she called to him as she had been instructed.
"Climb," Herb responded, authoritatively, meaning "I have you
secured."
She did climb, jerky and uncertain at first, but then flowing
smoothly as she discovered that she loved the exhilarating free
feeling. Safely reaching the belay position and Herb she secured her
feet on the ledge, moved behind a protective rock then said "Off
belay,"
"Belay off," he responded.
Now securing the rope leading to Kara Lee, he belayed her up
in the same manner. Not wishing to be outdone by her older sister,
Kara Lee climbed confidently and smoothly. She loved the
experience too.
Now it was Dana's turn. Putting Herb on hold I had her explore
the rock face she was about to climb to identify initial foot holds
down low and hand holds higher. She studied all the rock face
within reach to have an idea for the kind of surface she would be
ascending. When she said she was ready I hollered to Herb to begin

the belay signaling process. When Dana shouted "Climbing," I
secured her right foot on a solid foot hold, both hands on good holds.
She appeared nervous but eager as I said, "You're expected to
do this for yourself from here on, seek your own holds and
remember the things Herb taught you. Enjoy a wonderful, personal
experience. Herb has you secure if you should happen to slip and I'll
be climbing beside or just below you should any assistance be
required. Go for it, Dana!"
A bit nervous and awkward at first, she soon seemed to be
getting the hang of the moves. Her feet were quickly finding holds
hands had discovered. I stayed at her side but said nothing letting
this be a personal experience for her.
Halfway up the first pitch her left foot slipped off a marginal
hold as the right foot probed for the next step. Dangling there by
handholds she felt the belay rope tighten round her waist. Searching
nervously, the right foot found the step for which it was searching
and with the aid of a tight belay she regained control.
"I'm glad that happened, Dana. Now having experienced
security of the belay you should feel more confident. Let's move on
up to the belay ledge where you and I can rest a bit while the others
start the second pitch."
Kara Lee and Lanaya had warm hugs and congratulations for
Dana when she reached the first belay ledge. We were all proud of
her. She now seemed to be really enjoying the physical experience.
Herb said, "Congratulations,Dana, You're the first 'braille'
climber I've ever known."

Second pitch flowed smoothly now since our three climbers
were more experienced and confident. As before, Herb led off to
demonstrate the route and establish a second belay point. We
climbed in the same order as before but I moved back a way below
Dana. I wanted her to discover the very personal experience this
sport offers, to know the unique feeling of being 'one with the
mountain.' The three new climbers were climbing smoothly and had
some of the rhythm that is one of the joys of climbing.
The third and final pitch didn't put us atop any significant peak
but we were at the top of a prominent shoulder of the steep south
face leading up Storm Point. Before beginning the fun decent by
rappel we held a wee celebration. Boastfully showing off a special
'orange peeler' blade on my small Swiss Army Knife, I
ceremoniously peeled each climbers ritual orange. We 'clinked'
oranges to the star, Dana.
Because this spot is frequently used for intermediate training a
secure rappel point was permanently placed. Threading an end of a
climbing rope through a large bundle of nylon straps Herb tied it to
an end of the smaller retrieval rope I'd been carrying. He then
propelled ends of both ropes out into space. Both ends, hopefully,
reached bottom without hanging up on something. I descended first
to straighten out the rappel ropes. After helping the three girls tie on
leather shoulder patches to prevent rope burns and making sure they
were rigged properly in the figure eight rappel sling, Herb belayed
the new climbers as they rappelled down one at a time. Dana came
down first instructed to just walk backward down the rock face
letting friction of the rappel ropes around her body and Herb's belay
control the decent. I was at the bottom to receive Dana and help her
get stabilized on the rocky landing. The other two girls descended

more rapidly, squealing with delight.
Herb descended without a belay, recovered and coiled the
rappel ropes then headed through the boulder field to the boat dock
trail. Kara Lee and Lanaya followed Herb because it would take
Dana and me a while to negotiate the big boulders. Poor Dana was
left having to endure my incessant directions through the big rocks.
The day was hot and we were all, by now, sweaty, tired and irritable.
Finally through the boulders and onto a forest path, Dana was sternly
scolding me for being too patronizing, too over steering. I was
irritable too but didn't argue. Her hand, as usual, was on my elbow
when ahead I saw that a large tree had fallen across the trail. Trail
crews had sawed the log on either side of the trail leaving only a
narrow opening. Quietly I walked through the opening as Dana's
shins smacked into the log.
"Darn, Dana, I should have said something,"
Dana smiled as she said, "You made your point. I get it."
Back at Exum's office during many parting hugs Herb came
near me and whispered, "This was a wonderful experience, Monte,
I'm glad we did it, but please, let's not do it again."
Next day Dana went out with me on a sailboat we kept on
Jackson Lake. I helped her tend the jib sheet so she could feel the
wind on the sail. She loved the wind and the spray.
Back at the dock she said, "Wow, I loved that! Now I'm not
only a mountaineer but a sailor too! Thank you!"
At St. Anthony, Idaho, boarding a Greyhound bus back to

Boise, Dana turned to me grinning and said, "I'm going to have so
many wonderful stories to tell my family and friends!"
I replied, "Dana, every one of us who have had the privilege to
be on these adventure trips have memories that will last a lifetime,
memories of love and happiness shared with the "Teater Kids."

SAVING GLEN EXUM
Feet dangling, sitting together on a comfortable rock ledge Willi Unsoeld and I
talked of many things. From that ledge we could see granite, limestone, finally wooded
moraines and foot hills that defined west slope of the Grand Teton Range. Beyond that
spread deserts and farm fields of Idaho. We were positioned to enjoy what promised to
be a gorgeous sunset.
Our ledge was a short scramble down west side of Grand Teton peak lower saddle.
Tonight after sleeping until threefthirty AM at the lower saddle we would begin climbing
to summit of Grand Teton peak.
Having just returned from Nepal Willi had some amazing experiences to recount
as a key member of first Americans on Everest team. The teams goal, of course, was to
summit as many team members as logistically possible on the worlds highest mountain.
Teams were selected to attempt the established and now classic route.
Formidable and obscure, Everests west ridge had never been climbed. No one
knew what obstacles and challenges might be discovered there. Willi and Tom Hornbien
were chosen to attempt a first ascent of Everest west side.
Even though it was unknown how long it might take to reach the summit of
Everest via the west ridge or even if it could be done. It was agreed that Willi and
Hornbien would attempt to rendezvous on the summit with the main team then descend
together. West ridge climbing was more difficult than expected. It took longer.
Back to our seat on the rocky ledge an awaited sunset was developing. Like a
horizontal rainbow distance colors were stacking, a phenomenon I"d never before seen.
"Willi, have you ever seen stacked light like that"?
"Only once," he responded," on the top of Everest at six PM. A beautiful sight but
what a hell of a place to be that time of day when you don't know the way home".
"Hey Monte, Monte". Some five hundred feet below us Glen Exum was standing
atop a hugh angular boulder. The rock had two vertical sides about the height of a two
story commercial building. I waived. "Would you please come down and see if I have
this rappel rigged properly", hollered Glen. A surprising request from one of the worlds
most famous climbers to a neophyte.

Scampering down to the base of the tower I couldn't resist taking time for a
silhouette photo of Glen holding a loose coil of climbing rope all against the evening
sky.
For several years guides for Glen's "EXUM SCHOOL OF MOUNTAINEERING'
had been campaigning him to let them use a carabiener break rappel with clients rather
than the body break rappel on which Glen had insisted for years. Finally, on this the
fourtyth anniversary celebration of the first ascent of Exum Ridge of the Grand Teton,
Glen promised his guides that for this climb the carabiener break rappel would be used,
and he would give an objective appraisal and make a final decision.
The caribiener break rappel had two serious potential hazards which, in Glen's
mind, were too risky to be used with inexperienced clients. If a single caribeiner of four
was installed incorrectly the rappelling climber would step off, not into the expected
rappel descent but into a potentially fatal free fall.
When I arrived atop the pinnacle where Glen had rigged, for practice, a carabiener
brake system he asked me, "Is this rigged properly"? The rappel rope passed atop two
carabieners in such a way that stepping off into the expected decent the rappel rope
would pop open the carabiener gates and Glen would be in free fall.
"Hold it!," I shouted. We re-rigged and Glen stepped off into a beautiful rappel.
Did Glen make a serious mistake or was he setting me up? We'll discuss that later.
Tomorrows climb climb on the "Grand" would graphically reveal a second serious
problem with the caribiener break rappel (hereafter refered to as "CBR).
Rejoining Willi Unsoeled I was anxious to hear more from him of the Nepal
adventurer.
Alone at Everest's summit, low on oxygen, sunlight and temperature fading fast,
neither he nor Hornbien knew the route down. They did know they must get as low as
possible before all light was gone. Trying to move in darkness could be suicidal. Here
and there they could see boot prints of the descending main party.
A bivouac was unavoidable. During the night Hornien felt that his feet were
freezing but Willi felt smug that he had no pain. He had Hornien remove boots to place
his feet under clothing onto Willi's stomach. Willi massaged his feet all night.
Hornbiens feet were saved. Willi lost to frostbite all but the little toes on both feet.
% ^ >h ^ ^

Paul Petzold and Glen had for some time been eyeing a potential summit rout on
the Grand west side. It was a warm summer day in 1931 when the two were guiding a
foreign couple to the Grand summit when Paul suggested, "Ex, these clients are good
climbers I can guide them alone why don't you have a look at that ridge, see if it will
go"?
A rising ledge, now known as Wall Street, which began about five foot wide,
steeply rising until it ended abruptly about nine inches wide at an eight foot gap with a
vertical drop of over one thousand feet. Glen thought about attempting to leap. He says
he must have approached it a dozen times before giving up. Disappointingly heading
back down Wall Street he suddenly cast off his pack and dashed ahead coming to the end
he successfully soared to the chasms other side. Success? Maybe. Having no idea
whether a route would open above that point, he realized he had just put himself in a
Chinese finger trap. No way back, forward unknown. Fortunately the route above did
open with some beautiful world class climbing.
When Petzold and his party reached the summit they found "Ex" sunning on a
boulder and wondering where they had been.
The Exum Ridge and Glen became famous world wide still listed among fifty
classic climbs of the world is Teton's " Exum Ridge".
Glen anticipated a fiftieth anniversary celebratory climb with friends . Health
problems intervened. It appeared unlikely he would be able to make a climb in 1981.
Even the forty five year event became iffy. He settled on a forty year celebration with
current and former guides and a few close friends. Glen had a very good doctor. There
were a fortieth, forty fifth and a fiftieth climb with Glen leading. Those are a different
story.
Back to the fortieth climb we would use only the CBR rappel and he would
objectively study using that system with classes and with other climbers. For the guides
much was at stake.
Glen's insistence on using the body brake rappel was because it was safe! One
would have to try hard to screw it up. Sure, in over half the cases the rappel rope would
burn around the clients neck. Walking the board walks of Jackson it was easy to identify
some tourists who had been to climbing school. It was safe and simple. In time
descender rings and other simple, safe inventions would be available but that was still in
the future.
I've never said anything to any of the guides about Glen messing up the CBR
system although that may be exactly what he wanted. He was a great teacher. If Glen

Exum fouled up the CBR system anyone could. Point made! Who knows.
And now a second major weakness, unscripted but dramatically revealed next day
during the climb.
It was a joyful climb on Exum ridge to the summit. Before the climb Glen said he
would lead only if he could do so with style and grace. He did!
Just below the summit is a prominant feature called "the horse". A large vertical
plate standing apart from the rest of the mountain. The climbing face, called "Yosemite
class" has only thin marginal foot and hand holds. Most climbers are happy to have a
belay here. Top of the "horse" is a thin sharp ridge, reaching the top most climbers
mount it like a horse a foot on dither side shuffling across, hense the name "horse".
Those not wishing to make the edgy climb can walk on an easy trail around it with an
easy treck to the summit.
Willi was just ahead so I expected he would have me on belay. Not so! Instead
beautiful yodeling came from above. There was Willi, arms out stretched for balance,
walking casually across the ridge top like it was a tight rope. Impressive, but where the
hell was my belay? Earlier I had asked him if loosing his toes had affected his balance.
Apparently this was his answer.
On the summit was good cheer and congratulations. A rest, then time to head
down.
Shortly below the Grand summit on the west face is the "big rappel". It is about
fifty feet further to the ground than the length of a rappel rope, Exum guides set up a
rappel thoughtfully tieing a big figure 8 knot at the very end to prevent one of us from
flying off the rope's end into space. A few of our team were world class climbers so it
was with some embarrassment than an Exum guide announced, "I've set up a belay in
case anyone wants one."Willi Unsoeld immediately stepped forward stating, "I'll take a
belay. Any climber who won't take a belay when it's available is foolish". Of course
everyone accepted a belay!

Begining rappel Willi pushed off forcefully flying and yodeling through open
space. Swinging back toward the rock face he, once again launched into free fall. Next
swing into the wall his boots began running across a rock face, a pendulum swing
brought him to a substantial ledge with a nice exit on the far end. About four feet of
rappel rope remained to the knotted end. Willi pulled the next descender (myself) over
to the ledge.

We had all been warned to not have any loose clothing that could get sucked in
and hopelessly jammed in the system.
My friend Jim was next down the rope. Smartly stepping off an overhanging
ledge, he flew gleefully into space flying nicely. Still out in free air he was suddenly
jerked to a bouncing stop, about three bounces as I remember. His white tee shirt was
jammed solid as a rock. The loose shirt sucked in by the speeding rope jammed
immovably into a carabiner. Jim's tugging jerking and cursing had no effect. He had
trouble breathing then was hanging up side down. Three of the guides tried hauling him
up by the belay rope hoping to ease pressure on the shirt and the EBR. Guides finally
decided to cut the rappel rope, loosing two valuable ropes.
It struck me that if we were going to use a knife why not see if the shirt could be
cut loose. I hollered above asking if anyone had a swiss army knife with a loop. They
did. "Clip the knife to a carabiner then to the belay rope and send it down. I'll holler to
Jim to either catch or duck." Opening the knife blade while dangling like a spider on a
web was tricky but he did open the knife. An awkward situation but Jim managed to get
the shirt free and was lowered with the aid of the belay rope.
Asking Jim if I could have the severed piece of shirt to frame for him, the answer was
dark silence.
Exum guides were NOT HAPPY ! So far as I know the issue of using the
carabiener break rappel didn't come up gain. If anyone knew about Glen's mistake
rigging the CBR , he would have to have told them. It didn't come from me.
Did Glen really make a mistake or was he using me? He knew I was on friendly
terms with the guides. Was he counting on me to tell the guides that even Glen Exum
had rigged the system wrong so it would obviously be unsafe for clients? If that had
been Glens intent it didn't happen and would have been unnecessary after the loose
clothing experience. Who knows? Doesn't matter now.

BEARTOOTH

The 'FASTEN SEAT BELT' sign had not been turned off since
we left Missoula, Montana. The commercial 727 we were on bebopped in Montana's January, 1971 winds like a small aircraft. Our
seats shoved us upward then suddenly the seat belt tugged us back.
My seatmate and long time friend, Les Rucker, was pale, nervous
and unusually silent. We were still some distance from our Billings,
Montana destination, when the Captains voice came over the
intercom, "Folks, we want you to make sure your seat belts are
secured. We're expecting some turbulence ahead."
Rucker broke his silence blurting out, "Turbulence? My God,
what does he call this?'
Astonished, I responded, "I don't believe you! You were a belly
gunner on an Air Force bomber!"
"I didn't like that very much either. Look"
He produced visual proof by opening a clenched fist. The palm
was a pool of glistening sweat.
This new insight into my friends psyche was startling. For
years Les Rucker had been my go-to tough guy. He looked the part,
six foot tall, muscular with a heavy beard that looked dark even
when clean shaven (rare). For years I had confidence that he could
grin down a grizzly if ever necessary. Always congenial and a friend
to everyone, Les was always there to do whatever was needed,

dealing with a balky horse or snowmobile, forge welding a broken
steering shaft in the wilderness with a bonfire and a hammer. As
Assistant Superintendent for a wayward boys school he was a
natural organizer. When compassion was the order he was the jovial
camp master for forty-five severely handicapped young people.
Unbelievable, to discover something he feared. I'll try to comfort
him!
Earlier in the day on our flight from Idaho Falls to Missoula,
Montana Les had a different concern. "You and I," he said, have
always been the organizers of these Western adventures. We planned
the itinerary, assembled gear, selected participants, we've always
been in charge. Now we're just guests with no responsibilities.
Hope I behave myself. Remind me if I need it."
Organizer of this adventure was Jim Klobuchar, a mid-western
celebrity. Jim had successfully organized group adventures
including climbing and bicycle tours. He was strong and agile in the
mountains. Adventurer, journalist, author, publishing more than
twenty books, a TV and radio personality and regular columnist for
the Minneapolis Star Tribune, perhaps Jim's most remarkable
success was overpowering his personal demons including
alcoholism. Jim and I had been sharing adventures since first
meeting while climbing Mount Moran in the Grand Teton Range.
Over the years Jim and I organized many winter adventures and we
always turned to Les Rucker for added strength.
Les and I will meet in Billings with Jim and several others from
Minnesota before continuing to Red Lodge, Montana.
Jim's plan for this adventure was ambitious. Departing from
Red Lodge we would travel by snowmobile over the daunting,

nearly eleven thousand foot, Beartooth Pass to Cooke City, Montana.
A transport truck was arranged to transport riders and machines from
Red Lodge up to Vista Point where the trail over Beartooth begins.
There are sixteen riders and machines. The trail will be difficult and
many of the riders have little or no experience with these kinds of
temperamental machines on mountain terrain.
The truck, after waiting until noon in case we encounter trouble,
would begin the very long trip around the mountains to Cooke City,
Montana to be waiting when we arrived. Next morning riders and
machines would reload into the semi for a trip over the snow
ploughed road from Cooke City to Mammoth, Yellowstone. From
Mammoth by snowmobile again we would travel through
Yellowstone, over two passes, out the South Entrance then through
Grand Teton National Park. A "Grand Traverse. "
To Rucker's amazement, we did land safely at the Billings
airport, where six Minnesota members of our party were waiting.
Jim Klobuchar made introductions: Bob Laviska, a Minnesota
businessman who was proud to have his fifteen year old son, Bobby,
along. Two professional athletes, both large powerful linemen for
the Minnesota Vikings, Paul Dickson, a big friendly guy seemed
pleased and proud to be included with the group. Jim Marshall, the
other professional football player, a child of the universe, comedian
and often the life of our party. Jim became famous by brilliantly
picking up a bobbled football at center field in San Francisco then
running the wrong way, smartly evading attempted tackles by his
own team mates to successfully make a touchdown for the opposing
team.
To my delight, Wally Dayton was there too. He and I served
together on a Yellowstone Park advisory Board and had many happy

days together photographing in the woods and meadows of
Yellowstone. Quick witted and insightful, Wally was quiet and
reluctant to impose his views onto others. A keen interest in
conservation led him to retire at fifty-five from his prominent
Minnesota family business to spend more time with conservation
interests. He was a significant financial contributor to The Nature
Conservancy and other important conservation projects. Hugh
Galusha, also a member of the Yellowstone Board, would be arriving
in Billings that evening by chartered plane. President of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, he was delayed by a speaking
engagement.
Ten Thirty AM and eight of us, including the two huge football
linemen, squeezed ourselves, with baggage, into a rented station
wagon and headed for Red Lodge, Montana. Driving sixty miles
through bleak winter countryside provided good 'get acquainted
time.' Our two athletes were great interlocutors making the trip fun.
Squeezed tightly between Dickson and Marshall on the vehicle's
middle seat I felt pretty insignificant.
Possibly seeking to boost my spirits, Jim Marshall fumbled with
the small pack at his feet. Lifting a bottle of whiskey triumphantly
he boomed,"Man I'm thirsty. Let's have a drink!"
Removed the bottles cork he glugged down two healthy
swallows before passing the bottle to me in the center.
"Thank you. Its a bit early in the day for me." I said while
starting to pass the bottle to Paul Dickson.
The bottle still in my hand, Marshall leaned heavily on me. His
huge serious face was almost nose to nose.

Quietly, but deeply and ominously his voice said, "You don't
drink with Blacks? "
"Maybe I'll have a little." Tongue partly blocking the opening, I
tried to feign a couple of gulps. Feeling it was now safe I passed the
bottle to Dickson.
Like Marshall, Dickson took a couple of gulps. The bottle once
again in my hand I started to pass it back to Marshall. Still in
possession of the bottle, I felt Dickson's weight bearing down.
Face in mine he boomed, "You quit drinking with your White
Brothers?"
After I, again, feigned a couple of slurps the two athletes roared
with laughter as others joined in.

Joining us at Red Lodge will be eight more members of the
expedition, including Vern Hennesay, Assistant Superintendent of
Yellowstone Park. Congenial, capable and a good friend, Vern was a
welcome member of the group. Though he was not acting in an
official capacity, I was pleased to note that he was carrying a Park
Service radio. Also meeting us there will be the semi load of
snowmobiles, enough machines for our entire party of sixteen.
Jim knew that I did not care for large groups on an adventure of
this type because the potential for problems seemed to expand
exponentially. Jim apologized saying that the number of people
wanting to sign on just got out of hand. "Hereafter" he said, "we

would hold the group to no more than five or six," which we both
preferred.
Jim Klobuchar learned of western snowmobiling when, on a
climb, I had told him that several of us from St. Anthony, Idaho had
been pioneering into the winter wilds of Yellowstone on 1965
primitive snowmobiles. The practice was neither legal nor illegal at
the time. It was rare, then, to see anyone else in the Park. The
experience was one of original discovery.
"Will you take me in?" Jim asked without hesitation. I agreed.
His first snowmobile trip in the west was the first of more to come.
Once situated in our Red Lodge motel Jim, Rucker and I were
invited to the home of the man who will be our guide tomorrow.
Vern Waples, a Warden with Montana Fish and Wildlife, knew,
intimately, the route we will be traveling. The congenial, fiftyish
outdoors man and rugged individualist spoke quietly and frugally.
Vern's moderate size belied his strength and ability. Vern's wife,
Marilyn, equally capable, was the local Ski Doo dealer and would
also assist on the trip. Petite, lively and charming whether in a
feminine frock or a rugged snowmobile suit and goggles she brought
an upbeat spirit to the group.
A rustic supper club on the outskirts of town was host to a
reception for introductions, dinner and orientation. Everyone was
there. Hugh Galusha had just arrived by chartered plane. He asked
me about clothing to wear under his snowmobile suit. I
recommended layers that could be added or reduced depending on
body temperature. "Just don't sweat." Always thoughtful and
precise in his thinking, professional demands on Hugh were severe.
It was our pleasure as well as his that he was able to make time to

join us on this adventure.
Happy hour and dinner over, Jim and Waples gave a brief
orientation. Each rider would carry only a day pack containing
water, a few snacks and extra clothing. Luggage and other packs
will be carried in the semi on to Cooke City. All sixteen riders will
be transported to Vista Point, beginning point for snowmobile travel.
They will travel in the darkness of the semi seated on the
snowmobile seats.
Morning TV was tuned to the news as Jim and I dressed for the
day. I didn't like the sound of a wind advisory. Out of the six AM
darkness all sixteen riders scrambled into the semi feeling our way to
find a seat on one of the machines. When the truck driver and
mechanic closed and secured doors nothing could be seen.
First lurch of the truck signaled beginning of today's wonderful
odyssey. Underway from the feel of it, chatting began, mostly
cheery but some slightly wary. We could only guess where we were.
Tire sounds revealed when the truck left pavement onto a ploughed
but snow covered road. This all seemed to be taking a long time.
Didn't think we had so far to go. Thank goodness no one has yet
started to sing. The truck stopped. Are we there? Semi doors
opened letting in soft morning light. I could hear the wind blowing.
"Might as well get out and stretch your legs. A truck tire blew
out. It'll take a little while to mount the spare." The voice was loud
enough to overcome the wind's whistling.
"I'm not comfortable with the weather." My confession was
private to Jim as others gathered in small conversation groups.

"I agree," he said, "The truck will wait at the unloading place
until noon incase we decide to turn back. It will then proceed to
Cooke City to meet us there.
Errant tire finally replaced we loaded up again and headed off
to Vista Point which will be our staging area and point of departure.
Even though each machine was already filled with fuel and
tuned up it took a long time, too long, to get them unloaded and
organized. When all sixteen riders were identified with their
machines I was surprised to see how many of them needed
instructions on the basic operation of a snowmobile. Learning how
to handle the machines would be more difficult.
Winter trail over the Beartooth's 10,941ft. Summit follows the
summertime tourist roadway. Smooth but with many switchbacks in
the rugged terrain and at such high altitude the road is an
engineering wonder. Reasonably negotiated in the summer, winter's
high winds and heavy snows obliterate most of the road. It could not
even be located but for a series sixteen foot poles, snow stakes
standing upright every twenty yards on both sides of the road.
Heavy drifts, troughs, slabs and coxcomb ridges in windrows are
constantly changed by the ever present winds and blowing snow.
There is not such a thing as the trail. An occasional windswept icy
flat invited short cutting and racing by jovial riders. The day was a
lark for the happy group that was still mostly together.
Fortunately the track was fairly easy at first and at lower
elevations. Guides, Vern and Marilyn Waples in the lead were
closely followed by Jim Klobuchar. Others in the party were
randomly arranged in constantly fluctuating order. Les Rueker and I
brought up the rear. Whether climbing, skiing or snowmobiling

problems have a way of gravitating to the end of the line. Sixteen is
not an ideal group for a mountain adventure. If we had that many
climbing we would separate into several groups of no more than four
with strong, capable leadership over each.
Tree line and the critical point of no return were reached about
the same time. Because weather was still tolerable and the crowd
seemed to be getting better organized as rider got the 'feel' of it a
decision was made to forgo returning in favor of continuing on.
A well ordered string of snowmobiles, as we arrived at a plateau
below the summit, disintegrated into chaos. Severe variations of
terrain, trail conditions and rider skills disassembled and fragmented
riders up and down the trail. Bobby Laviska's machine veered off a
ridge burying itself deeply into a drift causing three riders to stop
and assist as others disappeared into the storm. Sixteen machines
each held potential to stall for mechanical or errant rider problems.
Riders and machines became strung out and scattered on and off the
trail. A stuck machine, broken belt or fouled plug seemed to be
occurring somewhere at any given moment. Every event was a loss
of valuable time.
Terrain at this altitude was more complex. Sometimes the only
choice would be to try balancing atop a coxcomb ridge, struggling to
avoid diving off one side or the other. Attempting this two of our
people plunged over the road's guardrail. Jim Marshall, most
athletic of our party, was first to go over the rail. Suddenly diving
off the steep right side of a narrow snow ridge Jim's machine raced
toward the guardrail. Smashing into the metal rail the machine
stopped abruptly. Jim didn't. Looking straight down between his
boots a distant grove of fir trees was rising to meet him. Somehow
fingernails and boot heels managed to snag tenuous purchase in the

steep gravel slope. Terrified to move, he froze. Carefully easing our
way down, Jim and I finally convinced him to try moving a foot and
between us ease himself up to the stalled machine.
Safely back aboard the snowmobile he grinned and said, "So
now I'm a mountain climber. I thought it would take longer.
As we gained altitude winds were stronger and new snow was
falling horizontally. All riders were now wearing face masks and
tracks left by those in the lead could not be seen.
Hugh Galusha was next over the rail but unlike Marshall his
machine went with him. Together they stuck to the slope about fifty
feet down. Hugh seemed to be unhurt. Rucker provided a rope from
under his snowmobile seat. The length seemed sufficient. With a
tug Hugh ascended the slope first. Next came the machine as six of
us played tug of war while another goosed the machines throttle.
Eventually Hugh was reunited with his machine, ready for another
go at the Beartooth.
Briskly turning around a blind switchback Rucker and I nearly
ran into a snowmobile mostly buried in a heavy snowdrift. Bob
Laviska was trying in vain to extricate his machine. Vern Hennesay,
traveling behind Bob, stopped to help. It took the four of us tugging,
pushing, sweating and cursing to finally get the machine upright and
on track. We pushed to get Laviska going again as Hennesay fell in
behind Bob.
Four of us were now well behind the main group. If they were
having similar problems our party is going to be scattered all over
the mountain. Winds accelerated decreasing visibility through the
blizzard of heavy snow and driving fine crystals of ice into faces.

Jim Klobuchar was kneeling beside his stalled machine,
exhausted from ten minutes of jerking the snowmobile starter cord
when Hugh Galusha appeared out of the storm. "I'm the caboose,"
Hugh said, not realizing that four of us were behind him. "It may be
a while before another train comes by."
Jim climbed on behind Hugh who urged Jim, more experienced,
to drive. Ahead of them Jim Marshall had abandoned his machine
and flagged a ride with Paul Dickson.
Snowmobiles were going out now in mounting numbers. Any
visible machines still running had two riders. Some were already
walking and everyone was wearing a face mask. Wind, now a gale,
allowed visibility of only a few feet.
Marilyn Waples, despite her professional skill, could not keep
her machine going. While stopped to help others her machine, like
several others in the blowing, wet snow had formed a tenacious ball
of ice closing off the carburetor intake. She then rode with another.
That machine went only a few hundred feet before dying.
Young Bobby Laviska was riding with me as, shortly below the
summit, we encountered four dead snowmobiles all together.
Rucker was working frantically trying to get one or two running.
Here on the summit nothing buffered or blocked assault of the now
one hundred mile per hour winds.
Standing beside my idling snowmobile while coaxing the
throttle to keep it going I saw Wally Dayton suddenly bowled over
by a violent surge of wind. He skittered thirty feet across an icy flat
before snagging a drift. Only a short time earlier I'd seen two

hundred pound Les Rucker blown across ice sideways on his
machine.
A strange, weird musical sound floated in the wind overhead.
"OOEEAWOO," space music! "Has it come to this," I thought.
Suddenly, from another snowmobile nearby, came a loud report
like a pistol shot followed by two "POP, POPS. " I caught quick
sight of the machines plexiglass windshield as it was torn off by the
wind, sent twisting and turning overhead singing strange 'space
music'
Marilyn Waples was concerned about Hugh Galusha who had
been walking since his and Jim Klobuchar's machine quit. "Can you
take Hugh on your machine?" she asked me.
"You're as experienced rider as we have here." I said, "Take
Hugh on my machine and see if you can get to 'Top of the World'.
You know the way."
'Top of the World' is hardly that. Its some ten miles by road
below the summit on the Cooke City side of the pass. Closed for the
winter, the Lodge, with a fireplace and stocked with non-perishable
food was an emergency objective. The owner had given Waples
permission to enter if necessary.
Bob Laviska was about at the end of his string but his son,
Bobby, was still strong and energetic. It was a courageous thing for
Bob to send his son walking with Marshall and Dickson. Perhaps
they could make it down to tree line and some shelter. Uncertain
whether they would ever see one another again Bobby left Bob and
started with the two football players.

Marilyn, with Hugh aboard, might have made two hundred
yards when that machine, too, died. It was probably the last to go.
It was now twilight, not long until dark and the storm was
worse than ever. "Leave your machines. Start walking. Follow
the snow stakes. Stay on the road. Try to get to 'Top of the World if
possible." Rucker shouted to the few remaining around the dead
snowmobiles.
Conversations now had to be shouted. Face masks, weighted
with softball size ice, screaming wind and the sound of ice pellets
rattling off our snowmobile suits made normal speaking impossible.
Get in someones face and holler!
Marilyn, still strong and familiar with the terrain was going to
try to catch those already walking.
Rucker, still determined, tried again to get one or two machines
running. He thought, "some of these people aren't going to make it
without some help."
Hugh and Laviska were weak. Laviska had become snow blind
and Hugh's thick glasses were hopelessly iced over. Smug that I
could still see a few yards, I had each of them lock a hand in my
elbows though realizing I wasn't feeling all that tough myself.
Slowly but steadily we began trudging up over the summit with little
daylight left. Occasionally the road was windblown clear but icy.
Mostly we had to plod through snowdrifts from six to eighteen
inches deep.
Following we three the remaining five started out in near

darkness. Jim Klobuchar, Les Rucker, Wally Dayton, Vern Hennesay
and Dave Boe would make it over the summit, but barely, before
night, wind and snow would lock them in for the night.
It was a rocky outcrop,probably twelve feet high. The outcrop
was also a vertical road cut. Certainly not a perfect shelter, it did
offer slight buffer to an unyielding, killer wind. Ahead of the final
five with Hugh Galusha and Bob Laviska I had seriously considered
the same spot as a possible bivouac. Not realizing that tree line was
still far away we moved on. I had hope we could get to the trees
despite fading light and diminishing visibility. Standing at one pair
of road markers we could not see the next pair twenty yards away.
We evolved a technique. Bob and Hugh would stand at the visible
markers while I, almost blindly, moved ahead until the next set of
markers was barely visible. I then signaled to the others to move up
then we all proceeded to the next markers. Repeat process.
We were now into a series of tight, steep road switchbacks.
Bob Laviska argued that we could save some time short cutting
across switchbacks. I disagreed because we could not see that there
was, indeed, a road below to be intercepted and that there were high
cliffs, abrupt drop offs, on both sides of the roads general direction
of travel. If short cutting missed the road someone was going to go
over the edge. Staying with the road offered more security. Laviska
tried his idea and we met when Hugh and I came around a hairpin
turn. The difference of opinion became moot when the three of us
turned to the right around the next very tight turn that looped tightly
back onto its self. We were immediately hit, full face, with a solid
wall of wind blown ice crystals. Visibility was only a brief glance of
a few feet between hard wind gusts. We were finished moving for
the night.

Partly by glimpse, but mostly by feel we located what seemed
to be a reasonably deep snowdrift beside a low, rocky outcrop. I
began digging with mittened hands but mittens seemed to compact
more than dig the snow. Resourceful Hugh broke off a stick from
one of the road markers, a digging stick. We took turns jabbing,
loosening and breaking up snow. One at a time we alternated
digging, dog style, from the cavity we were creating. The drift was
not large enough to dig a true snow cave, nor did we have strength to
do so. We made a trench, probably twenty-four inches deep and not
over five feet long. Digging a horizontal slot from bottom of the
trench back into the drift, barely wide and long enough for three of
us to pack in. While one of us kicked and pushed loose snow out of
the hole the other two scooped it out of the trench. I was trying to
enlarge the hole a bit when Hugh pushed Bob aside proclaiming,
"That's enough! I've got to get in." He did as Bob and I followed.
Once when Bob was pushing snow out of the hole Hugh pulled
me aside saying, "Bob seems to be in worse shape than you or me.
Let's put him between us." We did.
Our situation was only slightly better than being bowled over
by the monster storm raging across this barren mountain summit.
Hugh's head seemed to be resting to low in his corner. I
removed a plastic tarp from my day pack and placed the pack under
his head. Our three heads were in the trench bottom, our torsos
tightly packed in the horizontal slot. Thinking the plastic tarp could
offer a little protection, I tried to secure it with packed snow. When
that didn't work we held on to the tarp with clenched fists. That
lasted for about five minutes until the wind wrenched it out of our
hands and sent it careening away.

The envelope of snow encasing our bodies was not warm but
did give some protection from incessant wind. Our face masked
heads lay in the bottom of what we had thought would be a
protective trench. Snow and ice crystals churned and boiled in and
over our heads as if wind sought to heal a wound we had cut into the
drift. One at a time we each struggled to position a mittened hand
for brushing clear the openings of our face masks. That would work
for about half an hour then we launched a team effort to push
deepening snow from our trench lest we be completely buried.
Sleep was not on the agenda.
It may have been an irrational idea. We were immovably
packed into our icy tomb. If we had enough space for body
movement periodic snow removal would be easier. A little body
movement should even improve both circulation and comfort. Next
to our shelter a low outcropping of rock had looked as if its lee side
might offer some wind break. If I would go out to crouch in
whatever shelter could be found among the outcropping we would
all have more room. The little day pack, now under Hugh's head
could be a good headrest. Hugh refused to give the pack to me
saying that I should not leave them. Bob strenuously objected,
arguing that each of us was needed to keep from being buried in
snow. It probably was a bad idea.
Frequently throughout the night I asked both Bob and Hugh if
they were doing alright, partly to be sure we were all still awake.
Hugh always answered first and most firmly, "OK, I'm alright." he
usually said. He and I were most concerned about Bob. It was
difficult to keep from drifting off into a micro sleep or fantasy.
I was shivering. So were the others. I'd read somewhere that
shivering was a bodies effort to ward off freezing. Bob and Hugh

were still responding that they were OK.
(NOTE TO READER) : The following personal experience is
presented as carefully and objectively as I am able. I have no
conclusions to offer but leave those to you.
Shivering ceased. I felt almost comfortable, at least relatively,
almost free floating.
The thought seemed quite clear: "So this is what its like to die!
Its not unpleasant at all. Fascinating! It will be interesting to
discuss this with Herb." (Herb Swedlund is a long time climbing
companion. He and I often had 'philosophical' discussions.)
Darkness was more intense than any I'd ever experienced,
heavy. Yet somehow, not visible or audible, I sensed a way forward
and started moving, slowly at first. No lights, no sound, no voices
yet something was warmly enveloping in a gratifying way. As I
seemed to move forward knowledge seemed to be pouring into mind
and body. Thrilled and excited, I seemed to be moving faster, much
faster. Thrilling! Wonderful knowledge embraced with abundance.
Then suddenly and abruptly, HALT! No voices, no signs or
signals, no light. Darkness was still heavy. I felt angry, aggravated
by interruption of a wonderful experience!
Given no signal or instruction, I sensed that I should look
downward into blackness. In the dark there was a spark, a very
bright single spark in the deep darkness.
Somehow I realized I was looking down on our snowdrift
shelter. The spark was LIFE and it MUST not go out. There was

one spark, not three.
Involuntarily, a mitten swept across my face. Air rushed in
violently and I realized that I had been suffocating. The mitten was
my own.
I exploded out of our snowy tomb shouting, "Hugh, Hugh's in
trouble! We've got to help him!"
The place where Hugh should be was buried in snow. So was
Bob who began arousing at my shouting and emerged from our
pocket of snow. I began furiously digging to uncover Hugh but
mittens only compacted the snow. Tearing of soggy mittens and
throwing them aside, I clawed away snow that covered Hugh's head.
He was still breathing, thank God! His weak muffled voice said
"OK, I'm OK." Hugh was breathing but weakly with long
intermittent intervals between soft gasps. Do you give respiration to
one who is still breathing, though weakly? I didn't know the answer.
Hugh wasn't going to make it as things were so I decided to attempt
resuscitation.
His body was compacted in snow that had drifted around us.
He was facing sideways, toward the tunnel wall making an effort to
resuscitate impossible. Bob helped as we frantically tore away the
snow that held Hugh in place. We managed to get him onto his
back, head facing upward. Laying belly down at right angle to Hugh
I managed to maneuver my lips onto his. Pinching his nose, I tried
breathing air into his lungs. Solidly blocked, air would not flow.
There was some blockage. The tongue! His tongue was acting as a
valve. Inserting an index finger, I pushed his tongue down and clear.
Air was now obviously flowing to the lungs as I felt a strong flow
against the rubbery ballooning resistance against inflating lungs.

Keep a proper timing interval! Resist an anxious urge for a
more frantic pace. It was hard to resist. We could now detect no
voluntary breathing from Hugh. Time seemed to have no relevance.
Several times, Bob, whose fingers were on Hugh's pulse, lightly
patted my shoulder and said "You can stop now." I refused to hear.
I'd heard about the 'death rattle' but had never heard it. When it
came I knew what it was and quit breathing into Hugh's mouth. My
first, brief emotional reaction was one of envy.
Standing stunned and immobile beside Hugh's body, mittens
hopeless balls of ice, claw like hands clutching my snowmobile suit's
breast I realized that it was now light and wind had diminished to
half last night's force. At that moment five silhouettes rose from a
white horizon.
Bob spoke for both of us. "Hugh is dead. We did everything
we could. He's been gone about an hour. Monte's hands may be
frozen."
Wally Dayton immediately came toward me, taking warm
mittens from his hands and pulling them onto mine. I couldn't even
say "thank you" until sometime later. Wally remained stoic even
though he and Hugh had been best of friends.
Les Rucker, in his usual style, took the situation over. "Break
of a piece of that road marker. We'll stick it here in the snow beside
Hugh's body with his red mitten on it so we can find the place when
we come back. We'd better get started walking. We have a long way
to go."

With that, we walked!
Vern Hennesay again tried, with his radio, to reach Yellowstone
Park Headquarters. He had been trying since the night before but
still no contact.
Though the seven of us, now, were all very tired and a light
snow was still falling, a downhill grade, moderated wind and a day
full of light lifted our spirits. Where we were headed, other than
'down' was uncertain but we expected to encounter Vern and Marilyn
Waples, the two football players and Bobby Laviska. Bob Laviska
was, of course anxious to be sure his son, Bobby was OK. We set
our sights for the closed 'Top of the World Lodge' and its possibility
for shelter and food. It was almost ten Miles away.
The dreary procession trudged ahead, often breaking through a
thin crust into knee deep snow. Both Bob Laviska and Vern
Hennesay were having trouble staying upright. Bob confided to Jim
Klobuchar that he needed some help to go to the bathroom, his exact
words. His hands were too clumsy to operate the zipper. Jim
gamely obliged by opening the zipper and stating that beyond that,
friendship had its limits. Vern Hennesay could walk for only ten or
fifteen minutes without having to stop and rest.
Once Hennesay dropped to his knees saying, "I just need to rest
for a few minutes. You guys go on ahead. I'll catch up."
Rucker, overhearing Vern's plea, came over to face him saying,
"Like hell you'll catch up." Then grabbing Vern's suit collar and
lifting him to his feet added, "You will stand like the rest of us and
walk out of here. Put one arm around my neck and the other around
Monte's. We're all going to walk out of here together even if its

slowly."
We didn't learn until much later that Vern had suffered
permanent frost damage to his lungs.
Now down to tree line on 'Long Lake Flat' Jim thought he heard
a snapping noise in the trees ahead. Getting closer to the trees,
Rucker heard the sound too and proclaimed it to be a gun shot.
Jim said, "I wasn't aware anyone in our group was carrying a
gun."
"There's smoke coming from that grove of douglas firs about a
mile ahead, just off to the left." Rucker said.
Anxiously moving ahead we came upon a ten foot deep hole in
the snow under a grove of trees. At the bottom was a cheery little
fire and Jim Marshall in his purple Viking snowmobile suit.
"Is everybody alright?" Hollered Jim Klobuchar.
"Right," said Marshall. "They went on ahead to 'Top of the
World'."
"Bobby is alright," Jim hollered back to Laviska who dropped
to his knees.
Three snowmobiles from a local club sped up to us from the
trail. They had taken one of the hikers to 'Top of the World'. "Some
others were already there." they said, "and a couple more walking
toward it." They also told of an air search that morning.

We started walking through the snow toward the Lodge, two
and a half miles away. In twenty minutes there was the sound of a
snow cat grinding up the road flinging glistening crystals into the
sunlight. Ralph Huckaba, the driver, owned the "Watuck Inn" in
Cooke City. Jim Marshall appeared out of his hole in the snow to
join us. Marilyn Waples, who was at "Top of the World" saw
Huekaba's coach go by. Hiking down to join us, she said that those
who were secured in the Lodge realized there was not room for all.
They would wait until next morning to be picked up. Marilyn and
Jim Marshall joined we weary seven aboard the snow coach to return
to Cooke City.
Arriving at Cooke City, we were surrounded by TV cameras,
microphones and reporters. I didn't want to talk but Jim advised,
"This is their job. Talk to them." I did, with difficulty.
Many of the onlookers gathered around were free with their
advice. "You should have done this or that. Why didn't you turn
back?" Etc. Later I told my son, Jeff, that "I came down from the
mountain to find the valley filled with mountain experts."
Early next morning, outside our motel, a Yellowstone Park
snow coach was waiting to take us up to recover Hugh's body. It
was a beautiful morning. Jim Klobuchar, Wally Dayton and I
climbed in with a Park Service operator to head back up the
mountain. This time we carried a body bag. It was difficult to
believe this was the same mountain we had faced the previous two
days.
Bright sun on new snow with only a light breeze, the views
were gorgeous. Travel over new drifts was a little rough in places
but the heavy snow cat handled the trail well. Here and there we

could spot our old footprints but most had blown over.
Nearing the summit we were pleased to find that Hugh's red
glove, atop a snow stake, was still there marking the place where
Hugh's body lay. Not a trace of our makeshift shelter remained. The
entire area was blown smooth with new snow. We started digging.
It was Jim's turn when the shovel raked across the top of Hugh's
head. Amazingly a little blood oozed from the scrapped skin.
Startled, Jim blurted out, "Oh, excuse me." Carefully digging
Hugh's body free from the icy tomb, with great respect we placed
him in the body bag which was then secured atop a tool vault behind
the machine's cab.
The coroner from Cody, Wyoming had arranged to meet us
where the Sunlight Basin Road, which led to Cody, intersected with
the Beartooth Road we were on. An autopsy was required by state
law because he had an accident going over the rail. We were all
silent from there to Cooke City, each with our own thoughts and
memories.

Something I haven't said to anyone before: When Hugh
Galusha, Bob Laviska and I were trapped in our tight dugout,
sometime during the night, Hugh said,"Can I get in the middle now?
I'm really cold."
As ex officio leader the decision fell to me. We were all cold
but at least secured from the wind. The idea of our getting out into a
horrible wind and its chilling effect, shuffling around to re- arrange
and with Bob still seeming the weakest of our number caused me to
discourage the idea. Per my direction, we stayed with our original

arrangement.
Now, years later, I am still plagued with second guessing. If I
had allowed the change, would Hugh be alive but Bob dead? Would
they both be alive? Would they both have died? There IS no
answer!
IF THERE ARE NO ANSWERS, WHY DOES THE QUESTION
REMAIN?

Dome of Silence

With us, when we walk through the woods, we carry a dome, an invisible
dome of silence. We cannot see it but it is there. It extends above us,
ahead, behind and to both sides. It moves as we move, stops when we
stop. Whenever woodland creatures come within the dome they fall silent.
Leading edge of the silent dome is often marked by the raven whose
raucous call alerts woodland critters that you are there. Move backward or
to either side, the silent dome follows. But — sit down for a while on a log,
perhaps on a rock or even a grassy slope. Sit still with your thoughts, sit
quietly and listen carefully. In time a brave little bird somewhere will offer a
cautious "tweet". Then shortly another will respond. Bit by bit as the dome
disintegrates the woodland comes back to life. Even frogs and crickets may
join in. When it seems you have been accepted by the woodland
population try a soft word, a gentle whistle, or even a soft song. You will
know when you've been accepted.
Marilyn made for us a lovely, life size of a fifteen year old girl, woodland
nymph. She carries a lyre and is suitably garbed for a woodland nymph,
which is as she was born. Our woodland nymph lives in the woodland
setting of my back yard overlooking the Henrys Fork River. She has a heart
right where one should be and, until you read this, only Marilyn and I knew
about the heart. Her left arm holds the magical lyre. Her right hand cups
her ear to gather the soft woodland sounds. She is comfortably seated
upon a soft mushroom of just the right size.
I like to think that she too has an invisible dome of silence following her.
Perhaps when she first strummed the lyre the woods became silent. Now,
seated on the mushroom, her hand is cupped to her ear to hear return of
the woodland symphony. When the beautiful sounds return perhaps she
will, again, gently strum the lyre.

(This article, a story about Idaho State Parks,
was a chapter in the book "100Years, Idaho and it's
Parks" Published in 2008, Idaho Parks centennial.)

A Board Members Perspective
The author of this piece, Monte Later, has long been
associated with conservation in general and the Idaho
Department of Parks and Recreation in particular. He served
as Chairman of the Idaho Park and Recreation board for many
years during a time when the department was transitioning
from it's start-up role into the professional agency it is today.

Inviting reflection from we who have, in times past, had
some involvement with Idaho's Parks may reveal a couple of
important social values not readily apparent:
First: If we old-timers are teased to keep focused on past
events with which we were involved we may be less likely to
meddle in current affairs.
Second: Official board minutes are extremely boring.
That is, we tmst them to be true and factual (after all they are
official). Factual they may be but the real stories lie hidden
somewhere among the mists and cobwebs of the past. Having
served on the Idaho Park and Recreation Board from 1981 to
1999, a pretty active period in the agency's history, I will
focus on a few interesting stories behind the minutes from
that period.

HARRIMAN STATE PARK
Harriman State Park of Idaho has, at times, been called
the flagship of Idaho's Park system. This is certainly not
because of a higher number of visitors. Harriman is unique.
The gift of the Railroad Ranch to the State of Idaho included
the requirement for a separate professional agency for parks
and recreation be established. Thus was bom the state agency
known as Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation (IDPR).

Then Governor Robert E. Smiley and Bill Frome, a Ford
dealer from St. Anthony and a member of the Idaho House of
Representatives, had many meetings over several years, with
Mr. and Mrs. E. Roland Harriman. The purpose of the
meetings was to work out provisions under which the
Harriman gift to Idaho could be accomplished. Other than the
creation of IDPR came several other provisions including
augmentation of taxes to Fremont County, which would
otherwise be lost by transfer of private property to the State.
Protection of wildlife was also a particular concern. Mrs.
Harriman was very sensitive about the endangered trumpeter
swans and would not allow her husband and his friends to fish
on Golden Fake when the swans were nesting. It should be
noted here that Roland was the principle Harriman at the
Railroad Ranch, having a cottage there. His brother Averell,
also loved Idaho but spent most of his time at Sun Valley.
More about him later.
Professional planning began for the new park even before
the official transfer and long before it was open to the public.
A professional planner named Warren created a development
plan appropriately called the Warren report. It was only after
this plan was completed that Governor Cecil Andrus
appointed a lay planning team to review Warren's proposal as
well as ideas from others. As I remember, the team included
seven or eight people with various perspectives including
myself. This was before I was a member of the Parks Board.
Our team was given an overview by Park staff, spent a lot of

time trekking all over the ranch, testing the fishing and
getting the feel of the place. After carefully reviewing the
Warren Plan we discarded it in it's entirety. A former National
Park Service Regional Director, John Rutter was hired by
IDPR to start from scratch with a new development plan. Our
planning team recommended to John just a couple of basic
criteria for the new park. Even while operating a working
cattle ranch, the Harrimans used the protected expanse of the
ranch to re-establish elk populations for the Island Park
region. More important the protected natural resources of the
ranch were critical to rescuing the endangered trumpeter
swans. Our study team wanted to see the new park managed
as a demonstration of man with nature. A demonstration to
show that mans activities could be carried on without harm to
our planets natural resources.
For several generations the ranch was closed to the public
and there was much speculation about what was going on in
there. There were a few stories about clandestine moonlit
trips into the ranch to test the legendary fishing on Golden
Lake. When the gates finally opened to the public we hoped
that the park could be managed in a way that every visitor
could enjoy the experience, as much as possible in a
democratic system, like they were one of the guests the
Harrimans had over time. Opportunities should include
fishing (of course) horseback riding, biking, hiking, and nonmotorized winter activities. Cross country skiing became a
controversial topic because of possible disturbance to the
swans. It seemed that Park Manager Gene Eyraud and I were

the only proponents. We had to give our personal guarantee
that skiers would not disturb the swans. It is satisfying that
today cross-country skiing is, alongside fishing, one of the
most popular activities in the park. It is also ironic that we
sometimes haze the swans in winter to drive them to other
habitats. Park Staff, I believe, has done an excellent job of
managing the park in line with the criteria recommended by
the planning team.
Few people today are aware of the enormous significance
the Harriman family's gift had throughout our entire state.
Besides causing creation of a professional agency for parks
and recreation, the gift had a large asset value that could be
used for match to secure Federal Land and Water
conservation Fund grants. Until diverted at the federal level
to other purposes, a large portion of these funds flowed to the
individual states to be available, on a matching basis, for
important recreation and environmental projects. The large
value of the Harriman gift was used to secure funding for
significant local government projects, large and small
throughout our entire state. Thus, Harriman State Park was a
benefit, not just to Eastern Idaho, but also to local
governments in every part of our state.
Averell Harriman, because of other commitments, was
unable to attend the gala opening for the new park in 1982.
My suspicion was, however, that he was disturbed that we
invited him for the date we selected rather than asking him
what date it should be held. Things probably turned out for

the better anyway. Averell did come for a private showing
several weeks later. A National Guard plane flew Harriman
and his party to the airport at West Yellowstone. The party
included Averelfs wife, Pamela, her son Winston Churchill
and his wife and children, and Don and Gretchen Frazier,
close Sun Valley friends of the Harrimans. Governor John
Evans and his wife, Lola joined us for the day along with
several representatives of IDPR. A pleasant morning was
spent touring the facilities and reviewing plans for the future.
The group then moved to a beautiful spot near Golden Lake
where an elegant picnic was waiting.
The picnic over, visiting continued. Averell, Governor
Evans and I wandered to the lake shore where we sat together
on a large log. The conversation was mostly about the
number of large trout the lake held. This seemed a good time
to ask a question I'd been thinking about. Sol did and a bit of
a surprise awaited. "Mr. Harriman," I asked, " of all the many
things you have done in your career, Ambassador to other
countries, President of Union Pacific, Ambassador to the
United Nations, Governor of New York State, Candidate for
President of the United States, what did you personally enjoy
most?"
He responded instantly, "Without a doubt the most
enjoyable thing I ever did was conceiving and developing Sun
Valley, Idaho."
"Some of us in Idaho," I responded, "were disappointed

when you decided to sell Sun Valley." Mr. Harriman seemed
to be a normally soft spoken man but at this his voice raised
attracting the other picnickers and bringing Pamela hurrying
to his side.
"I never decided to sell Sun Valley," he boomed, "It was
sold without our knowledge or consent."
"We were in Paris at the time," added Pamela.
"It never should have been sold," said Averell. "We had
a fool for a President (Union Pacific) and greater fools on the
Board. They said it was losing money but it was making
money with good will."
Pamela, all along was re-enforcing his comments.
Governor Evans looked aghast. I'm sure I did too. Averell
went on to say that he was distressed with what happened to
Sun Valley after the sale but was quite pleased wit things the
current owner, Earl Holding, was doing.
"A lot of us did not know that," was all I could think to
say.
When it was time to take folks back to the plane in West
Yellowstone, Winston Churchill (grandson to Sir Winston),
his wife and four children were in my Blazer. We were lined
up for convoy waiting behind a car of security people.
Winston, looking at a map, asked, "What is this Big

Springs?" I told him it was the ultimate headwaters of the
Henrys Fork river where the river emerged right out of the
mountain and was full of big trout.
"Let's go," he said. "I'll take the blame for leaving the
convoy. Just go fast so they won't stop us."
So we pulled out of the convoy lineup and headed for the
highway. In the rear view mirror I saw the security car
pulling out to follow. We tore up the highway at a pretty fast
clip.
"The Governor is going to be furious." said Mrs.
Churchill. (Averell Harriman preferred being called
'Governor'). "No one ever keeps him waiting." she added.
At the junction to the Big Springs loop road we made a
faster than prudent turn. This is the point at which, I think,
The chase vehicle lost us. Just as we entered the Big Springs
road a huge bull moose jumped from behind a big tree onto
the road. Talk about excitement! Having never before seen a
moose, this may hsve been the high point of this British
family's Idaho trip.
Reaching the Big Springs Bridge, we hurriedly looked at
the beautiful water and the huge trout then raced for the West
Yellowstone Airport where the others should be waiting.
Turning into the airport road we encountered a fleet of
security and State Park vehicles heading out for the search.

The Churchills were all laughing gleefully. Folks in the other
cars were not even smiling.

UPPER MESA FALLS
When I was a youth and for many years before, Mesa
Falls was often visited and enjoyed mostly by locals. But it
was accessible only by a rough dirt road, sometimes
impassable and by steep slick and dangerous trails. Most
everyone thought it was public land, probably Forest Service.
I was shocked, sometime in the 60's when I learned from the
Forest Service that Upper Mesa Falls was actually owned by
Montana Power Company. I started spreading the word to all
who would listen. Discussing the situation with Jack
Dietrich, Montana attorney and fellow Yellowstone Board
member, I learned that Jack had once been a law partner with
Joe Mcllwane who was then President of Montana Power.
Jack arranged an introduction. Mcllwane's congeniality
turned cool when I opened the topic of Mesa Falls. He said
others had suggested that Montana Power should gift the
property to public domain, but that was not possible because
he had to answer to stockholders. I explained that I was not
suggesting a gift but hoped we might explore what
possibilities existed. Warning up a bit he said he would
introduce me to their Company Attorney and we could talk.

From the Attorney I learned that the Company's two
greatest concerns were the tremendous potential liability with
the public scrambling around on steep, slick trails beside
sheer high cliffs. Second, what would public reaction be to
partially de-watering the falls for a power project? It was
when the Attorney asked who I represented that I realized that
I did not represent any entity that could do anything and was
probably in over my head.
Because there seemed to be some interest on Montana
Power's part to at least talk, I contacted the administration at
IDPR. They had apparently had some contact with Montana
Power but it had led nowhere. The Parks Department, I was
told, had no interest in talking because the Power Company
would want to trade straight across, the Mesa Falls property
for the Lima Montana Ranch which had been part of the
Harriman gift to Idaho. The Director told me that the Lima
Ranch was worth a million dollars and Mesa Falls worth half
that. Further, that if the Lima Ranch was traded off it's value
could not be used as match for Federal Land and Water
Conservation funds. The latter point made sense to me but
ultimately I'm not sure whether the Lima Ranch was ever
used for match. I do not know whether IDPR made any
further contact with Montana Power immediately after that
but I do know that the Forest Service had a few contacts that
did not seem to go anywhere.
Sometime later Bob Meinen became IDPR Director and I

was appointed to the Board. About this time the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) was very
aggressively condemning and licensing potential power sites
of all sizes. Bob called me to his office to see a proposal that
was in front of FERC to divert most of the water from the
falls down a pen stock to a powerhouse at the base of the
falls. I thought he was putting me on. FERC, it appeared,
could condemn potential power generating sites and issue
licensing to developers who were ready to move. The threat
was very real and we were short of ideas to protect the
beautiful falls. Half joking, Director Meinen suggested that
what we needed was minimum stream flow legislation that
could make a project economically unfeasible. Neither of us
knew whether a state agency could seek such legislation but
we agreed that the chances of getting it through the Idaho
Legislature were next to nil. But what was there to do? It
was about the only trick we had in our bag so we went for it.
Bob put a tremendous amount of effort into the project.
He began meeting with State Legislators in search of any
support for a minimum stream flow at the falls. Several of
them advised him that the most important legislator he could
talk to would be Representative Reed Hansen from Idaho
Falls. Before being elected to the House Reed had been a
member of the State Water Board. Having traveled
throughout the state studying water issues he knew many
water users by their first names. Reed was a reasonable
thinking moderate man who was more focused on issues than
on party affiliation. He wasn't sure whether a State Agency

could secure minimum stream flow but saw merit and was
willing to explore the issue. I doubt that any other legislator
would have had as much respect or standing with both
Legislators and water users.
Speaking on the House floor where some had argued that
a dam could be built to divert water through a pen stock to a
powerhouse at the base of the falls leaving a token amount of
water to go over the falls for scenic purposes, Representative
Hansen used an analogy of the Grand Teton Peak. "If a
commercial body of ore was discovered on the iconic peak
would it be alright to just lop off the top third of the
magnificent peak?
Representative Reed Hansen steered legislation
successfully through both houses and IDPR became the
proponent of a minimum stream flow on a reach of the
Henrys Fork River that included Upper and Lower Mesa
Falls. Eventually IDPR would seek minimum stream flows
on more than twenty waterways in Idaho.
Later Director Meinen called me to say that Montana
Power had hired a consultant to explore futures for Upper
Mesa Falls. Bruce Bugbee, the consultant, was scheduled to
arrive by private plane at the St. Anthony airport in the early
morning of the selected day. Bob asked me to arrange
meetings with a number of people in East Idaho who would
have a feel for local attitudes about the Mesa Falls, mayors,
newspaper publishers, etc.

I selected and briefed the people Bugbee would meet. I
did not include Fremont County Commissioners because I
was unsure of their support. It was obvious Bugbee's mission
was to determine the strength of the Power Company's
bargaining position.
Bob and I met the plane early on the appointed morning
and after introductions and pleasantries we started for the car.
Three men approached us on the walk. In the center was
James Siddoway, Chairman of the County Commission.
James and I and our families were best of friends but we were
not always aligned on some environmental issues.
"Good Morning," James said.
"good morning," I said, trying to hurry by him.
"Who is your friend here?" he asked.
"Oh, this is Bruce Bugbee, James Siddoway," I said, still
trying to hurry on.
"Hi Bruce, who are you with?" James asked.
"I'm with Montana Power Company," answered Bruce.
"Oh," exclaimed James , "When are you guys going to
get that dam built at Mesa Falls?"

For years I wondered about the coincidence of James
being at the airport that time of day. Did I leak information?
Who tipped him off? After some twenty years the truth
finally dawned on me. Bruce Bugbee, much smarter than I,
knew that it was very important for Fremont County
Commissioners to be on board early if anything important
was to happen. - Or was it Bob?
There was an uncertainty - a possibility that FERC could
condemn state's rights, but not federal - if Mesa Falls was to
come into public trust. For that reason we felt it should go to
a federal agency. The Forest Service was the logical choice.
In the end, Bugbee arranged a three- way land trade involving
the Forest Service, twenty plus Forest Service lease holders
and Montana Power Company. IDPR and the Forest Service
then entered into a cooperative management agreement that
was unique in the nation at that time.
Standing outside Governor John Evans office, waiting to
finalize the transaction with letters of agreement, Montana
Power President, Joe Mcllwane and I were talking.
"Joe," I said, "twelve years ago, when you and I were
first talking, now that the poker game is over, do you mind
telling me what you would have done then?"
"We had already decided," said Joe, "that we would trade
straight across, Mesa Falls for the Lima Ranch."

When Bruce Bugby designed the three-way trade the
Mesa Falls Property appraised at 1.2 million dollars. The
Lima ranch sold for about $400,000.

BUDGETING AND PLANNING
The Idaho Park and Recreation Board is truly a
governing board. Appointed by the Governor, the
Board is responsible for hiring the director making
policy, prioritizing issues, providing direction for the
director and, supposedly, doing long term planning.
While each of these responsibilities is important to
shaping the agency, only the budget finally determines
what an agency will be and how it will perform. The
priorities as aligned by the budget will be the priorities
of the department. There is no single thing the Board
does that is more important than shaping the budget.
That is why it is necessary for the board to spend
several days with the process even after doing a lot of
individual homework.

Our State's budgeting action is remarkably efficient.
It is a bottom up process starting with declared needs
and plans of individual functions, flowing to the
director, then to the board, each contributing
modifications from their perspectives. The governors
office then makes adjustments to fit it's overview and
passes it on to the Joint Finance and Appropreations
Committee (JFAC) for fmalization the agency makes
their budget appeal to JFAC at a special hearing.
When Director Bob Meinen asked me to accompany
him to one of those hearings I was pleased to witness
the process. He said that for as long as he had known,
IDPR had gone pleading, hat in hand telling how bad
things were and how much worse they might be if we
did not get the requested monies. He wanted to use a
positive, upbeat approach showing what values IDPR
offered Idaho's citizens.
When it came my turn to speak I told the Committee
that every Board member was a business person and it
was our collective determination that the Agency would
be managed in such a manner that the dollars
represented by our budget would be a return bearing
investment in our state and not an expense. From then

on I felt that we had many good friends on the JFAC
Committee.
During the period I chaired the Board the very
brightest thing we did was to hire Yvonne Ferrell as a
replacement for Bob Meinen who left us for an
attractive opportunity in Kansas. I still have not figured
out why Yvonne accepted our invitation. She left her
home State of Washington, family, friends and a good
job with excellent promotional opportunity in exchange
for a significant cut in pay coming to Idaho. When I
introduced her to the JFAC Committee, I still remember
Kitty Gurnsey, that committee's co-chair, saying, "I
commend your Board for having the vision and courage
to select a woman as director of a natural resource
agency in Idaho. But do your wives know what you
have done?
Six months after Yvonne began as Director she
called and said she felt that she now needed a little more
help from the Board regarding what directions we
should be heading, our current priorities and how she
was doing so far. We met in her office but it was a
beautiful day so I suggested we get out of the office and
head out to Veterans Memorial State Park. (The Park is
now leased to and operated by the City of Boise).

Parking Yvonne picked up a big briefcase and we
headed for a secluded picnic table. On impulse I said,
"Why don't you leave the briefcase in the car and let's
walk a while along the Greenbelt."
Our walk lasted at least two hours and began with a
question. If IDPR could become the finest Parks and
Recreation Department in the nation, if not the world,
what criteria would define that? As we walked and
talked our discussion began to focus on five or six
important areas. Along the way we came upon a small
group of preschoolers with their teacher. They were on
a nature walk learning from their teacher and collecting
little treasures. Yvonne met each child, kneeling down
to examine and explain each precious discovery. I knew
at that moment the Board had made an excellent choice
for our new Director. Time proved that insight correct.
Some of the important points Yvonne and I settled
on that day were things that Bob had already made some
progress. We carried the items to the Board for
confirmation and added emphasis. A few of the items I
remember were (1) Improve employee moral. (2)
Improve our relationship with the Governor's office. (3)
Improve relationships with the Legislature and with

JFAC. (4) Develop a constituency for IDPR. ( Each
Park had a strong constituency, but IDPR almost none.
I think there were a couple of other points.
A number of years later when Yvonne had an
opportunity to return to Washington as their Director
she told me, "you know, I've about completed those
items we identified that day at Veterans Memorial State
Park."
"Yes," I said, "but we've thought of some more."
She stayed!

CROSS CURRENTS
IDPR's board consists of six members. By statute,
they come from six different geographic regions. No
more than three could come from any one political
party. This has assured a broad spectrum of views as
the collective Board ponders important decisions. If
Board members always saw things eye to eye there
would be no need for six. One would suffice. While
discussions can be lively or even heated at times, a fair

and balanced outcome is likely.
The Governor's office, too, has its own perspective,
sometimes different than the Board. The differences
appear, most often, in the budgeting process. The
Governor, of course, has to look at all functions within
the state. I have always felt that it was IDPR's
responsibility to vigorously look after the interests of its
own unique and specific constituency. Thus it is
inevitable that the Board will sometimes find itself at
cross-purposes with the Governor.
This was the case with each of the three Governors
with whom I had the pleasure to work. As he was
autographing a copy of his book for me, Governor Cecil
Andrus said, "We accomplished a lot of good things
didn't we, Monte."
I agreed, adding, "Even though sometimes we didn't
agree."
He then said, "But that's how we got the best things
done and still saved the people time and money."

GOVERNOR JOHN EVANS

For many years the idea of an Idaho State Park at
Bear Lake, in the southeastern part of Idaho, was caught
in a political stranglehold from which no one seemed
able to escape. Each year the Department put Bear
Lake development funding in the budget request. The
item was immediately pulled out at the Governor's
office until it finally no longer appeared.
Someone in Boise told me that Senator Reed Budge,
from Bear Lake County, had a reputation for voting NO
on about every issue except those from his district. I
was also told that funding for that Park was not likely to
be available until a new senator from that district
appeared in Boise.
Conversations with Bear Lake County
Commissioners indicated that while they did not have a
lot of cash, they could supply plenty of equipment,
manpower and materials. At that time Idaho's National
Guard was an engineering battalion with plenty of
heavy equipment. They were always looking for
exercise projects. Adding in the design talent available
at IDPR it looked like we had enough mgredients to
begin the first phase of a park by force accounting rather
than budgeting. The Board approved doing so.

Director Christensen suggested something about Board
members liking to have picnics in mine fields. He
argued that you cannot "piecemeal" a new park. We
responded that that was true but we could do it in
several logical phases so that each phase could stand on
its own. That was what happened. One of the greatest
rewards of this job (other than the big pay) was
watching Governor John Evans and Senator Reed
Budge, hand in hand, both with big smiles, holding a
single pair of scissors to cut the ribbon to the new Idaho
Bear Lake State Park.

GOVERNOR CECIL ANDRUS
Idaho's education system was in a bind. Governor
Andrus sought to give education a boost by tightening
budgets of other state agencies. He notified directors
that his office would accept only budget requests that
met his tight criteria. This led the Legislature to believe
they were being frozen out of the budgeting process.
They responded with a letter to agency directors saying
they understood that only prescribed budgets could be
submitted to the Governor, but please submit to the
Legislature, a list of requests the agencies would like in
their budgets.

We could feel a serious tug of war developing
between the Legislature and the Governor, and state
agencies were the rope.
Following the letter from the Legislature came a
letter from the Governor's Office instructing directors to
not respond to the Legislatures request. This was
serious because the governor appoints directors of all
but three of the state agencies. One where the governor
does not appoint is the Idaho Department of Parks and
Recreation. Our Board's lengthy deliberations indicated
that we certainly respected the Governors Office and the
intent of his directive. We felt that we also had an
obligation to the Legislature, but most of all to our
Agencies constituency. Thus, by unanimous vote IDPR
became one of only two state agencies to comply with
the Legislatures request. As soon as the vote was cast
the Governor's representative hurriedly left our meeting.
Yvonne leaned over to me and asked, Do you know
where he's going.? I replied, " Yes, to the nearest
phone."
Those of us whose terms expired in the next two
years expected that we would not be reappointed.
Governor Andrus did reappoint us , though.

GOVERNOR PHIL BATT
Whenever a new governor takes office there is
always speculation within agencies about how the new
relationship is going to work. Everyone, including the
new governor, has some uncertainties. We knew that
Governor Batt was a true conservative. Some
conservatives may view functions like parks and
recreation as somewhat frivolous or at least not very
important in the overall scheme of things. We had also
heard unverified rumors that Governor Batt may not be
too high on the Department.
Though we knew he had many important things on
his mind, Director Yvonne Ferrell and I agreed we
should try to have a heart to heart with Governor Batt
and try to come to some kind of workable
understanding. We made an appointment and met with
him in his office. Several of his staff members were
present. The atmosphere was courteous but slightly
crisp. I explained that we wanted to be team players
with the new administration and within the confines of
our legislative mandate, we wanted to do our part to
contribut to his administrations larger plan. We would

do what we could to make the administration look good.
I pointed out that almost all state agencies were either
protective or regulatory and ours was, perhaps, the one
department that represented crossing the line from
survival to living a life of quality.
"The public actually makes heavier demands on our
resources during tough economic times than in the good
times," I said. "Though we are not very large among
state agencies, by some measures we may have the
largest constituency among the departments. We
consider every citizen, countless visitors and
populations not yet bom among our constituents. What
other agency has constituents that lobby for taxes on
themselves to be used for their benefit as our Agency
has?"
Our new Governor seemed interested but then grew
stem. "I've heard," he said, that some members of your
organization have not been politically supportive of
me." I was sure he was looking at me. "That's alright,"
he continued, "but I do expect your full support from
here on." No problem because that had already been
committed. Everything seemed OK when we left. He
put his hand on my shoulder and said, "Don't come to
Boise without coming by to see me." Following up on

his invitation, he and I had a number of good visits. On
our final visit before he left office he and I were alone.
He said that he still had a few coupons left with the
Legislature and would like to help our Department with
some significant project that might benefit the whole
State. I said I would discuss the idea with Yvonne. We
settled on securing in-holdings at Ponderosa State Park.
True to his word he promoted funding for that project to
a rather reluctant Legislature. This was another happy
ending!

REGRETS
Only one.
The most gut wrenching and difficult Board
decision I witnessed in eighteen years on the Board
involved the "float homes on Hidden Lake near
Chatcolet. The Board wrestled with the many entangled
problems for several years. There was politics and
bitterness. Ultimately the Board felt that its
responsibility was to serve the larger population of
citizens rather than the few, but with compassion for
home owners agreed to a long term, twenty year phase
out.

I was astonished to learn that after fourteen of the
twenty years had passed, a later Board would snatch
defeat from the jaws of victory by so casually
overthrowing the past Boards resolution without so
much as a conversation with the past Director or any
former Board members.
I suppose they had their reasons.

